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ABSTRACT
From bacteria to mammalian cells, damaged DNA is sensed and targeted by DNA repair
pathways. A distinguishing feature of eukaryotes is that kinases play central roles in
coordination of the DNA damage response. DNA damage signaling kinases were
identified over 20 years ago and linked to imposition of the cell cycle checkpoint
concept proposed by Weinert and Hartwell. Following their identification, a role for
DNA damage signaling kinases in protecting genome integrity was proposed, but
evidence for their direct involvement in DNA repair was lacking. As a result, the initial
perception was that the role of these kinases in genome maintenance was an indirect
result of their cell cycle checkpoint function. As more substrates of DNA damage
signaling kinases were identified, it became clear that these kinases play more direct
roles in preserving the integrity of the genome. The central theme of my thesis is how
one of these kinases, Mec1/ATR, directly suppresses spontaneous gross chromosomal
rearrangements and my efforts to find the critical substrates that mediate this function.
Phosphoproteomic mass spectrometry has been a key tool for my investigations of Mec1
action. My employment of this technology in tracking the activity of Mec1 kinase has
resulted in the largest single phosphoproteomic data set in budding yeast, containing
over 30,000 phosphorylation events occurring in roughly 2/3 of the yeast proteome. A
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secondary theme of my thesis details my efforts to extract biologically meaningful
phosphorylation events from the thousands of phosphosites identified by proteomic
mass spectrometry.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
From simplest bacteria and viruses to complex mammalian cells, the structure
of DNA is vulnerable and is frequently being altered and damaged. Not surprisingly,
cells in all kingdoms of life harbor arsenals of proteins involved in detecting abnormal
DNA structures and repairing them. A distinguishing feature of eukaryotes is that
kinases play central roles in the DNA damage response, from sensing DNA damage to
regulating multiple cellular responses. Work in yeast and mammalian systems in the
90’s revealed the involvement of DNA damage signaling kinases in cell cycle control
and linked them to the “cell cycle checkpoint” concept proposed by Weinert and
Hartwell (Weinert and Hartwell 1988). Subsequent works in the late 90’s and early
2000’s revealed many of the intricacies for how these kinases establish the checkpoint
and control processes beyond the cell cycle, such as apoptosis, transcription, origin
firing (Santocanale and Diffley 1998; Sun et al. 1998; Zhou and Elledge 2000). By 2005,
the DNA damage checkpoint (DDC) signaling pathway was well delineated, with many
defined molecular mechanisms for how phosphorylation events mediated by DNA
damage signaling kinases control downstream substrate proteins. During this time,
additional work began to reveal alternative substrates and functions for these kinases,
beyond the canonical “checkpoint” pathway. But it was not until 2007 that the use of
mass spectrometry-based proteomics allowed a more systematic and less biased view of
the network of phosphorylation events triggered by the DNA damage signaling kinases
(Matsuoka et al. 2007; Smolka et al. 2007). As a result, the perception that the DNA
damage signaling kinases operate within a linear signaling pathway changed to a more
3

comprehensive model in which DNA damage signaling kinases function in an elaborate
signaling network.
In the introduction to my thesis, I will discuss the integrated action of the DNA
damage signaling kinases, reviewing our understanding of their checkpoint-dependent
and checkpoint-independent modes of action. My thesis focuses primarily on budding
yeast, since this model organism represents a powerful genetic system that offers the
unique opportunity to uncouple checkpoint-dependent from checkpoint-independent
signaling events. While such uncoupling is more complex in mammals, I will still
explore parallels between yeast and humans that help delineate conserved modes of
signaling. Given the extensive nature of the DNA damage signaling network in both
yeast and mammals, I am unable to cover all substrates and roles for the kinases
involved. Finally, I will also discuss how mass spectrometry-based phosphoproteomics
is shaping our understanding of the action of DNA damage signaling kinases and role it
has to play in the investigation of their more enigmatic functions.

1.1

Threats to genome integrity

The preservation and faithful propagation of genetic information is the most
fundamental goal of any organism. Yet the integrity of the genome is under constant
threat. DNA is not immune to the chaotic nature of chemistry; it is chemically reactive
and subject to unintended structural modification and alterations. These deleterious
chemical modifications to DNA are commonly referred to as DNA “damage,” and this
damage can originate from both exogenous and endogenous sources. Moreover, the
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process of DNA replication itself is inherently stressful. Replication forks are fragile
structures, susceptible to breakdowns that can result in genetic instability. Here, I will
briefly outline the most common threats to genome integrity.

1.1.1

Sources of DNA damage
While exogenous sources of DNA damage come in many forms, they can be

generally divided into two categories, physical and chemical. Physical sources of DNA
damage consist of high energy waveforms, such as ultraviolet light (UV) or ionizing
radiation (IR). UV light from the sun causes the spontaneous formation of pyrimidine
dimers and 6-4 photoproducts. Some estimates indicate that UV light can cause 10 5
DNA lesions per cell per day (Hoeijmakers, 2009). Exposure to IR, most commonly
from medical treatments using X-rays or radiotherapy, can result in single stranded (ss)
or double stranded (ds) DNA breaks. The chemical sources of DNA damage come in
many forms, from mutagens in the food we eat to chemotherapeutic agents used to treat
cancer. In fact, most cancer therapies employ agents that induce various forms of DNA
damage. For example, the chemotherapeutic agent methylmethane sulfonate (MMS)
alkylates the bases in DNA in a way that interferes with DNA polymerization, while
drugs like cisplatin and mitomycin C (MMC) induce covalent crosslinks between paired
DNA bases. Rather than directly reacting with DNA itself, other chemical agents
threaten DNA integrity indirectly. For example, Camptothecin (CPT) and etoposide
chemically inhibit topoisomerase in a manner that leads to its covalent attachment to
DNA. Another cancer drug, hydroxyurea (HU), interferes with the production of dNTPs
by inhibiting ribonucleotide reductase, resulting in the exhaustion of dNTPs during
5

DNA replication and exposure of stalled replication forks (For an in-depth review of the
exogenous threats to DNA integrity refer to (Ciccia and Elledge 2010)).
The sources of DNA damage can also arise from within. Reactive oxygen
species (ROS), resulting from normal metabolic processes in the mitochondria,
represent a common endogenous source of DNA damage. Highly reactive species, such
as the hydroxyl radical (•OH) and superoxide(•O2), spontaneously react with and alter
DNA (Jena 2012). Another common source of endogenous source of genomic
instability arises from the mis-incorporation of ribonucleotides during DNA replication
(Potenski and Klein 2014). While DNA’s replicative polymerases harbor intrinsic
proofreading, a significant number of mis-incoporated ribonucleotides can accumulate.

1.1.2

The stress of DNA replication
DNA replication is an inherently stressful process. Replication forks are

complex and fragile structures that must navigate a landscape of DNA that can be
damaged, broken, tightly packaged in chromatin, or actively being transcribed.
Moreover, limiting amounts of dNTPs or replication fork components can, if exhausted,
lead to the collapse of the replisome. Collectively these challenges to the replication
process contribute to a phenomenon called replication stress, which if not contended
with, results in genetic instability.

1.2

The DNA Damage Checkpoint (DDC)
In eukaryotes, response to DNA damage or replication stress is coordinated by

a highly-conserved collection of kinases. These kinases mediate a phosphorylation
6

cascade referred as the DNA damage checkpoint (DDC) and have been traditionally
categorized as either sensor or effector kinases. The sensor kinases (ATR, ATM and
DNAPK in mammals, Mec1 and Tel1 in budding yeast; Figure 1) physically monitor
the DNA landscape by specifically associating with DNA structures that form as
byproducts of DNA damage or replication stress, including single strand DNA (ssDNA)
and broken DNA ends. In the canonical mode of action, Mec1/ATR is recruited to
ssDNA, whereas Tel1/ATM and DNAPK associate with ends of double strand DNA
(dsDNA) breaks. While the mechanism of activation of each of these kinases is
different, recruitment to the proximity of these DNA structures is traditionally thought
to be a common critical requirement (for details on the mechanism of how kinases
associate with DNA structures, and co-factors involved, please refer to the following
reviews (Zou 2013; Di Domenico et al. 2014; Blackford and Jackson 2017; Saldivar et
al. 2017)). As part of the DDC response, activated sensor kinases transfer stimulatory
phosphorylation to the downstream “effector” kinases (CHK1/Rad53 and CHK2/Chk1;
mammals/yeast), which then catalyze the phosphorylation events that enforce the
hallmark responses of the DDC (Fig. 1.1). Although these downstream kinases are often
referred as effector kinases, a more precise term is arguably “DDC effector kinases”, as
the sensor kinases themselves may also be effectors of other DDC-independent
functions (discussed later in this introduction). It is worth mentioning that, here, we
consider DDC signaling as the phosphorylation events mediated by the DDC effector
kinases, as well as the set of phosphorylation events mediated by sensor kinases that
lead up to activation of the downstream DDC effector kinases (Figure 1.2, a substratecentric view of the DDC signaling network in budding yeast).
7

Figure 1.1

Figure 1.3: The DNA damage checkpoint (DDC) pathway in budding yeast and humans.
The classical view of how the kinases operate in the context of the DDC. The checkpoint adaptor
proteins are not kinases, and are instead important for mediating the activation of the effector
kinase by the sensor kinase. With the exception of apoptosis, the “hallmark responses” are
similar in both yeast and humans.
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1.2.1

Action of the yeast sensor kinases in the canonical DDC
In the context of the canonical DDC, a primary role of the sensor kinases is to

phosphorylate and activate the downstream effector kinases. The transfer of
phosphorylation from sensor to effector kinases requires the checkpoint adaptor proteins
Rad9 and Mrc1, which recruit and retain the DDC effector kinases in proximity to the
sensor kinase (Fig. 2, upper panel). Mec1 and Tel1 promote the recruitment of the Rad9
adaptor by phosphorylating lesion-proximal substrates, such as histone H2A (Downs et
al. 2000) and the 9-1-1 complex (Paciotti et al. 1998), that are then recognized directly
or indirectly by Rad9 (Toh et al. 2006; Hammet et al. 2007; Pfander and Diffley 2011)
(Fig. 2, upper panel). Once Rad9 is recruited, it is itself phosphorylated by Mec1 or Tel1
(Emili 1998; Vialard et al. 1998), which promotes its dimerization (Soulier and
Lowndes 1999; Usui et al. 2009) and further stabilization on DNA (Naiki et al. 2004)
(Fig. 2, upper panel). Mec1- and Tel1-mediated phosphorylation of Rad9 also creates
docking sites for the recruitment of the downstream effector kinase Rad53 (Sun et al.
1998; Gilbert et al. 2001; Schwartz et al. 2002), which, upon recruitment to Rad9, is
phosphorylated and activated by Mec1 or Tel1 (Sanchez et al. 1996; Sun et al. 1996)
(Fig. 2, upper panel). Initial phosphorylation of Rad53 by Mec1 or Tel1 relieves the
inhibition of the kinase activity by interfering with a kinase auto-inhibition domain
(Fiorani et al. 2008) (Fig. 2, upper panel). Rad53 can also be activated via the Mrc1
adaptor (Alcasabas et al. 2001; Osborn and Elledge 2003), with the difference that Mrc1,
being an intrinsic component of the replisome, is already “on-site” for mediating
activation, obviating the need for a devoted recruitment mechanism as in the case of
Rad9. Since Mrc1 is already at replication forks, it has been proposed to mediate a
9

response to replication stress, referred to as the DNA Replication Checkpoint, which is
more rapid than the Rad9-dependent DDC (Pardo et al. 2017; Bacal et al. 2018). For
simplicity, in this thesis I will refer to DDC as both the Rad9 and Mrc1-mediated
responses. In addition to Rad9 and Mrc1, Sgs1 has also been proposed to mediate Rad53
recruitment in a manner that depends upon its phosphorylation by Mec1 (Hegnauer et
al. 2012) (Fig. 2, upper panel). Mec1 and Tel1 also facilitate checkpoint activation and
propagation by recruiting chromatin modifiers and remodelers near sites of DNA
damage (Downs et al. 2004; Morrison et al. 2004; van Attikum et al. 2004; Morrison et
al. 2007), which may help de-condense chromatin in a way that permits adaptor
assembly (Fig. 2. Upper panel).

1.2.2

Downstream kinases as effectors of the DDC response
The sensor kinases do not directly impose the DDC response. Instead,

downstream kinases under the control of the sensor kinase are collectively responsible
for mediating the “hallmark” responses of the DDC, which include the arrest of the cell
cycle, inhibition of origin firing, protection/restart of stalled replication forks,
upregulation of dNTP production, and an induction of a transcriptional response (Fig. 1
and Fig. 2, lower panel). Many hallmark phosphorylation events of the DDC seem to
involve substrates that are not necessarily at the sites of Mec1 and Tel1 activation and
therefore must function in trans, via a more global signaling response mediated by DDC
effector kinases. Thus, the downstream effector kinases are believed to be able to diffuse
from the sites of activation and serve as messengers for the regulation of off-site
processes.
10

Figure 1.2

Figure 1.2: A substrate-centric map of the DNA damage checkpoint (DDC) network in
budding yeast. These substrates represent the functional substrates of the DDC network. Here,
my definition of the DDC is the following - the DDC consists specifically of the upstream
phosphorylation events that lead up to the activation of the effector kinases and all
phosphorylation events phosphorylation mediated by those effector kinases. The substrates
involved in “checkpoint dampening” counteract effector kinase activation.
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1.2.3

dNTP regulation: an essential function of the budding yeast checkpoint
In budding yeast, the principal effector kinase is Rad53, with Chk1 playing a

less critical role as judged by the fact that deletion of Chk1 does not result in observable
sensitivity to DNA damaging agents (Sanchez et al. 1999). In contrast, RAD53 deletion
is lethal (Zheng et al. 1993; Allen et al. 1994), though this lethality can be suppressed
via deletion of the RNR inhibitor protein Sml1 (Zhao et al. 1998). Thus, it is thought
that Rad53’s essential function involves the up regulation of dNTP production during
DNA replication, in part through the phosphorylation and activation of the downstream
effector kinase Dun1 (Allen et al. 1994; Bashkirov et al. 2003) (Figs. 1 and 2). Once
activated by Rad53, Dun1 phosphorylates the paralogous proteins Sml1 (Zhao et al.
2001; Zhao and Rothstein 2002) and Dif1 (Lee et al. 2008) (Fig. 2, lower panel), which
releases RNR from allosteric inhibition and induces the nuclear import of RNR subunits,
respectively. Dun1 also up-regulates the transcription of several RNR subunits by
inducing the phosphorylation and inactivation of the transcriptional repressor protein,
Crt1 (Huang et al. 1998) (Fig. 2, lower panel). As cells lacking Dun1 are viable, in
contrast to rad53 cells, it is possible that the essential function of Rad53 is due a
combination of its role in dNTP regulation (via Dun1) and other roles in, for example,
replication fork stability.

1.2.4

Replication Fork Stability and Restart
Even in the absence of SML1, rad53 mutants are exquisitely sensitive to

chemical agents that damage DNA or stall DNA replication forks (Allen et al. 1994;
Sanchez et al. 1999; Gunjan and Verreault 2003). This sensitivity to DNA damaging
12

agents has been primarily linked to Rad53’s role in stabilizing and restarting stalled
replication forks (reviewed in detail here - (Segurado and Tercero 2009)). It is thought
that Rad53’s phosphorylation and inhibition of the Exo1 exonuclease contributes to
protection of stalled replication forks by preventing their nucleolytic processing (CottaRamusino et al. 2005; Morin et al. 2008) (Fig. 2, lower panel). In addition, Rad53mediated phosphorylation of the Pif1 and Rrm3 helicases may also help prevent fork
collapse, presumably by regulating the action of these helicases in the proximity of
stalled replication forks (Rossi et al. 2015) (Fig. 2, lower panel). However, precisely
how Rad53 maintains replication fork integrity and functionality is unclear and
represents one of the most fundamental knowledge gaps in the field. A recent work
revealed that Rad53 phosphorylates the replicative helicase component Cdc45, which
in turn seems to recruit and stabilize Rad53 at replication complexes (Can et al. 2018).
Identification of additional key substrates and recruiting mechanisms will be necessary
for a more complete understanding of Rad53’s role in maintaining fork stability, a
function that is often regarded as the DDC “holy grail” (indicated by the ? substrate(s)
in Fig. 2, lower panel) and that may involve a range of redundant phosphorylation events
in more than one essential replisome protein.

1.2.5

Inhibition of origin firing
During genotoxic stress in S-phase, Rad53 phosphorylates the DDK subunit

Dbf4 and a component of pre-RCs, Sld3, to inhibit the firing of late-replicating origins
(Lopez-Mosqueda et al. 2010; Zegerman and Diffley 2010) (Fig. 2, lower panel),
thereby slowing the progression of DNA synthesis and, possibly, preventing the
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exhaustion of RPA (Toledo et al. 2017). While the mechanism by which Rad53
phosphorylation regulates DDK is unknown, its phosphorylation of Sld3 is thought to
prevent the recruitment of Dpb11 to primed replication origins (Lopez-Mosqueda et al.
2010; Zegerman and Diffley 2010).

1.2.6

Transcriptional control
In addition to its replication fork associated functions, Rad53 is responsible for

mediating the transcriptional response to DNA damage and replication stress. In G1,
Rad53 was proposed to influence the timing of START by phosphorylating Swi6, a
component of the MBF/SBF transcription factor (analog of human E2F) (Sidorova and
Breeden 1997; Sidorova and Breeden 2003). Rad53 can also regulate the transcription
of MBF/SBF targets at the G1/S transition and during S-phase through phosphorylation
and inhibition of the Nrm1 transcriptional repressor protein, therefore promoting
transcription of the largest set of co-regulated genes in the DNA damage response (de
Bruin et al. 2008; Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2012; Travesa et al. 2012) (Fig. 2, lower
panel). Dun1 also up-regulates transcription of several RNR subunits by inducing the
phosphorylation and inactivation of the transcriptional repressor protein, Crt1 (Huang
et al. 1998) (Fig. 2, lower panel). In-depth transcriptome analyses suggest the DDC may
also impinge upon other, as of yet unknown, transcription factors (Jaehnig et al. 2013).

1.2.7

Preventing anaphase entry
In G2/M, Rad53 seems to act in parallel with Chk1 to arrest cells with damaged

DNA before the onset of anaphase. Chk1 phosphorylates and stabilizes the anaphase14

inhibiting Pds1/securin protein (Sanchez et al. 1999; Wang et al. 2001) (Fig. 2, lower
panel), which prevents separation of sister chromatids in anaphase. In parallel, Rad53
can influence the spindle checkpoint through the inhibition of the polo-like kinase Cdc5
(Sanchez et al. 1999; Zhang et al. 2009; Valerio-Santiago et al. 2013) (Fig. 2, lower
panel). Inactivation of Cdc5, particularly in response to telomere damage (ValerioSantiago et al. 2013), prevents Cdc5’s phosphorylation of the spindle checkpoint protein
Bfa1, which ultimately impinges upon the anaphase promoting complex (APC) (Hu et
al. 2001).

1.2.8

Multifunctional regulation of Pif1
The Pif1 helicase represents an enigmatic and seemingly multifunctional

substrate of the effector kinases. Rad53-Dun1-dependent phosphorylation of Pif1 has
been implicated in the regulation break-induced replication (Vasianovich et al. 2014),
the prevention of de novo telomere formation (Makovets and Blackburn 2009), and the
inhibition of deleterious remodeling of stalled replication forks (Rossi et al. 2015) (Fig.
2, lower right panel). It remains unclear exactly how DDC phosphorylation modulates
Pif1 action and whether this phosphorylation elicits a similar type of regulation
regardless of the biological context of Pif1 function.

1.2.9

Gene Gating
Rad53 and Dun1 were also found to phosphorylate Mlp1, a nucleopore-

associated protein involved in the nuclear retention of un-spliced mRNA (Fig. 2, lower
right panel). The binding of gated transcripts to the nucleopore has been hypothesized
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to generate

of torsional stress during

DNA replication; Rad53-dependent

phosphorylation of Mlp1 may represent a means of relieving this stress through the
release of gated transcripts (Bermejo et al. 2011).

1.2.10 Chromatin mobility
Rad53 mediates an increase in global chromatin mobility that coincides with
DSB formation (Dion et al. 2012; Mine-Hattab and Rothstein 2012; Seeber et al. 2013).
This increase in chromatin mobility is currently thought to assist the homology search
during HR-mediated DNA repair, however the precise mechanisms that underpin the
increase mobility are still unclear. A recent work proposed that Rad53 increases
mobility in part through the phosphorylation of the centromere component protein Cep3
(Strecker et al. 2016) (Fig. 2, lower right panel).

1.2.11 Sensor kinases can dampen DDC signaling
In the context of the DDC, Mec1 and Tel1 action are commonly perceived as
being dedicated to activation of the effector DDC kinases. However, mounting
evidence shows that a build-up in Mec1 (and potentially Tel1) signaling may also
promote the recruitment of proteins, such as Slx4, Rtt107, and Sae2, that counteract
recruitment of the Rad9 adaptor and prevent Mec1-Tel1 signaling from transducing to
Rad53 (Ohouo et al. 2010; Ohouo et al. 2013; Cussiol et al. 2015; Jablonowski et al.
2015; Yu et al. 2018). In this context, Mec1-Tel1 signaling may trigger termination of
the DDC, in a mode of action that antagonizes its own role in DDC activation. The
ability of Mec1 to dampen DDC signaling is crucial for proper resumption of the cell
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cycle after a cell faces DNA damage (for more details on the recovery process after
checkpoint enforcement please see (Harrison and Haber 2006)).

1.3

Yeast-to-Human Parallels in the DDC
Like the DNA damage signaling kinases themselves, the core functions of the

DNA damage checkpoint highlighted for yeast above seem mostly conserved in
humans. In Figure 1.3, I highlight the mammalian phosphorylation events believed to
represent conserved or functionally analogous phosphorylation events to those found in
the budding yeast DDC.
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Figure 1.3
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Figure 1.3: Parallels between the human and yeast DNA damage checkpoint (DDC)
network. The purpose of this figure is to highlight what is thought to represent analogous
phosphorylation events in the yeast and human DDC network. We emphasize that the proteins
be compared do not necessarily homologous, and the degree of similarity between and yeast
and human substrate varies depending on the comparison. See the main text for more in-depth
explanations of each analogous substrate.
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1.3.1

Action of the human sensor kinases and adaptors in the DDC response
Similar to yeast, ATM and ATR utilize checkpoint adaptor proteins to mediate

their transfer of phosphorylation to the checkpoint effector kinases. ATR primarily
relies on Claspin, the homolog of yeast Mrc1, to mediate the activation of CHK1. Like
Mrc1, Claspin associates with the replisome and recruits CHK1 in response to
replication stress (Fig. 1.3, “DDC Effector kinase recruitment”). Also similar to yeast,
Claspin-CHK1 interaction depends upon ATR activity (Kumagai and Dunphy 2003;
Lindsey-Boltz et al. 2009). While it is currently unknown whether mammalian ATR
directly phosphorylates Claspin, Xenopus ATR has been shown to directly
phosphorylate Claspin at Threonine 817 and 819, which is critical for CHK1 recruitment
(Yoo et al. 2006). Once bound to CHK1, Claspin is thought to both stabilize CHK1 and
tether it in proximity to ATR, allowing for extensive phosphorylation and full activation
of the effector kinase (Liu et al. 2006).
Two adaptors have been linked to the ATM-CHK2 signaling axis, MDC1 and
53BP1. Despite extensive research on these proteins, it remains unclear precisely how
they function as checkpoint adaptors in transducing ATM signaling toward CHK2
activation. While 53BP1 is the orthologue of yeast Rad9, MDC1 also shares functional
similarities with Rad9 in the context of the DDC. Similar to Rad9, MDC1 possesses
BRCT domains that directly bind to phosphorylated histone H2AX (Fig. 1.3, “Scaffold
recruitment”) (γH2AX; analogous to histone H2A phosphorylated at the C-terminal SQ
site in yeast) (Stucki et al. 2005). Once associated with γH2AX at DNA breaks, MDC1
is itself phosphorylated by ATM and contributes to CHK2 activation (Fig. 1.3, “Scaffold
recruitment”) (Goldberg et al. 2003; Lou et al. 2003a; Lou et al. 2003b; Stewart et al.
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2003; Wu et al. 2008). Less is understood about the molecular details of how MDC1 is
coupled to CHK2 activation, and it remains unclear if these two proteins directly
interact, as it is the case Rad9 and Rad53 in yeast. Similar to yeast Rad9, oligomerization
of MDC1 was shown to be important for transduction of ATM signaling to downstream
DDC signaling events (Fig. 1.3, “Scaffold oligomerization”) (Luo et al. 2011; Liu et
al. 2012).
ATM promotes the recruitment of 53BP1 through two distinct mechanisms.
Similar to yeast Rad9, 53BP1 recognizes γH2AX through its C-terminal pair of BRCT
domains (Fig. 1.3, “Scaffold recruitment”), an interaction that has been controversial
but recently gained additional support (Baldock et al. 2015; Kleiner et al. 2015).
However, the major mechanism for 53BP1 recruitment to DNA breaks occurs via ATM
and γH2AX-mediated recruitment of MDC1 , which becomes phosphorylated by ATM
and recruits the E3 ubiquitin ligases RNF8 and RNF168, leading to ubiquitylation of
H2A that is recognized directly by 53BP1 (Fig. 1.3, “Scaffold recruitment”) (for
detailed review, see (Hustedt and Durocher 2016)). Noteworthy, this ubiquitylationdependent recruiting mechanism is absent in budding yeast. Consistent with its function
as a DDC adaptor, 53BP1 interacts with CHK2 and the loss of 53BP1 results in reduced
ATM-mediated phosphorylation of CHK2 in response to low doses of IR (Fig. 1.3,
“DDC Effector kinase recruitment”) (Wang et al. 2002). However, 53BP1 seems to
regulate activation of the checkpoint through a complex mechanism, as the physical
interaction between CHK2 and 53BP1 rapidly decreases upon IR radiation rather than
being stabilized (Wang et al. 2002) (contrasting with the Rad9-Rad53 interaction, which
increases after DNA damage in budding yeast). Notably, both 53BP1 and Rad9 play a
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key role in the control of DNA end resection (Lazzaro et al. 2008; Bunting et al. 2010;
Chapman et al. 2013; Zimmermann et al. 2013; Ferrari et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2017). In
both cases, phosphorylation of Rad9/53BP by Mec1 or Tel1 in yeast or ATM in humans
is essential for its function in suppressing DNA end resection (Usui et al. 2009; Bothmer
et al. 2011; Ferrari et al. 2015), and it is possible that 53BP1’s function in preventing
resection may contribute the stabilization of ATM at broken DNA ends, which may
indirectly contribute to promote ATM-CHK2 signaling.

1.3.2

The DDC effector kinases in humans
Whereas Rad53 mediates nearly all checkpoint-related functions in budding

yeast, with Chk1 playing only a minor role, a more balanced division of labor exists for
CHK1 and CHK2 in humans. While CHK2 shares sequence and structural similarities
with Rad53, including an FHA domain, the functional similarities are limited to its
involvement in the DSB signaling response. Interestingly, although CHK1 shares little
or no sequence/structural similarity to Rad53, these kinases share crucial roles in the
replication stress response. Activation of CHK1 and CHK2 involves their
phosphorylation by the sensor kinases ATR and ATM, respectively (Fig. 1.3, “DDC
Effector kinase activation”). Like in yeast, these priming phosphorylation events are
mainly required to dissociate inhibition domains from inactive kinase domains or to
drive monomer-to-oligomer kinase transition (reviewed in (Bartek and Lukas 2003)).
ATM-mediated phosphorylation of CHK2 at Threonine 68, a widely accepted marker
of CHK2 activation, allows for the dimerization of two inactive CHK2 monomers and
for their subsequent trans- and cis-phosphorylation (Fig. 1.3, “DDC Effector kinase
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activation”) (Ahn et al. 2000; Xu et al. 2002; Schwarz et al. 2003). CHK2 dimerization
is a transient state, since the multiple trans- and cis-auto phosphorylation events promote
rapid dimer dissociation leading to full active monomers (Fig. 1.3, “DDC Effector
kinase activation”) (Ahn and Prives 2002; Xu et al. 2002; Cai et al. 2009). Similar to
CHK2, CHK1 activation is a multistep process that requires ATR trans-phosphorylation
at Serine 317 and Serine 345 but, unlike Rad53 or CHK2, does not apparently involve
dimerization or oligomerization (Fig. 1.3, “DDC Effector kinase activation”) (Liu et al.
2000; Zhao and Piwnica-Worms 2001; Capasso et al. 2002).

1.3.3

Cell cycle control via CDK regulation – budding yeast versus humans
The most classical and widely known function of the DDC is the imposition of

a cell cycle arrest to prevent entry into mitosis. In fission yeast and higher eukaryotes,
this DNA damage signaling-dependent cell cycle arrest involves the inhibition of
mitotic-CDK (M-CDK) via phosphorylation of a highly conserved tyrosine residue
(Textbook: Cell Cycle: Principles of Control). DDC signaling influences M-CDK
inhibition by both prompting its phosphorylation, through the stimulation of WEE1
kinase, and preventing its dephosphorylation, via inhibition of the Cdc25 phosphatase
(Fig. 1.3, “Cell cycle arrest”) (Textbook: Cell Cycle: Principles of Control). While the
checkpoint pathway in yeast does not seem to impinge upon the Cdc25 phosphatase
homolog, Mih1, recent work has demonstrated that the budding yeast kinase Swe1 (the
WEE1 homolog) is regulated in a manner similar to its counterpart in higher eukaryotes
(Palou et al. 2015). Similar to WEE1, Swe1 is likely phosphorylated and activated by
DNA damage signaling, which promotes M-CDK inhibition (Fig. 1.3, “Cell cycle
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arrest”) (Edenberg et al. 2015; Palou et al. 2015). However, unlike in higher eukaryotes,
the budding yeast DDC is also able to suppress M-CDK activity through additional,
redundant mechanisms that remain unclear (Palou et al. 2015).

1.3.4

Inhibition of origin firing in humans
One of the mechanisms to prevent genome instability during replication stress

is to inhibit the firing of late or dormant origins (reviewed in (McIntosh and Blow 2012;
Yekezare et al. 2013). DDC kinases associate with the replisome and control origin
firing through two main pathways that are highly conserved from yeast to higher
eukaryotes. During DNA replication, the Sld3 homologue Treslin docks with CDK2depedent phosphorylation sites on TOPBP1, the homologue of Dpb11, to mediate origin
firing (Kumagai et al. 2010; Boos et al. 2011). Conditions that perturb DNA replication
and trigger CHK1 activation have been shown to disrupt the Treslin-TOPBP1
interaction (Boos et al. 2011), in a mechanism analogous to Rad53-dependent control
of the Sld3-Dpb11 interaction in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Fig. 1.3, “Inhibition of
origin firing”). CHK1 has been also shown to directly phosphorylate Treslin in Xenopus
egg extracts, which inhibits DNA replication (Fig. 1.3, “Inhibition of origin firing”)
(Guo et al. 2015). Another conserved mechanism for inhibiting origin firing involves
DDK regulation. As in yeast, mammalian and Xenopus ATR and CHK1 are able to
phosphorylate the DBF4 subunit of DDK, inhibiting origin firing (Fig. 1.3, “Inhibition
of origin firing”) (Costanzo et al. 2003; Heffernan et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2012). It is
worth mentioning that, at the same time, ATR and CHK1 seem to also be able to
promote DNA replication by phosphorylating core components of the replisome such
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as the MCM helicase (Cortez et al. 2004; Yoo et al. 2004).

1.3.5

Replication fork protection in humans
During DNA replication, stalled replication forks may be targeted and degraded

by various nucleases. Fork degradation pathways may impair replication fork restart
after stalling, leading to persistent DNA lesions, and are therefore considered a major
driving force of genomic instability (reviewed in (Pasero and Vindigni 2017)). In
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the Rad53 kinase has a major role in maintaining fork
protection through the regulation of nucleases, such as Exo1 (Cotta-Ramusino et al.
2005). In addition, Rad53 regulates the Pif1 and Rrm3 helicases, potentially limiting
replication fork reversal and subsequent fork degradation (Rossi et al. 2015).
Mammalian DDC kinases also seem to protect stalled replication forks through similar
mechanisms. In a recent work, human EXO1 was found to be phosphorylated by ATR
(Fig. 1.3, “Replication fork protection”), which inhibits EXO1’s nucleolytic activity and
prevents chromosome fragmentation due to unrestrained EXO1 processing activity
(Tomimatsu et al. 2017). In addition, ATR governs the recruitment and/or stability of
several helicases important for remodeling the stalled fork and promoting fork restart.
For example, ATR phosphorylates the Werner syndrome helicase WRN at multiple S/TQ sites (Fig. 1.3, “Replication fork protection”), which was shown to promote WRNRPA co-localization at replication stress sites (Ammazzalorso et al. 2010; Su et al.
2014). Mutation of these ATR sites causes massive stalled fork breakage and severely
impacts the resumption of DNA replication. Several studies also described that Bloom’s
Syndrome protein (BLM) helicase is directly phosphorylated by both ATR and CHK1
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to prevent proteasome-dependent BLM degradation, promote interaction with 53BP1
and replication fork restart after HU-mediated arrest (Fig. 1.3, “Replication fork
protection”) (Davies et al. 2004; Sengupta et al. 2004; Davies et al. 2007; Tripathi et al.
2007; Kaur et al. 2010; Petsalaki et al. 2014). In yeast, Rad53 and Sgs1 (BLM
orthologue) physically interact (Hegnauer et al. 2012), and Sgs1 has been reported to
display a strong genetic interaction with Rad9 (Nielsen et al. 2013). Finally, David
Cortez’s group described an additional mechanism of fork stability regulation through
ATR’s phosphorylation of the SMARCAL1 helicase (Couch et al. 2013). ATRdependent phosphorylation of SMARCAL1 inhibits its fork remodeling activity,
preventing the subsequent pathological fork degradation by active nucleases such as
MRE11, DNA2 and EXO1 (Ying et al. 2012; Thangavel et al. 2015; Lemacon et al.
2017). Collectively, the examples highlight how yeast and human DDC kinases function
in replication fork protection via the direct regulation of nucleases and helicases at the
replication fork.

1.3.6

Transcriptional control in humans
DDC kinases profoundly impact multiple transcriptional programs in humans.

The E2F pathway represents a major transcriptional system that is regulated by DDC
signaling through

multiple

mechanisms.

ATM, ATR and CHK2-dependent

phosphorylation activate E2F1 (Lin et al. 2001; Stevens et al. 2003), whereas CHK1
also inhibits the transcriptional repressor E2F6 through direct phosphorylation (Fig. 1.3,
“DNA damage or replication stress-induced transcription”) (Bertoli et al. 2013a).
Interestingly, CHK1’s inhibition of E2F6 resembles the Rad53-dependent inhibition of
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the Saccharomyces cerevisiae transcriptional repressor Nrm1 discussed above (more
details can be found here (Bertoli et al. 2013b)). E2F-dependent transcription includes
a large set of genes with roles in DNA replication, cell cycle and DNA repair (reviewed
here (Bracken et al. 2004; Poppy Roworth et al. 2015)), thus it is not surprising that
inhibition of the ATR-CHK1 pathway was recently shown to cause major remodeling
of the proteome via control of the E2F transcription (Kim et al. 2018).
In addition to E2F, a major target of regulation by DDC kinases is the
transcription factor p53, whose classical function is in triggering the apoptotic program
(reviewed here (Chen 2016)). p53 is directly phosphorylated and stabilized by all the
DDC kinases (Fig. 1.3, “DNA damage or replication stress-induced transcription”),
eliciting a p53-dependent transcriptional response that impacts many aspects of the
DNA damage response (reviewed in(Kruse and Gu 2009)). The mammalian DDC apical
kinases also phosphorylate the p53 inhibitor Mdm2, impairing its ability of Mdm2 to
promote p53 nuclear export and its subsequent degradation (Fig. 1.3, “DNA damage or
replication stress-induced transcription”) (Mayo et al. 1997; Maya et al. 2001; Shinozaki
et al. 2003). While Saccharomyces cerevisiae does not have clear p53 or Mdm2
homologues, it is worth mentioning that the DDC-mediated control of p53 might
functionally resemble the control of the Crt1 transcription regulator by Rad53 and Dun1
in budding yeast (Huang et al. 1998).

1.3.7

dNTPs regulation in humans
Despite the critical importance of direct regulation of dNTPs level in yeast, this

function seems less conserved, as no clear Sml1, Dif1, or Dun1 orthologues or
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functional analogues have been identified so far in mammalian cells. Nevertheless, it i s
intriguing that an extra genomic copy of the RRM2 gene (RNR regulatory subunit) can
extend the lifespan of ATR-deficient mice (Lopez-Contreras et al. 2015). To date,
whether ATR directly phosphorylates RRM2 is not clear, though it was recently shown
that ATR may indirectly promote RRM2 stabilization through the degradation of Cyclin
F subunit of SCF (D'Angiolella et al. 2012). Additionally, RRM2 transcription is also
induced by E2F and thus can be indirectly up-regulated by the ATR-CHK1 kinases
(Ishida et al. 2001).

1.4

Beyond the DNA Damage Checkpoint
While the DDC signaling network, in both yeast and humans, is relatively well

established and delineated (as described above), Mass spectrometry-based analysis of
DNA damage signaling has revealed hundreds of phosphorylation events that are
mediated by the sensor kinases in a manner independent of the DDC (discussed in depth
in section 1.5.1). However, our understanding of the checkpoint-independent roles of
the sensor kinases has been obscured by the challenges associated with disentangling
the effects of disrupting a sensor kinase from the contaminant impact on effector kinase
function, as both Rad53 and CHK1 serve essential functions in yeast and humans,
respectively. In human cells for example, loss of CHK1 function impairs the ability of
cells to progress through S phase in a manner that genetics of ATR loss of function is
not possible due to CHK1 dysfunction and loss of viability. Luckily, in yeast it is
possible to suppress the lethality of rad53 cells via deletion of the SML1 gene, an
inhibitor of the ribonucleotide reductase enzyme (Zhao et al. 1998). This has allowed
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powerful genetics for studying the importance of DDC-independent signaling via the
deletion of the effector and sensor kinases. A major realization from studies with cells
lacking Mec1 and Tel1 is that these double deletion cells exhibit genomic instability
and a growth defect that is dramatically higher than cells lacking all the DDC effector
kinases (Rad53, Chk1 and Dun1; described in detail below). In the next sections I
highlight key DDC-independent functions defined so far in budding yeast, with an
emphasis on the roles associated with genome maintenance.

Checkpoint-independent functions of Mec1/ATR and Tel1/ATM
Initially, Mec1/ATR and Tel1/ATM were thought of as sensor kinases that
primarily acted to activate the downstream checkpoint kinases. Phosphoproteomic data
clearly revealed that these sensor kinases also act as effector kinases to directly
phosphorylate many other proteins, and may do so in a manner that is entirely
independent of the downstream DDC kinases (Fig. 1.5). Thus, we propose that the
hierarchy of the DNA damage signaling network, in the simplest of terms, can be broken
down into two component parts: “checkpoint-dependent” signaling (i.e. mediated by the
downstream checkpoint effector kinases Rad53, Chk1, and Dun1) and “checkpointindependent” signaling (i.e. mediated by Mec1 and Tel1 in manner independent of the
downstream checkpoint proteins) (Fig. 1.4). While the checkpoint-dependent functions
are well documented (as discussed earlier), there is mounting evidence that the
checkpoint-independent activity of Mec1 and Tel1 is critically important for several
cellular functions.
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1.4.1

Mec1 and Tel1 function in a partially redundant manner
I preface my discussion of the DDC-independent functions of sensor kinases

with a brief overview of the overlapping, and still somewhat enigmatic, relationship
between Mec1 and Tel1 kinases. Though they are thought to associate with different
DNA structures, the redundant nature of these two PI3K-like kinases has long been
appreciated. Both kinases share strong structural homology (Greenwell et al. 1995;
Morrow et al. 1995), have a similar preference for S/T-Q-containing substrate residues
(Smolka et al. 2007), and are capable of phosphorylating the downstream effector
kinases (Sun et al. 1996). That said, the redundancy of Mec1 and Tel1 is partial, with
Mec1 taking a more prominent role. In the case of budding yeast, while Mec1 alone is
sufficient for most phosphorylation events in the DNA damage signaling network, only
a handful of phosphorylation events in the network were shown to mainly depend on
Tel1 alone (Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2015). About a third of all phosphorylation events
in the network can be mediated by either Mec1 or Tel1, showing that in several cases
Tel1 can partially compensate for the loss of Mec1 (Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2015).
Notably, the phenotypes associated with Mec1 and/or Tel1 mutants are consistent with
the phosphoproteomically-determined division of labor. While mec1Δ cells display a
range of phenotypic defects, including a growth defect and hyper-sensitivity to
genotoxins, tel1Δ cells lack observable phenotypes (other than shortened telomere
length) (Greenwell et al. 1995; Morrow et al. 1995; Ritchie et al. 1999). Furthermore,
consistent with the detected partial redundancy in the signaling network, the most severe
phenotypes associated with DDC-independent signaling only manifest in the absence of
both Mec1 and Tel1 (as explained in the next section). In mammals, the extent of the
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functional overlap between ATR and ATM remains unclear. A major limitation in
assessing the functional redundancy between these kinases is that mammalian systems
lack efficient ways of suppressing the lethality associated with the complete loss of ATR
(Brown and Baltimore 2000). It is important to mention that ATM seems to play a
relatively more prominent role compared to Tel1 in yeast as mammalian cells lacking
ATM display a range of phenotypes, including sensitivity to Ionizing radiation (Canman
et al. 1998).

1.4.2

Suppression of chromosomal rearrangements is a major DDC-independe nt

role of Mec1 and Tel1
Evidence for a DDC-independent function for Mec1 and Tel1 in genome
maintenance dates back to the work of the Kolodner group using genetic assays to assess
chromosome stability in yeast. Through the use of one of these assays, the Gross
Chromosomal Rearrangement (GCR) assay, they demonstrated that cells lacking Mec1
and Tel1 exhibit extreme genetic instability (Myung et al. 2001). In fact, mec1Δ tel1Δ
cells are one of the most genetically unstable strains isolated to date. These cells undergo
gross chromosomal rearrangements at a rate four-five orders of magnitude higher than
wild type cells and, importantly, two orders of magnitude higher than cells lacking the
downstream effector kinases (Myung et al. 2001). In addition to exhibiting an extremely
high frequency of genome rearrangements (Vernon et al. 2008), mec1Δ tel1Δ cells have
dramatically elevated rates of aneuploidy (McCulley and Petes 2010). ATM and ATR
are also responsible for maintaining chromosome stability in humans (Xu et al. 1996;
Brown and Baltimore 2000), though the lack of clean genetic systems in human cells
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has made it difficult to determine the relative contributions of the different human DNA
damage signaling kinases to the suppression of genetic instability.

1.4.3

Control of HR-mediated DNA repair
While the precise mechanism by which Mec1 and Tel1 suppress genetic

instability is unclear, Mec1 has been shown to directly phosphorylate several proteins
involved in DNA repair (Fig. 1.4). For example, Mec1’s phosphorylation of multiple
S/T-Q residues in Sae2, a homolog of human pro-resection factor CTIP, seems to
partially contribute to Mec1-mediated GCR suppression (Fig. 1.4) (Liang et al. 2015).
Furthermore, Mec1 also phosphorylates directly Rad55 (Fig. 1.4) and, through Rad53
but not Dun1, promotes the phosphorylation and DNA binding of the Tid1/Rdh54
translocase (Bashkirov et al. 2006; Herzberg et al. 2006; Ferrari et al. 2013). Mec1 also
phosphorylates Rad51 at Serine 192 supporting its ATPase activity and strand invasion
capacity (Fig. 1.4) (Flott et al. 2011). Additionally, Mec1 phosphorylation of Rad26 has
been shown to promote rates of transcription coupled nucleotide excision repair (Fig
1.4) (Taschner et al. 2010), though the mechanism of phospho-mediated regulation is
unknown. Finally, Mec1-mediated phosphorylation of the DNA repair scaffold protein
Rtt107 has been linked to the resistance to genotoxic agents
Work form our lab has demonstrated that phosphorylation of the Holliday
junction resolvase Slx4 by Mec1 promotes its interaction Dpb11 (Ohouo et al. 2010;
Ohouo et al. 2013), a multi BRCT-domain scaffold known to play key roles in DNA
replication, DDC signaling and DNA repair (Wardlaw et al. 2014; Liu and Smolka
2016). Dpb11 is itself a Mec1 activator and is localizes to sites of DNA damage by
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docking at a Mec1 phosphorylation site in the 9-1-1 clamp loaded at 5’ recessed
junctions (Puddu et al. 2008). Mec1-induced Dpb11-Slx4 interaction has been shown to
promote DNA end resection, the initial step in HR-mediated repair. However, it thought
that Mec1’s influence on resection through regulating the Slx4-Dpb11 interaction is
primarily due to checkpoint dampening (Fig 1.2), which relieves Rad53’s inhibition of
Exo1 exonuclease (Fig 1.2). Mec1’s phosphorylation of Slx4 has also been linked to a
role single-strand annealing (SSA) (Fig 1.4), specifically in regulating cleavage of 3'
non-homologous (NH) DNA tails by Rad1-Rad10 (Fig. 1.4) (Toh et al. 2010).
As shown Chapter 2 of this thesis, my work has demonstrated that
phosphorylation of the lesion-proximal Mec1 substrates, Rtt107, Slx4 and Sgs1,
strongly correlate with the suppression of GCRs (Lanz et al. 2018). These substrates
play multiple roles in HR-mediated repair.
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Figure 1.4

Figure 1.4: Known substrates of the sensor kinases that are phosphorylated in a manner
independently of the checkpoint.
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1.4.4

Regulation of Telomeres
The genetic instability associated with mec1Δ tel1Δ may also be linked to the

inability of these cells to maintain their telomeres. Tel1 (TELomere maintenance 1) has
long been implicated in the maintenance of telomere length (Lustig and Petes 1986),
and it does so in manner that is partially redundant to Mec1. While tel1Δ mutants
possess shortened but stable telomeres (Lustig and Petes 1986), the telomeres in mec1Δ
tel1Δ mutants are defunct, and these cells rapidly senesce relative to normal cells
(Greenwell et al. 1995; Morrow et al. 1995). These telomere-related defects are also
independent of the Mec1 and Tel1’s role in DDC signaling, as the ablation of the
effector checkpoint kinases does not result in dramatically shortened telomeres or the
entry into senescence (though we note that telomere length is affected by Dun1dependent dNTP regulation in a SML1 background (Gupta et al. 2013)). Mec1 and
Tel1’s role in maintaining functional telomeres is critical for the prevention of
spontaneous telomere-telomere fusions (Mieczkowski et al. 2003; Barrientos-Moreno
et al. 2018), and since the mitotic segregation of dicentric chromosomes results in DSBs,
telomere fusions represent one potential driver of genetic instability in mec1Δ tel1Δ
cells. Telomere regulatory protein Cdc13 appears to be directly regulated by Mec1/Tel1dependant phosphorylation in its telomere recruitment domain. This phosphorylation
has been shown to be important for maintaining telomere homeostasis (Tseng et al.
2006). Mec1’s phosphorylation of Cdc13 also appears to negatively regulate telomere
formation in response to DNA damage, as its phosphorylation has been shown to
suppress de novo telomere addition by inhibiting the recruitment of telomerase to broken
DNA ends (Zhang and Durocher 2010). Furthermore, Mec1/Tel1 phosphorylation of
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the telomere resident protein Rap1 seems to promote its interaction with Rif1, thereby
encouraging telomere lengthening (Fig. 1.4) (Yang et al. 2017). The roles of ATM and
ATR in mammalian telomere homeostasis are less clear, with most of the mammalian
literature focusing on the repression of DNA damage signaling at telomeric regions.
However, a recent study suggests that, similar to their yeast homologs, ATM and ATR
are also required for the recruitment of telomerase to telomeric regions and for the
elongation of telomeres in immortalized human cell lines (Tong et al. 2015) .

1.4.5

Regulation of DNA Replication
Due to its affinity for ssDNA, Mec1/ATR intimately associates with the

replication fork, particular when replication stress causes the accumulation of ssDNA
at stalled or damaged forks (Sirbu et al. 2013). In yeast, Mec1 is thought to play a
protective role at stalled forks, preventing the collapse of the forks into DSBs and
promoting the restart of DNA synthesis upon stress relief. In part, Mec1 carries out this
protective function through the Rad53-dependent inhibition of Exo1 exonuclease (as
discussed earlier). However, genetic evidence indicates that Mec1 also preserves fork
integrity in a manner independent of Rad53, as the genotoxic sensitivity of rad53Δ, but
not mec1Δ, cells can be significantly rescued by the removal of the EXO1 (Segurado
and Diffley 2008). Despite this genetic evidence for Mec1’s role in counteracting
genotoxins that compromise fork integrity, the substrates that mediate this function have
yet to be identified. Also, since collapsed replication forks produce the recombinogenic
intermediates that ultimately lead to GCRs, it is likely that Mec1’s roles in maintaining
replication forks overlap with its roles in suppressing genetic instability.
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In addition to the fork protection/restart-related functions, DNA damage
signaling also regulates bulk DNA synthesis during S-phase. Though Mec1’s
phosphorylation of Rad53 does up-regulate dNTP production as part of an emergency
response to facilitate repair-related DNA synthesis (Chabes et al. 2003), the overall
consequence of triggering checkpoint signaling is an anti-replicative effect, as judged
by a reduction in bulk DNA synthesis within S-phase (primarily due to the suppression
of origin firing by Rad53). Thus it is surprising that, in contrast to anti-replicative nature
of the DDC pathway, evidences suggest that DDC-independent signaling plays a critical
role in promoting DNA synthesis. Firstly, Mec1 may directly promote origin firing via
its phosphorylation of the MCM helicase proteins, though its participation in origin
priming is entirely redundant to the action of canonical priming kinases, CDKs and
DDKs (Fig. 1.4) (Randell et al. 2010). Also, my work presented in chapter 2 of this
thesis recently revealed a novel DDC-independent function for Mec1 and Tel1 in
promoting cell proliferation and DNA synthesis in the absence of exogenous stress
(Lanz et al. 2018). Interestingly, this pro-replicative function is genetically
distinguishable from Mec1 and Tel1’s ability to suppress genetic instability (Lanz et al.
2018). It remains unclear how Mec1 and Tel1 are able to both promote and inhibit DNA
replication through the activation of DDC signaling or via DDC-independent signaling,
respectively, though we speculate that these two modes of signaling may have different
thresholds for activation (see perspective section below).

1.5

Mapping the DNA damage signaling network using mass spectrometry

(MS)
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Nearly all the substrates highlighted in Figures 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 were initially
identified using genetic approaches or focused biochemical investigations. However, a
truly systemic view of the DNA damage signaling network required more unbiased and
global approaches. Over the past twenty years, advancements in mass spectrometry have
enabled the large-scale identification of peptides from complex biological mixtures, a
capability that has revolutionized the study of proteins (Aebersold and Mann 2003;
Mann 2016). This technology has subsequently been adapted to identify and quantitate
posttranslational modifications that occur in vivo, such as phosphorylation, and do so
on a proteome-wide scale (Riley and Coon 2016). The ability to quantitatively assess
the phosphoproteome of an organism opened the door for the phosphoproteomic
identification of kinase substrates. In fact, the first demonstration that mass
spectrometry could be used in combination with genetics of gene deletion strains to
identify in vivo kinase targets in a whole cell lysate (in a proteome-wide manner and
without the use of phospho-specific antibodies) was first demonstrated for the DNA
damage signaling kinases in yeast (Smolka et al. 2007).
Identification of kinase in vivo substrates using MS is often performed using
quantitative MS-based approaches, such as SILAC (Stable Isotope Labeling in Cell
culture) or TMT-labeling (Tandem Mass Tag) (a more in depth review of mass
spectrometry-based phosphoproteomics can be found here - (Riley and Coon 2016)).
Mapping substrates of DNA damage signaling kinases has primary relied on SILAC based mass spectrometry, which provides a highly-quantitative comparison between the
phosphoproteomic profiles of two different cell populations. One of the two cultures is
grown in media supplemented with isotopically heavy arginine and lysine, thus
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phosphopeptides from the two populations can be distinguished from one another by a
predictable mass shift. Quantifying the relative abundance of phosphopeptides in a
SILAC “pair” enables the identification of phosphorylation events that are dependent
on the presence a particular kinase (Fig. 1.5).
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Figure 1.5

Figure 1.5: Phosphoproteomic mass spectrometry: A strategy for identifying kinasedependent phosphorylation events. The strategy to identify kinase dependent phosphorylation
events is based on an approach called “Stable Isotope LAbeling in Cell culture” or SILAC.
Proteins in the “HEAVY” condition are isotopically labeled using amino acids (typically lysine
and arginine) that contain stable heavy isotopes of Nitrogen and Carbon. After cell lysis,
phosphopeptides, representing in vivo phosphorylation, are extracted from both cell population.
Changes in the relative abundance of the “light” or “heavy” form of a phosphopeptide can be
used to find kinase-dependent phosphorylation events.
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1.5.1

The DNA damage signaling network in budding yeast: a phosphoprote omic

perspective
Budding yeast represents an ideal system for the systematic mapping of DNA
damage signaling using mass spectrometry. In addition to the relative simplicity
compared to the mammalian system, a range of genetics tools and mutants enable
powerful genetic-proteomic strategies for deconstructing the action of sensor and
downstream kinases. For example, although deletion of Mec1/ATR results in lethality
in virtually all eukaryotic systems, suppressor mutations that rescue the lethality of
mec1 cells (such as SML1 deletion) are available in yeast and have been vital for the
identification of proteins

containing

Mec1-dependent

phosphorylation

using

phosphoproteomics. However, because sensor kinases activate downstream kinases,
phosphorylation events that are dependent on the action of an upstream kinase in the
cascade (e.g. Mec1 or Tel1) could represent direct substrates or substrates that also
depend on the action of a downstream DDC kinase (e.g. Rad53). Thus, the designation
of a phosphorylation site as a direct substrate of a particular DDC kinase requires
additional considerations. First, kinase dependencies can be plotted against one another
to find populations of phosphopeptides whose abundance relies upon the action of the
upstream and downstream DDC kinases, and separate them from phosphopeptides
dependent only on the action of the upstream kinase (and independent of the
downstream kinases) (Fig. 1.6 adapted from (Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2015)). A second
consideration is the phosphorylation motif found within a given kinase-dependent
phosphopeptide. Identification of a phosphopeptide by MS reveals both the peptide
sequence and the position of the phosphorylated residue, thus the sequence context
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surrounding the peptide’s phosphorylated residue can be used to identify
phosphorylation motifs that are associated with the substrate specificity of the different
DNA damage signaling kinases. Mec1 and Tel1 preferentially phosphorylate serine or
threonine residues that are followed by glutamine (S/T-Q), while the effector kinases
Rad53 and Dun1 prefer S/T residues with bulky hydrophobic residues in the +1 or +2
position (S/T-Ψ or S/T-X-Ψ) (Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2015). A striking validation of
the logic behind this approach can be seen in the population of phosphopeptides whose
abundance depends on the presence of Mec1/Tel1 and is unaffected by the ablation of
the downstream effector kinases, as the vast majority of these phosphopeptides contain
the consensus S/T-Q motif for Mec1/Tel1 kinases (Fig. 1.6) (Bastos de Oliveira et al.
2015). Due to its minimal contribution to DNA damage resistance in yeast, Chk1 kinase
has not been extensively characterized by mass spectrometry, though a recent study was
able to identify a phosphopeptide in the primary Chk1 substrate protein, Pds1, which
exhibited Chk1-dependency (Zhou et al. 2016).
The ultimate result of these phosphoproteomic screens has been the
identification of hundreds of phosphorylation events mediated by sensor or downstream
DDC kinases (Fig. 1.7). Many of these events map to previously known substrate
proteins. For example, Mec1’s phosphorylation of RPA, H2A, and Rad53 were readily
identified, as well as Rad53’s phosphorylation of Dun1 and the checkpoint adaptor
proteins Rad9 and Mrc1 (Fig. 1.7). Strikingly, these screens revealed over one hundred
novel substrate proteins. These novel substrates are almost exclusively nuclear proteins
and are associated with a diverse set of cellular functions, ranging from RNA biogenesis
to chromatin remodeling (Fig. 1.7).
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Figure 1.6

Figure 1.6: Identification of Mec1/Tel1- and Rad53-dependent phosphopeptides. Data
adapted from Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2015. Phosphoproteomic profiles of mec1Δtel1Δ and
rad53Δ plotted against one another. Each dot represents a unique phosphopeptide, and the
position of the dot in the plot represents its “LIGHT/HEAVY” ratio in the indicated conditions.
Mec1/Tel1-dependent phosphopeptides

extend into the upper portion of the plots.

Phosphopeptides that fall on the x = y axis are dependent on both Mec1/Tel1 and Rad53
(highlighted in the right panel). Phosphopeptides that fall on the y axis are independent of Rad53
but still dependent on Mec1/Tel1 (highlighted in the left panel). Blue dots represent
phosphopeptides that match Mec1’s preferred substrate-recognition motif (S/TQ). Blue dots that
fall within the highlighted box in the left panel are considered direct substrates of Mec1/Tel1.
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Figure 1.7

Figure 1.7: Checkpoint and checkpoint-independent targets of the DNA damage signaling
kinases identified by mass spectrometry
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1.5.2

Phosphoproteomic analysis of the DNA damage signaling network in

mammals
Phosphoproteomics has also been utilized to identify targets of the DNA damage
signaling kinases in mammalian cell lines (Matsuoka et al. 2007; Stokes et al. 2007;
Bennetzen et al. 2010; Pines et al. 2011; Beli et al. 2012; Kirkpatrick et al. 2013; Wagner
et al. 2016), though due to the essential nature of ATR and CHK1 and the lack of
suppressor mutations, the methodologies for assigning kinase dependency are less
robust than the simple genetic strategies used in yeast (described above). Instead, efforts
to map the substrates of ATR and ATM have typically relied upon finding consensus
motif-containing phosphopeptides whose relative abundance increases upon exposure
to genotoxic stress (e.g. ionizing radiation, MMS, or Cisplatin) (Stokes et al. 2007;
Aslanian et al. 2014). Additionally, the

sheer complexity of the human

phosphoproteome makes in-depth phosphoproteomic analyses more challenging than in
yeast, often necessitating the use of antibodies to specifically enrich for S/T-Q
consensus phosphopeptides. Despite the technical obstacles in higher eukaryotes,
phosphoproteomic studies, such as the landmark paper by the Elledge group in 2007
(Matsuoka et al. 2007), have revealed hundreds of potential substrates of DNA damage
signaling kinases. One limitation of this work is that it relied on the use of phospho specific antibodies for the SQ/TQ phospho motif, so it did not identify substrates of the
downstream DDC kinases CHK1 and CHK2, nor it identified potentially direct ATR or
ATM substrates phosphorylated at non-canonical motifs (non-SQ/TQ). Unlike in yeast,
matching a substrate to a specific DNA damage signaling kinase is still a challenge,
though the recent development of specific chemical inhibitors of ATR, ATM, and
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CHK1 has allowed more efficient assignment of kinase dependency. In fact, recent
studies have made use of these chemical inhibitors to find ATR-, ATM-, and CHK1dependent phosphorylation events in vivo (Blasius et al. 2011; Wagner et al. 2016). Of
note, the substrates of the human-specific PI3-like kinase, DNA-PK, have yet to be
extensively profiled by MS, though low throughput studies have uncovered substrate
proteins associated with NHEJ (DNA-PK reviewed in detail here (Blackford and
Jackson 2017)).
An alternative approach to screen for substrates of a kinase-of-interest involves
the mutation of gate-keeping residues in the kinase’s ATP-binding pocket, which
enables the accommodation and subsequent utilization of bulky ATP analogs (Hertz et
al. 2010). The addition of this analog-compatible kinase to human cell extracts results
in the in vitro modification of its substrate proteins, which are then isolated and
identified based on the covalent attachment of analog phosphate groups. This chemicalgenetics approach (commonly referred to as the “Shokat method”) has been applied to
map the signaling network of several cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) (Blethrow et al.
2008; Chi et al. 2008) and, more recently, to identify CHK1 substrate proteins in human
cell extracts (Blasius et al. 2011). However, these chemical-genetic strategies require
the generation of kinase mutant alleles that are able to utilize bulky ATP analogs, and
the kinase labeling reactions normally take place in cell lysates rather than in vivo. Also,
efforts to apply the Shokat method to the upstream PI3-like kinases have thus far been
unsuccessful, as ATM and ATR seem to be less amenable to mutations in their ATPbinding pockets.
Phosphoproteomic studies revealed that the human DNA damage signaling
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network is massive, consisting of many nuclear proteins, but also non-nuclear proteins.
Also, in addition to the established DNA repair-related substrates previously described
in low-throughput studies, phosphoproteomic analyses revealed a large proportion of
substrates involved in transcription and RNA processing, though, like in yeast, the
functional significance of these phosphorylation events is unclear. While the work done
thus far in mammalian systems has yielded many candidate substrates, we note that the
DNA damage signaling kinases may operate differently in different cell types. Thus it
will be important that future investigations thoroughly assess how the DNA damage
signaling network varies in different cell types and pathological statuses.

1.5.3

Limitations of mass spectrometry-based mapping of the DNA damage

signaling network
Phosphoproteomic characterization of the DNA damage signaling in yeast and
humans revealed a network of hundreds of different substrate proteins impinging upon
almost every annotated nuclear process. Naturally, the extensive scope of the network
revealed by phosphoproteomics raises the question as for how many of the identified
phosphorylation events have tangible biologically significance. The ability to
distinguish functional phosphorylation from what might just be kinase promiscuity
represents the primary challenge in dealing with large-scale phosphoproteomic datasets.
While mass spectrometry represents a powerful tool for identifying phosphorylated
residues with in proteins, it does not inherently inform on other important PTM-related
characteristics, like stoichiometry. Thus, from the phosphoproteomic perspective, low abundant substrate proteins that are stoichiometrically phosphorylated by DNA damage
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signaling kinases are indistinguishable

from very abundant

proteins whose

phosphorylated form represents only a small fraction of their total protein. While
phosphorylation stoichiometry is not an absolute indicator of biological significance, i t
is still important factor when considering proteins that are expressed at very high levels
(e.g. translational and ribosome-related proteins). Another critical limitation of
phosphoproteomics is that the absence of detection does not disqualify the presence of
phosphorylated residues, as some of these events may lie within phosphopeptides that
are not amenable to MS analysis or are present at levels below the thresholds of
detection.

1.5.4

Functional validation of DNA damage signaling kinase substrates
Given the challenges mentioned above, how can one determine whether a

phosphorylation event in the DNA damage signaling network is biologically relevant?
The gold standard for this sort of inquiry requires the generation of mutant strains that
either lack or constitutively mimic the phosphorylated residues in the substrate protein,
with the ultimate goal being to phenocopy the effects of the kinase’s action or inaction.
However, generating phospho-site mutations is labor intensive and often times, due to
the recessive nature of phospho-mutant phenotypes, requires genetic manipulation at
the endogenous locus. Efforts to elicit phenotypes from phospho-site mutants can be
further complicated by functional redundancy, which in some cases can be found in
serines or threonines neighboring the identified phosphorylation event or in another
substrate whose phosphorylation results in a redundant effect (Slx4 and Sld3/Dbf4 are
representative examples of the extensive redundancy that must be overcome when
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making phospho-site mutants (Ohouo et al. 2010; Zegerman and Diffley 2010)). An indepth and step-by-step strategy for interpreting phosphoproteomic data sets and
generating phospho-site mutants was recently outlined by David Kellogg and colleagues
(Dephoure et al. 2013). Going forward, the development of high-throughput approaches
to systematically interrogate the effect of combined phospho-site mutations may be
necessary to speed-up the process of defining functional substrates and mapping the
functional DNA damage signaling network in its entirety.

1.6

Emerging views on DNA damage signaling

1.6.1

Unbiased and quantitative monitoring of DNA damage signaling: from

western blots to mass spectrometry
In the past, assessment of the activity of DNA damage signaling kinases relied
on a few established substrates as readouts, and typically involved the monitoring of
phospho-dependent band shifts. Now, with the establishment of a defined set of
phosphopeptides that harbor DNA damage signaling phosphorylation events,
phosphoproteomics can be routinely used to quantitatively monitor the DNA damage
signaling network in different growth conditions and genetic backgrounds. Susan
Gasser and colleagues recently utilized this type of approach to assess how the deletion
of a phosphatase impacted phosphorylation state of dozens of Mec1 substrates, and, in
doing so, revealed that the PP4 phosphatase de-phosphorylates nearly all of Mec1’s
checkpoint-independent substrates (Hustedt et al. 2015). Also, phosphoproteomic
analysis of the DNA damage signaling in slx4 mutants recently revealed the
contribution Slx4 makes to Mec1’s phosphorylation of H2A (Balint et al. 2015). We
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envision that these types of mass spectrometry-based approaches will be increasingly
used to monitor the action of a range of kinases in an unbiased and quantitative manner.

1.6.2

Phosphoproteomics reveals new modes of Mec1 action
Our lab has recently used phosphoproteomics to assess the Mec1 activity during

unperturbed

S-phase. We

quantitatively

compared the

extent

of substrate

phosphorylation in populations of cells synchronously released in to S-phase in either
the absence or presence of HU. Surprisingly, we found that, while the checkpoint
cascade was only activated in response to HU, Mec1 itself was equally active during
unperturbed S-phase and fully able to phosphorylate its DDC-independent substrates
(Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2015; Lanz et al. 2018). Thus, it is during unperturbed S-phase
that Mec1’s DDC-independent signaling uncouples from its phosphorylation of Rad53
and the activation of the DDC. Considering that Mec1’s activity during unperturbed Sphase is independent of the buildup of S-phase CDK activity and instead depends on
active DNA synthesis (Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2015), we favor the following model for
how Mec1 initiates its two modes of signaling: Dynamic ssDNA exposure during DNA
synthesis is sufficient for the transient recruitment of Mec1 and its activator proteins.
However, because these replication intermediates are highly dynamic, the checkpoint
adaptor proteins (Mrc1, Rad9, etc.) that transduce Mec1 phosphorylation to Rad53 may
not have time to fully assemble. While it is unclear whether Mec1’s replicationcorrelated activity is conserved in mammals, Rad3 (the ATR homolog in fission yeast)
also seems to be active during unperturbed S-phase (Furuya et al. 2004), and the
essential nature of ATR indicates it play an important role in normally cycling cells
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(Brown and Baltimore 2000).

1.6.3

Mec1/ATR activator proteins
Though Mec1/ATR can localize to ssDNA through the binding of its conserved

co-factor (Ddc2/ATRIP), the kinase is thought to be mostly inactive upon recruitment
and requires interaction with specific stimulatory proteins for catalytic activation. In
yeast, Mec1 has three known activating proteins, Ddc1, Dpb11, and Dna2, all of which
associate with DNA structures formed at replication forks or post-replicative lesions.
The Ddc2 cofactor protein also likely contribute to the pre-activation of Mec1, prior to
any interaction with its activator proteins. In mammals, the ortholog of Dpb11,
TOPBP1, has been shown to activate ATR, and recent reports have revealed that
ETAA1, a protein identified based on its association with the replication fork, is also an
ATR activator. All of these activators possess Mec1 activation domains (MADs)/ATR
activation domains (AADs) that physically mediate the stimulation of Mec1/ATR’s
kinase activity. While these domains display no sequence conservation, they are
predicted to be unstructured in nature and possess hydrophobic residues that are
essential for the activation of Mec1/ATR. In yeast, the activator proteins seem to be
critical for all aspects of Mec1 function, as the ablation of all three Mec1 activators in a
tel1Δ background dramatically impacts the phosphorylation of every substrate in the
DNA damage signaling network and mimics both the checkpoint and checkpointindependent defects associated with the deletion of mec1Δ tel1Δ (Kumar and Burgers
2013; Lanz et al. 2018). Our lab also demonstrated that the Mec1’s activators were also
required for its replication-correlated mode of signaling (Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2015).
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While it is still unclear whether ETAA1 and TOPBP1 represent the only activators of
ATR in mammals, their contaminant disruption severely impacts the viability of cells
in culture (Bass et al. 2016; Haahr et al. 2016), suggesting that ATR function is severely
compromised in the absence of these two activators.
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Abstract
The Mec1/ATR kinase coordinates multiple cellular responses to replication stress. In
addition to its canonical role in activating the checkpoint kinase Rad53, Mec1 also plays
checkpoint-independent roles in genome maintenance that are not well understood. Here
we employed a combined genetic-phosphoproteomic approach to manipulate Mec1
activation and globally monitor Mec1 signaling, allowing us to delineate distinct
checkpoint-independent modes of Mec1 action. Using cells in which endogenous Mec1
activators were genetically ablated, we found that expression of “free” Mec1 Activation
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Domains (MADs) can robustly activate Mec1 and rescue the severe DNA replication
and growth defects of these cells back to wild-type levels. However, unlike the
activation mediated by endogenous activator-proteins, “free” MADs are unable to
stimulate Mec1-mediated suppression of gross chromosomal rearrangements (GCRs),
revealing that Mec1’s role in genome maintenance is separable from a previously
unappreciated pro-replicative function. Both Mec1’s functions in promoting replication
and suppressing GCRs are independent of the downstream checkpoint kinases.
Additionally, Mec1-dependent GCR suppression seems to require localized Mec1
action at DNA lesions, which correlates with the phosphorylation of activator-proximal
substrates involved in homologous recombination-mediated DNA repair. These
findings establish that Mec1 initiates checkpoint signaling, promotes DNA replication,
and maintains genetic stability through distinct modes of action.
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2.1

Introduction

DNA replication is an inherently stressful process. Progression of the replication
machinery is often impeded by barriers such as DNA adducts, DNA-RNA hybrids, and
protein-DNA complexes (Branzei and Foiani 2010; Lambert and Carr 2013).
Replication forks may stall or collapse at these obstacles or at DNA lesions, leading to
the exposure of stretches of single stranded (ss)DNA, which signal for the activation of
the evolutionarily conserved PI3K-like kinase ATR (yeast Mec1) (Zou and Elledge
2003; MacDougall et al. 2007). Mec1/ATR coordinates multiple cellular responses to
DNA replication stress through the phosphorylation of a wide range of substrates
(Matsuoka et al. 2007; Smolka et al. 2007; Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2015).

In its canonical role, Mec1/ATR initiates the DNA damage checkpoint by
phosphorylating and activating the CHK1 kinase (yeast Rad53) (Sanchez et al. 1996;
Liu et al. 2000). Once activated, Rad53/CHK1 signaling induces hallmarks of the
checkpoint response, including cell-cycle arrest, inhibition of origin firing, increased
dNTP levels, and the stabilization of stalled replication forks (Santocanale and Diffley
1998; Lopes et al. 2001; Chabes et al. 2003; Cobb et al. 2005; Ge and Blow 2010). The
DNA damage checkpoint is necessary for the response to genotoxic stresses, and cells
lacking either Mec1/ATR or Rad53/CHK1 are exquisitely sensitive to exogenous
genotoxins that damage DNA or stall DNA replication forks (Weinert et al. 1994; Zhou
and Elledge 2000).

Mounting evidence reveals that Mec1/ATR also plays crucial roles independently of the
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DNA damage checkpoint. For example, in budding yeast, the genotoxic sensitivity of
rad53Δ, but not mec1Δ cells, can be rescued by the removal of the EXO1 exonuclease
(Segurado and Diffley 2008). Mec1 may also directly phosphorylate MCM helicase
proteins, priming pre-RCs for origin firing in a manner redundant to CDKs/DDKs
(Randell et al. 2010). Mec1 was also shown to inhibit de novo telomere addition at DNA
break sites by phosphorylating Cdc13 (Zhang and Durocher 2010). In addition to these
roles, well-documented genetic evidence indicates that Mec1 performs key functions
for genome maintenance that are largely checkpoint-independent. Specifically, yeast
lacking Mec1 exhibit high genetic instability in the form of Gross Chromosomal
Rearrangements (GCRs) during unperturbed cell proliferation, yet yeast lacking
downstream checkpoint factors (e.g. rad53Δ) do not (Myung et al. 2001). Despite the
importance of this checkpoint-independent role for Mec1, the mechanism by which it
suppresses GCRs is unknown.

Activation of Mec1/ATR relies on its recruitment to ssDNA via its binding partner
Ddc2/ATRIP (Rouse and Jackson 2000; Myung et al. 2001). Of importance, Mec1/ATR
is mostly inactive upon recruitment and requires interaction with specific stimulatory
proteins for activation. In yeast, proteins reported to have the ability to activate Mec1
include Ddc1, Dpb11 and Dna2, all of which are known to associate directly or
indirectly with DNA structures formed at replication forks or at post-replicative lesions
(Mordes et al. 2008b; Navadgi-Patil and Burgers 2008; Navadgi-Patil and Burgers
2009; Kumar and Burgers 2013). Until recently, only the ortholog of Dpb11, TOPBP1,
had been shown to activate ATR in mammals (Kumagai et al. 2006). However, recent
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reports have revealed that ETAA1, a protein previously implicated in the response to
DNA replication stress, can also activate ATR (Bass et al. 2016; Haahr et al. 2016; Lee
et al. 2016). Therefore, similar to Mec1 in yeast, ATR can also utilize distinct proteins
for activation. All of these activators possess Mec1/ATR Activation Domains (MADs
or AADs), which are unstructured domains that physically mediate the stimulation of
Mec1/ATR kinase activity (Kumagai et al. 2006; Mordes et al. 2008a; Wanrooij et al.
2016). Mec1/ATR activators are critical for the initiation of the DNA damage
checkpoint and appear to function in a highly redundant manner, since the complete
disruption of Rad53 activation upon exposure to genotoxins requires the concomitant
disruption of all endogenous MADs (Kumar and Burgers 2013). We recently reported
the unexpected finding that Dna2 and Ddc1-Dpb11 are also required for a replicationcorrelated mode of Mec1 signaling that is distinguishable from the action of Mec1 in
activating Rad53 (Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2015). Replication-correlated signaling is
robustly active during normal S-phase (independently of genotoxin-induced replication
stress) and impinges upon ~80 different substrate proteins (Bastos de Oliveira et al.
2015).

Here, to further investigate Mec1-dependent GCR suppression and potentially other
checkpoint-independent functions of Mec1, we developed a combined genetic phosphoproteomic approach in which we manipulate Mec1 activation and globally
monitor the impact on Mec1 signaling outputs and function. Using this system, we
demonstrate that the expression of “free” MADs is sufficient for robust Mec1 kinase
activation and supports wild-type-like growth and DNA replication rates. However,
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“free” MADs are unable to stimulate Mec1-mediated suppression of GCRs, which
specifically requires activation via MADs attached to proteins in proximity to DNA
lesions (e.g. Ddc1-Dpb11 and Dna2). Strikingly, we find that Mec1’s functions in
promoting DNA replication and suppressing GCRs are both independent of the
downstream checkpoint kinases. Overall, our work establishes a new system for
studying the different modes of Mec1 action and reveals separable roles for this kinase
in genome maintenance, DNA replication and checkpoint signaling.
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2.2

Materials and Methods

2.2.1

Yeast strains and plasmids
A complete list of yeast strains used in this study can be found in Supplemental

Table 2.7. The strain background for all yeast used in this study is S288C. Gene
deletions were carried out using standard PCR-based strategies to amplify resistance
cassettes with appropriate flanking sequences homologous to the target gene. All
genetic manipulations were verified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Spores
generated from diploids were genotyped via PCR and/or replica plating. Primer
sequences for gene deletions are available upon request.
A complete list of the plasmids used in this study can be found in Supplemental
Table 2.8. MADs from all three Mec1 activators in yeast were cloned into pRS415
vectors containing various promoters for expression in yeast. MADs used in this study
are as follows:
MADDPB11 represents a.a. 572-764 of Dpb11
MADDNA2 represents a.a. 1-450 of Dna2
MADDDC1 represents a.a. 341-562 of Ddc1
MAD-protein fusions (used in Fig. 2.7) were generated by Gibson assembly. See
Supplemental Fig. 2.9 for a schematic that details the MAD-containing plasmids used
in this study and the cloning strategy used to generate the MAD-protein fusions.
Additional information regarding the vectors is available upon request.

2.2.2

Measurement of GCR events
GCR-compatible strain ddt was obtained as a spore from a heterozygous ddt
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diploid and frozen immediately. All GCR assays began with a pRS415 plasmid
transformation of yeast freshly streaked from the frozen stock. The transformed yeast
were spread on –Leu plates. Transformants were grown into visible colonies. 64-72
hours after plasmid transformation, individual colonies were transferred to 2 mL of –
Leu liquid culture. After ~48 hours, 0.5 mL of saturated culture (roughly 10 million
yeast) was spun down, washed with 300 ul of autoclaved ddH20, resuspended in 150 ul
of autoclaved ddH20 and spotted onto plates containing 5-FOA and Canavanine (plates
described by Putnam and Kolodner, 2013). For sicker ddt derivative strains (e.g. ddt
rad53Δ), 1 mL of saturated culture was used per spot. In parallel with each GCR
experiment, multiple saturated cultures were serially diluted 200,000x and plated onto
YPD plates to determine the average population viability. After several days, the
appearance of 5-FOA and Canavanine-resistant colonies in a spot were used to calculate
the number of GCR events that occurred in a single culture. The number of GCR events
in a culture was calculated using the equation:
m = r ( 1.24 x ln(r) ) , where r = the number of 5-FOAr Canr yeast in a culture
and m = the estimated number of GCR events (Putnam and Kolodner 2010).
The number of GCR events per culture was normalized to the average population
viability for each experiment.

2.2.3

Growth curves
Yeast were grown to saturation in YPD media or transformed with pRS415

(LEU) plasmid and grown to saturation in –Leu minimal media. Saturated YPD cultures
and minimal media cultures were diluted 200x and 100x, respectively, and loaded into
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a Bioscreen C honeycomb plate. Cultures were grown at 30°C with constant agitation
using a Bioscreen C plate reader. Optical density measurements were made every 20
min at 600 nm over a period of 48 hours. Each curve represents a single experiment and
was constructed from between 6 and 9 replicate cultures. Error bars represent the
standard deviation of the replicate cultures. All curves are representative results from at
least two independent experiments.

2.2.4

Mass spectrometry-based phosphoproteomics
Methodologies

detailing

the

identification

of

Mec1/Tel1

substrate

phosphopeptides and the construction of QMAPS can be found in our previous work
(Bastos de Olivera et al. 2015). For stable isotope labeling of amino acids in cell culture
(SILAC), yeast strains auxotrophic for lysine and arginine were grown in -Arg -Lys
synthetic dropout media supplemented with either normal L-arginine and L-lysine (light
culture) or L-lysine 13C6, 15N2 and L-arginine 13C6, 15N4 (heavy culture) as
described previously (Ohouo et al. 2013).
Unless indicated otherwise, QMAPS were constructed from at least two
independent phosphoproteomic

experiments. Unless indicated otherwise, only

phosphopeptides detected and quantified in at least two independent experiments were
included in the QMAPS plots. For statistical analysis, p-values were calculated for all
Mec1 substrates using the Mann-Whitney statistical test (see Supplementary Tables 2.1,
2.2, and 2.4). In this case, the p-value represents the probability that a given
phosphopeptide fold change is significant relative to changes seen in the total population
of detected phosphopeptides. More detailed information on the QMAPS can be found
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in the supplemental tables.
For the phosphorylation analysis of Slx4 immunoprecipitates, Slx4-13xMyc was
immunoprecipitated from ddt cells expressing MADDNA2 or ¬dna2-AA tel1Δ cells
carrying an empty vector. Cells were harvested in the absence of any exogenous agents
while

growing

asynchronously.

Phosphopeptides

were

enriched

from

the

immunoprecipitated protein. IP-IMAC-MS steps were performed as described by
Bastos de Olivera et al., 2015.

2.2.5

FACS analysis of cell cycle progression
Cells sample were collected at appropriate time points, fixed in 70% ethanol and

stored at -20°C. Yeast cells were harvested by centrifugation, ethanol was removed, cell
pellet was resuspended in 50 mM sodium citrate followed by treatement with 200 µg/ml
of RNase A (Qiagen) for 1h at 37°C and 500 µg/ml of proteinase K (Invitrogen) for 1h
at 42°C. Finally, cells were incubated in the presence of Sytox Green (Molecular
Probes) for 2h. FACS profiles were analyzed using a BD Accuri C6 - Flow cytometer
and CFlow® software.

2.2.6

Measurement of dNTP levels
Logarithmically growing yeast cells with O.D. 600 between 0.3-0.4, were

harvested on nitrocellulose membrane and suspended immediately in ice-cold mixture
of 12 % TCA and 15 mM MgCl 2. Cells were vortex-mixed for 15 min at 4°C and then
centrifuged at 14000 rpm for 1min at 4°C. Supernatant was neutralized with FreonTrioctylamine mix and proceeded as described previously (Jia et al. 2015).
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2.3

Results

2.3.1

A genetic system for the manipulation of Mec1 activation
Despite the common depiction of Mec1/ATR as a checkpoint kinase, multiple

lines of genetic evidence indicate that Mec1 has important checkpoint-independent
functions.

Yeast cells lacking Mec1 are significantly more genetically unstable than

yeast lacking downstream checkpoint factors (Fig. 2.1A) (Myung et al. 2001). This is
especially apparent in the absence of the related PI3K-like kinase Tel1 (human ATM),
which plays partially redundant roles with Mec1 (Morrow et al. 1995). Notably, mec1Δ
tel1Δ cells have drastically elevated GCR rates and display a severe growth defect that
is not observed in cells lacking Rad53 signaling (Fig. 2.1A; Supplemental Fig. 2.1A).
How Mec1 operates independently of Rad53 to prevent genomic instability and promote
proper cell growth has remained one of the most fundamental knowledge gaps in our
understanding of Mec1 function.
To dissect checkpoint-independent functions of Mec1, we engineered a genetic
system that allows us to manipulate Mec1 activation and, as a result, its action. This
system is based on the combined disruption of the Mec1 activators by mutation of the
MAD of Dna2 (dna2-AA mutant) and deletion of DDC1, which also leads to delocalized
Dpb11 (Navadgi-Patil and Burgers 2009; Balint et al. 2015). In the dna2-AA ddc1Δ
strain, Mec1 should be in a “dormant”, largely inactive state (Fig. 2.1B). Consistent with
this prediction, and with previous work (Kumar and Burgers 2013; Bastos de Oliveira
et al. 2015), deletion of TEL1 in the dna2-AA ddc1Δ strain closely mimics the high GCR
rate of mec1Δ tel1Δ cells and also results in a slow-growth phenotype (Fig. 2.1C;
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Supplemental Fig. 2.1A). We note that deletion of either DDC1 or DNA2 alone does
not result in high GCR rates or slow growth, even when combined with deletion of
TEL1 (Fig. 2.1C). The dna2-AA ddc1Δ tel1Δ strain (hereby referred to as the ddt strain)
forms the basis of our system, as various constructs can be introduced to differentially
manipulate the reactivation of “dormant” Mec1 (Fig. 2.1D). Of note, mec1Δ and rad53Δ
are not viable unless dNTP pools are increased via the deletion of the SML1 (Zhao et
al. 1998). Thus, all ddt and ddt-derivative strains were generated in a sml1Δ background
(unless indicated otherwise).
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Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.1: A genetic system for the manipulation of Mec1 activation.
(A) GCR rate and log phase growth rate of indicated strains. Doubling time during log phase
growth in YPD media indicated in parentheses. All strains are sml1Δ. Error bars represent the
standard deviation of at least 6 replicate cultures. The results depicted are representative of
multiple independent experiments. For extended growth curves see Supplemental Fig. 2.1A.
*GCR data from Myung et al., 2001.
(B) Rationale for the generation of a strain in which removal or disruption of endogenous MADs
results in a Mec1 kinase that is largely inactive (“dormant”).
(C) GCR rate and log phase growth rate of strains with and without functional endogenous Mec1
activators. Doubling time during log phase growth in YPD media indicated in parentheses. All
strains are sml1Δ. For extended growth curves see Supplemental Fig. 2.1A. **GCR data from
Bastos de Olivera et al., 2015.
(D) Scheme describing the use of the ddt strain for the manipulation of Mec1 activation. All ddt
and ddt derivative strains used in this work are sml1Δ unless otherwise noted.
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2.3.2

Expression of “free” MADs can rescue the growth defect of ddt

Since the endogenous MADs are imbedded within proteins known to localize to DNA
lesions and stalled replication forks (Tkach et al. 2012), we first sought to test whether
Mec1 requires activation via MADs within their native proteins or whether the
expression of “free”, untethered, MADs is sufficient to promote activation of Mec1 in
vivo (Fig. 2.2A). Despite lacking sequence homology, the MADs of Dpb11, Ddc1, and
Dna2 are all predicted to be unstructured in nature and possess two bulky hydrophobic
residues that are critical for stimulating Mec1’s catalytic activity (Fig. 2.2A).
Remarkably, ectopic expression of any one of the three yeast MADs (from Ddc1,
Dpb11, or Dna2) was able to rescue the severe growth defect of ddt cells (Fig. 2.2B;
Supplemental Fig. 2.1B). In fact, we found that medium-level expression of
MADDNA2 (CYC1 promoter) rescues the growth of ddt cells nearly as well as the
reintroduction of full length Ddc1 (DDC1 promoter) (Fig. 2.2B). Importantly,
expression of “free” MADs in a strain lacking Mec1 kinase had no observable effect on
growth (Fig. 2.2C). The extent of the growth rescue correlated with the level of MAD
expression (Fig. 2.2D); however, drastic overexpression of MADDNA2 (ADH1
promoter) began to negatively affect the growth rescue (data not shown), thus the
promoters used in Fig. 2.2B represent the optimal level of growth rescue for each MAD
tested. Relative expression levels of MADDNA2 and MADDPB11 under the control of
ADH1 and CPY1 promoters were assessed by western blot (Supplemental Fig. 2.1D).
The growth rescue elicited by Mec1 reactivation in ddt is independent of the
downstream checkpoint kinases.
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Figure 2.2

Figure 2.2: “free” MADs can rescue the growth defect of ddt.
(A) Scheme describing the use of the ddt strain to test the effect of expressing “free” MADs in
vivo. Cartoon diagram indicating the amino acid residue numbers corresponding to the regions
in Dna2, Dpb11 and Ddc1 used as “free” MADs. “W” and “Y” represent the approximate
location of the hydrophobic residues necessary for Mec1 activation.
(B) Growth rates of the ddt strain transformed with pRS415 plasmids with indicated inserts.
Doubling time during log phase growth in –Leu media is indicated in parenthesis. Error bars
represent the standard deviation of at least 6 replicate cultures. The results depicted are
representative of at least multiple independent experiments. For extended growth curves see
Supplemental Fig. 2.1B.
(C) The effect of MADDNA2 expression on the growth of ddt and mec1Δtel1Δ strains.
(D) Growth of ddt cells transformed with pRS415 plasmids for expression of “free” MADDPB11
using the following promoters of increasing strength: PDPB11, PCYC1 and PADH1. Log phase liquid
cultures were concentrated and spotted onto –Leu plate using a replicator.
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2.3.3

The growth rescue elicited by Mec1 reactivation in ddt is independent of

the downstream checkpoint kinases
We next asked whether “free” MADs were also capable of initiating the checkpoint
response upon exposure to genotoxic stress. While expression of full-length Ddc1 in ddt
cells conferred resistance to MMS and enabled robust checkpoint activation through the
phosphorylation of Rad53, expression of “free” MADs did not (Fig. 2.3A,B). We next
tested whether the growth rescue elicited by “free” MADs was also dependent on the
action of the downstream checkpoint kinases, Rad53 and Chk1. Surprisingly, deletion
of both checkpoint effector kinases did not preclude the growth rescue elicited by “free”
MADs or Ddc1 (Fig. 2.3C). To our knowledge, this is the first definitive demonstrati on
that Mec1 promotes cell growth independently of the canonical checkpoint pathways
(Fig. 2.3D).
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Figure 2.3

Figure 2.3: Mec1 activation via “free” MADs rescues the growth defect of ddt strains
independently of downstream checkpoint kinases.
(A) Growth of ddt cells transformed with pRS415 plasmids for expression of “free” MADDPB11
using the following promoters of increasing strength: PDPB11, PCYC1 and PADH1. Log phase liquid
cultures were concentrated and spotted onto –Leu plate using a replicator.
(B) Growth and MMS sensitivity of ddt cells transformed with pRS415 plasmids with the
indicated inserts. Of note, since MAD-expressing plasmids are self-selected in the ddt strain,
cells were not grown under auxotrophic selection. Similar results were obtained when cells were
spotted on –Leu plates (Supplemental Fig. 1C).
(C) MMS-induced Rad53 phospho-shift in response to Mec1 activation by “free” MADs or
Ddc1. Asynchronous cultures were treated with 0.02% MMS for two hours. Rad53 was detected
using the EL7.E1 antibody.
(D) Growth and MMS sensitivity of ddt rad53Δ chk1Δ cells transformed with pRS415 plasmids
with the indicated inserts.
(E) Mec1 promotes growth independently of downstream canonical checkpoint signaling.
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2.3.4

Separable, checkpoint-independent roles for Mec1 in promoting growth

and suppressing GCRs
To test whether the expression of free MADs, in addition to promoting cell
growth, also restores genetic stability in ddt cells, we designed a plasmid-compatible
GCR assay to assess changes in genetic stability within the ddt strain background (Fig.
2.4A). Surprisingly, we found that although expression of “free” MADDPB11 or “free”
MADDNA2 could rescue the growth defects of ddt cells, they were unable to restore
genetic stability to the same extent as Ddc1 expression (Fig. 2.4B,C), suggesting that
Mec1 suppresses GCRs through a mode of action that requires activation via the
endogenous activators. The rescue of genetic stability in ddt cells through the expression
of Ddc1 was independent of the canonical DNA damage checkpoint, as the downstream
kinases Rad53 and Chk1 were dispensable for Ddc1-dependent rescue of GCR
suppression (Fig. 2.4D,E; Supplemental Fig. 2.2A,B). We were unable to include an
empty vector control in the analyses of ddt rad53Δ cells in Fig. 3E as these cells with
empty vector only form barely-visible micro-colonies on +5-FOA/+Can plates
(Supplemental Fig. 2.2C). Taken together, since “free” MADs could almost fully rescue
the growth defect of ddt but were unable to restore genetic stability, we conclude that
the slow growth phenotype of strains lacking Mec1 and Tel1 signaling is not a
consequence of the accumulation of GCRs, but results from the disruption of other,
currently unknown, functions of Mec1. Collectively, these data demonstrate that Mec1
plays separable, checkpoint-independent roles in suppressing GCRs and promoting cell
growth (Fig. 2.4F) and suggest that these roles are distinguished by the context of Mec1
activation.
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Figure 2.4
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Figure 2.4: Mec1 activation via “free” MADs rescues the growth defect but not the genetic
instability of ddt cells.
(A) Experimental design for assessing how different modes of Mec1 reactivation impact the
suppression of gross chromosomal rearrangements (GCRs) in ddt.
(B) Growth rate of the ddt strain transformed with pRS415 plasmids with indicated inserts (as
in Fig. 2.2B and Supplemental Fig. 2.1B).
(C) Measurement of GCR events in the ddt strain transformed with the indicated pRS415
plasmids. Panels depict representative spots from independent saturated –Leu cultures carrying
the indicated plasmids. The approximate number of GCR events per culture was calculated
based on the number of canavanine/5-FOA-resistant colonies per spot. Each data point in the
dot plot corresponds to the estimated number of GCR events that occurred in an independent
culture (for DDC1: n=36; for MADDNA2: n=35; for MADDPB11: n=36). Red dashed line indicates
the approximate median level of GCR events for the ddt strain, as previously published (Bastos
de Olivera et al., 2015).
(D), (E) Experiments performed as described in (C) and (D), respectively, but using a ddt
rad53Δ strain. For extended growth curves see Supplemental Fig. 2.2A. When carrying an
empty vector, the ddt rad53Δ strain grows very poorly in minimal media and is only capable of
forming tiny colonies on +Can +5-FOA plates (Supplemental Fig. 2.2C).
(G) Model depicting separable roles for Mec1 in GCR suppression, checkpoint signaling and
growth.
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2.3.5

Recruitment of MADs at DNA lesions is required for Mec1-mediated GCR

suppression
To further investigate the context of Mec1 activation required for proper GCR
suppression, we assessed how the assembly of the Ddc1-Dpb11 complex impacted the
ability of Mec1 to suppress GCRs. Ddc1 is a component of the yeast 9-1-1 DNA clamp
that is loaded at the 5’ end of dsDNA:ssDNA junctions (Majka et al. 2006). The
recruitment of Dpb11 to the 9-1-1 complex is dependent on the Mec1-mediated
phosphorylation of Ddc1 at threonine 602 (Fig. 2.5A) (Puddu et al. 2008). Since “free”
MADs are unable to restore GCR suppression in ddt cells, we hypothesized that the
ability of Mec1 to suppress GCRs relies on its efficient local activation at DNA lesions.
To test this hypothesis, we asked whether disrupting the recruitment of Dpb11 to the 91-1 complex might impair the ability of Mec1 to suppress GCRs. Consistent with this
hypothesis, re-introduction of a ddc1 phospho-mutant (ddc1-T602A; Fig. 2.5A) rescued
the growth defects of ddt cells (Fig. 2.5B; Supplemental Fig. 2.1B) but could not restore
genetic stability to the extent of wild-type DDC1 (Fig. 2.5C). Furthermore, we
performed a similar experiment using a ddt strain that also lacked the endogenous MAD
of Dpb11 (ddt dpb11-601; Fig. 2.5A) (Navadgi-Patil and Burgers 2008) and found that
in these cells, expression of wild-type DDC1 or ddc1-T602A does not efficiently rescue
GCRs (Fig. 2.5D,E; Supplemental Fig. 2.3). Together, these findings suggest that the
recruitment of MADs at DNA lesions, specifically at the 5’ ends of double strand
(ds)DNA:ssDNA junctions, is crucial to promote a localized mode of Mec1 activation
required for GCR suppression that cannot be recapitulated with “free” MADs.
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Figure 2.5
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Figure 2.5: Mec1-mediated GCR suppression requires the recruitment of MADs to the 91-1 complex.
(A) Schematic representation for how the Ddc1-Dpb11 activator complex assembles with Mec1
at DNA lesions with 5’ junctions, and the expected impact of indicated mutations. For
simplicity, RPA and Ddc2 are not shown.
(B) Growth rate of the ddt strain transformed with pRS415 plasmids with the indicated inserts.
DDC1 and ddc1-T602A were expressed under the DDC1 promoter. Error bars represent the
standard deviation of at least 6 replicate cultures. Results depicted are representative of multiple
independent experiments. For extended growth curves see Supplemental Fig. 2.3.
(C) Measurement of GCR events in the ddt strain transformed with pRS415 plasmids with the
indicated inserts. Experiment was performed as described in Fig. 2.4A.
(D), (E) Experiments performed as described in (B) and (C), respectively, with a ddt strain in
which endogenous Dpb11 is lacking its MAD domain (dpb11-601). For extended growth
curves see Supplemental Fig. 2.3.
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2.3.6

Phosphoproteomics delineates context-dependent Mec1 Activation
To further dissect Mec1’s checkpoint-independent functions in promoting

growth and suppressing GCRs, we used Quantitative Mass spectrometry Analysis of
Phospho-Substrates (QMAPS) (Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2015; Bastos de Oliveira et al.
2018) to globally monitor the phosphorylation of Mec1 substrates in response to
activation via “free” MADs or via endogenous activators. Consistent with their ability
to efficiently rescue the growth rates of ddt cells, we found that “free” MADs robustly
stimulate the kinase activity of Mec1, promoting the phosphorylation of dozens of Mec1
substrates (Fig. 2.6A). For almost all the detected substrates (including Mec1 autophosphorylation at serine 38), the level of phosphorylation promoted by “free” MADs
was comparable to, or even higher than, the level achieved when Mec1 was activated
via Ddc1-Dpb11 (Fig. 2.6B, see “growth-correlated” substrates), which strongly
suggests that the inability of the “free” MADs to rescue genetic stability in ddt is not
due to a lesser amount of overall Mec1 kinase activity. Strikingly, activation via the
Ddc1-Dpb11 complex, but not via “free” MADs, promoted robust phosphorylation of
the Mec1 substrates Rtt107 and Slx4 (Fig. 2.6B, see substrates “correlated with GCR
suppression”), which are protein scaffolds that have multiple roles in genome
maintenance, including homologous recombination-mediated DNA repair (Ii and Brill
2005; Liberi et al. 2005; Balint et al. 2015; Hang et al. 2015; Dibitetto et al. 2016; Liu
et al. 2017). The unique ability of the Ddc1-Dpb11 complex to promote the
phosphorylation of Rtt107 and Slx4 by Mec1 was also readily detected in untreated
asynchronous cultures (Fig. 2.6C).
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Since Slx4 and Rtt107 form a protein complex that directly interacts with Dpb11
at DNA lesions (Ohouo et al. 2010; Ohouo et al. 2013; Gritenaite et al. 2014; Balint et
al. 2015; Cussiol et al. 2015), we hypothesized that the endogenous Mec1 activators, in
this case Dpb11, are able to direct Mec1 phosphorylation to specific lesion-proximal
substrates in a mode of Mec1 signaling required for GCR suppression. Consistent with
this model, we found that while deletion of DDC1 selectively impaired phosphorylation
of Rtt107-Slx4, mutation of Dna2 selectively impaired the Mec1 phosphorylation of
Sgs1, a RecQ DNA helicase shown to associate with Dna2 (Cejka et al. 2010; Yimit et
al. 2015) (see Fig. 2.6D, comparison of the phosphoproteome of ddc1∆ tel1∆ cells with
the phosphoproteome of dna2-AA tel1∆ cells). Furthermore, the results also suggest that
Mec1 activation via Ddc1-Dpb11 or Dna2 may suppress GCRs through redundant
mechanisms, since the presence of either endogenous activator alone is sufficient for
maintaining genetic stability (Fig. 2.1B).
Collectively, these QMAPS data indicate that “free” MADs can activate Mec1
to an extent similar to, or even greater than, the endogenous activators (Fig. 2.6B,
growth-correlated substrates). Moreover, the results reveal that in addition to facilitating
the phosphorylation of all growth-correlated substrates, the endogenous activators are
able to direct Mec1 phosphorylation to particular proteins that specifically associate
with each activator (Fig. 2.6.2) and that this “activator-directed” phosphorylation
strongly correlates with GCR suppression. Overall, these findings provide a biological
rationale for the evolutionary integration of MADs within select endogenous proteins.
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Figure 2.6
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Figure 2.6: Quantitative phosphoproteomic profiles of Mec1 signaling in response to
different modes of activation.
QMAPS showing the relative abundance of pS/pT-Q Mec1 substrates. For each plot, each dot
corresponds to a phosphopeptide containing a Mec1/Tel1-dependent and Rad53-independent
phosphorylation event (as defined in Bastos de Olivera et al., 2015). The horizontal position of
each dot on a plot is determined by the relative fold abundance change of the phosphopeptide
in the two conditions being compared (indicated on the left and right sides of the plots in (A),
(B), (C) and (D)). The Y-axis is arbitrary. In (A), (B), and (D), cells were synchronized in Sphase using 0.03% MMS. All presented phosphopeptides were detected and quantified in at
least two independent experiments (complete data shown in Supplemental Table 1 from Lanz
et al., 2018).
(C) Quantitative analysis of Slx4 and Rtt107 phosphopeptides from asynchronous and untreated
cells. Myc-tagged Slx4 was immunoprecipitated from the indicated strains/plasmids and
phosphopeptides enriched by IMAC. Plot depicts the fold change of all Rtt107 and Slx4 peptides
and phosphopeptides detected at least twice.
For the QMAPS in (D), using the list of Mec1 targets previously reported in Bastos de Olivera
et al., 2015, we did not identify a substrate specifically targeted in ddc1 tel1 cells (via Dna2induced Mec1 signaling). We therefore searched for additional pS/pT-Q phosphopeptides in the
dataset, which revealed the indicated Sgs1 phosphopeptide.
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Figure 2.6.2

Figure 2.6.2: Model for activator-directed phosphorylation of Mec1’s GCR-correlated
substrates.
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2.3.7

Rationally designed protein-MAD fusions can direct Mec1

phosphorylation and restore genetic stability in ddt cells
To further interrogate the model that “activator-directed” Mec1 phosphorylation
is important for promoting GCR suppression, we fused MADs directly to the substrates
whose phosphorylation correlates with GCR suppression, Rtt107 and Sgs1, with the
rationale that these chimeras would bypass the need for the endogenous Mec1 activators
(Fig. 2.7A). Consistent with this rationale, introduction of MAD-Rtt107 into ddt cells
promoted the preferential phosphorylation of both Rtt107 and Slx4 (Fig. 2.7B),
mimicking the introduction of DDC1 (Fig. 2.6B). Similarly, a Sgs1-MAD fusion
promoted its own phosphorylation (Fig. 2.7C). These changes in phosphopeptide
abundance are not due to dramatic changes in protein expression, as the abundance of
several non-S/T-Q phosphopeptides in Rtt107 and Sgs1 are not strongly affected
(Supplemental Fig. 2.4A). Remarkably, these unnatural MAD fusion proteins were able
to suppress genetic instability in ddt cells (Fig. 2.7D). As a control, the mutation of key
hydrophobic residues within the MAD domains of Sgs1-MAD or MAD-Rtt107
impaired their ability to suppress GCRs (Supplemental Fig. 2.4B). Taken together, these
results are consistent with the interpretation that these fusions, as opposed to “free”
MADs, are capable of directing Mec1 phosphorylation in a manner similar to the
endogenous activators. We note that the observed rescue seems highly specific to MADRtt107 and Sgs1-MAD, as fusion of MADs with other proteins associated with DNA
replication and chromatin did not restore genetic stability to the extent of MAD-Rtt107
or Sgs1-MAD (Fig. 2.7E). Notably, all MAD fusions tested could robustly rescue
growth and activate Mec1 (Fig. 2.7E, top panel; Supplemental Fig. 2.5). Interestingly,
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both MAD-Msh6 and MAD-Ctf4 fusions were able to specifically promote robust
phosphorylation of S/T-Q sites in Msh6 and Ctf4, respectively (Supplemental Fig. 2.5),
although these phosphorylation events do not seem to be involved in GCR suppression.
Moreover, of all MAD fusions tested, the Sgs1-MAD fusion promoted the weakest
rescue of the growth defect of ddt cells (Fig. 2.7E, top panel), despite promoting the
most efficient GCR suppression. In agreement with this observation, QMAPS
comparing Mec1 activation via Sgs1-MAD or “free” MAD show that the latter promotes
more efficient phosphorylation of several growth-correlated substrates (Fig. 2.7C).
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Figure 2.7
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Figure 2.7: Fusing MADs to Rtt107 or Sgs1 stimulates their phosphorylation and can
restore genetic stability in ddt cells.
(A) Rationale for testing whether engineered protein-MAD fusions can direct Mec1 signalin g
and suppress GCRs in ddt cells.
(B) QMAPS comparing Mec1 signaling activated by “free” MADDNA2 versus a MADDNA2RTT107 fusion. Cells were synchronized in S-phase using 0.03% MMS.
(C) QMAPS comparing Mec1 signaling activated by “free” MAD DNA2 versus an SGS1MADDNA2 fusion. Cells were synchronized in S-phase using 0.03% MMS.
(D) Measurement of GCR events in the ddt strain transformed with the indicated pRS415
plasmids. MADDNA2-RTT107 and SGS1-MADDNA2 were expressed from the ADH1 promoter.
Experiment was performed as described in Fig. 2.4A.
(E) Measurement of GCR events and doubling time of the ddt strain transformed with pRS415
plasmids with indicated inserts. Red dashed line indicates the approximate median level of GCR
events for the ddt strain. For extended growth curves and QMAPS demonstrating the ability of
these Protein-MAD fusions to activate Mec1 see Supplemental Fig. 2.4C and 2.5.
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2.3.8

A non-canonical role for Mec1 in promoting DNA replication
Reactivation of Mec1 in ddt cells promoted a drastic increase in growth rate, but

the mechanism underlying this pro-proliferative effect is unclear. Since Mec1 plays an
established role in the regulation of dNTP levels via the downstream checkpoint kinases
Rad53 and Dun1 (Zhao and Rothstein 2002; Chabes et al. 2003; Giannattasio and
Branzei 2017), we tested whether the growth rescue conferred by Mec1 reactivation in
ddt cells requires Rad53 or Dun1. We generated a ddt strain that has additional deletions
of both RAD53 and DUN1 and found that the removal of both downstream kinases did
not preclude the growth rescue elicited by the introduction of “free” MADs or Ddc1
(Fig. 2.8A,B; Supplemental Fig. 2.6A). Consistent with this finding, the presence of the
ribonucleotide reductase inhibitor protein Sml1 did not prevent MAD-dependent growth
rescue in ddt cells (Supplemental Fig. 2.6B). To rule out the possibility that Mec1 is
increasing dNTP levels in a manner independent of the checkpoint kinases and beyond
the increase resulting from the deletion of SML1, we directly measured dNTP
concentrations in ddt rad53Δ and ddt rad53Δ dun1Δ cells expressing free “MADs”,
Ddc1, or an empty vector. We found that neither “free” MADs nor Ddc1 increased the
concentrations of dNTPs in these cells (Fig. 2.8C). We also assessed the involvement
of telomere regulation and found that increasing telomere length does not affect MAD dependent growth rescue (Supplemental Fig. 2.7A,B). Collectively, these data
demonstrate that Mec1 promotes growth independently of the downstream checkpoint
kinases and through a means other than increasing global dNTP pools. The growth
rescue is associated with a faster progression of cells through S-phase, as revealed by
FACS analysis of asynchronous cultures showing that Mec1 activation induced by
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“free” MADs reduces the accumulation of S-phase cells (Fig. 2.8D).
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Figure 2.8

Figure 2.8: Mec1 promotes and is activated by DNA synthesis.
(A), (B) Growth rate of the ddt rad53Δ dun1Δ strain transformed with the indicated pRS415
plasmids. For (B), doubling time during log phase growth in -Leu media indicated in
parenthesis. Error bars represent the standard deviation from at least 6 replicate cultures. Results
depicted are representative of multiple independent experiments. For extended growth curves
see Supplemental Fig. 2.6A.
(C) Measurement of dNTPs pools in ddt rad53Δ dun1Δ cells transformed with the indicated
pRS415 plasmids.
(D) FACS analysis of the ddt rad53Δ dun1Δ strain carrying the same plasmids as in (A).
Asynchronous cultures were captured in log phase growth. G1 arrest and release of ddt rad53Δ
dun1Δ strain proved technically challenging because of its severe sickness.
(E) The cellular processes associated with Mec1’s growth-correlated substrates (as defined in
Fig. 2.6A,B).
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2.3.9

Mec1’s pro-replicative function is uncoupled from downstream

checkpoint signaling during active DNA synthesis
In its canonical checkpoint function, Mec1 phosphorylates Rad53, which in turn
inhibits the firing of origins of replication (Santocanale and Diffley 1998). It is
important to mention that, while Rad53 also up-regulates dNTPs as part of an
emergency response to facilitate DNA repair (Chabes et al. 2003), the overall
consequence of triggering Mec1-Rad53 checkpoint signaling is an anti-replicative effect
as judged by a reduction in bulk DNA synthesis (Zegerman and Diffley 2010). In this
context, the discovery of a pro-replicative function for Mec1 reveals an interesting
paradox – Mec1 is seemingly able to both promote and inhibit DNA replication through
either the phosphorylation of its growth-correlated substrates or the phosphorylation of
Rad53, respectively. This observation led us to more carefully examine the differences
between how these two seemingly antagonistic modes of Mec1 signaling are induced.
The phosphorylation of Rad53 by Mec1 is generally thought to require exposure of
ssDNA, which serves as a recruitment platform. One simple scenario that demonstrates
contextual requirements for Mec1’s phosphorylation of Rad53 can be seen with 4-NQO
treatment in G1-arrested cells. NER-dependent processing of 4-NQO-induced DNA
lesions generate short ssDNA gaps in G1, which are sufficient for checkpoint activation
(Giannattasio et al. 2004). We therefore wondered whether 4-NQO-derived ssDNA
exposure in G1 could also stimulate the same set of substrates found to be
phosphorylated in growth-correlated Mec1 signaling. In addition to promoting Rad53
hyper-phosphorylation, 4-NQO treatment of G1-arrested cells also resulted in robust
phosphorylation of the same set of Mec1’s growth-correlated substrates (Fig. 2.9A),
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suggesting that 4-NQO derived ssDNA exposure in G1 is sufficient for the activation
of both the checkpoint and checkpoint-independent modes of Mec1 signaling. “Free”
MADs could also activate Mec1 in response to 4-NQO treatment in G1 (Supplemental
Fig. 2.8), although not as well as Ddc1-Dpb11 (Supplemental Fig. 2.8), suggesting that
“free” MADs may require more extensive ssDNA exposure for full Mec1 activation (as
seen in S-phase, Fig. 2.6A,B). Importantly, in the absence of 4-NQO treatment, most
Mec1 substrate phosphopeptides are below levels of detection in G1-arrested cells
(Supplemental Table 2.5). Therefore, our findings are consistent with a model in which
ssDNA exposure is required for activating the different modes of Mec1 signaling.
Based on the model that ssDNA is required for activation of Mec1 signaling, we
postulated that pro-replicative Mec1 signaling could be activated by dynamic ssDNA
exposure

during active DNA

synthesis.

Consistent

with this

model, our

phosphoproteomic analysis revealed that cells undergoing normal S-phase display a
level of phosphorylation of growth-correlated substrates similar to the level induced by
4-NQO treatment in G1 (Fig. 2.9G). These findings are congruent with our recent work
showing that Mec1 is highly active during normal S-phase and that this activity is
correlated with the extent of DNA synthesis and independent of S-phase CDK activity
(Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2015). Interestingly, Rad53 phosphorylation and activation
was robustly stimulated in G1 in the presence of 4-NQO, but not during normal S-phase
(Fig. 2.9G), revealing that growth-correlated Mec1 signaling is uncoupled from
downstream checkpoint signaling during normal DNA replication. Taken together,
these results are consistent with a model in which Mec1’s pro-replicative signaling is
induced by active DNA replication forks in a manner that does not trigger the anti102

replicative checkpoint cascade. Surprisingly, as conveyed in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, this
pro-replicative function is also separable from Mec1’s role in GCR suppression (Fig.
2.10).
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Figure 2.9
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Figure 2.9: Mec1’s Pro-growth signaling uncouples from its activation of the checkpoint
during normal DNA synthesis in S-phase.
(A) QMAPS comparing alpha-factor-arrested tel1Δ cultures mock treated or treated with 0.4
ug/mL 4-NQO for 50min. Representative FACS plots for each condition are displayed inside a
square below the plot. Rad53 phospho-shift for experimental conditions assessed in the QMAPS
is displayed below the plot.
(B) QMAPS comparing tel1Δ cells released from G1 into S-phase for 45 min with G1-arrested
cultures that were treated with 0.4 ug/mL 4-NQO for 50min. Representative FACS plots for
each condition are displayed inside a square below the plot. Rad53 phospho-shift for
experimental conditions assessed in the QMAPS is displayed below the plot.
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2.4

Discussion
Almost two decades ago, mec1Δ tel1Δ was identified as one of the most

genetically unstable yeast strains. These cells have dramatically elevated rates of
aneuploidy (McCulley and Petes 2010) and undergo chromosome rearrangements at an
extremely high frequency (Myung et al. 2001), often as a consequence of homologous
recombination between repetitive DNA elements (Vernon et al. 2008). Despite
extensive investigation, the mechanism by which the Mec1/ATR and Tel1/ATM kinases
suppress GCRs has remained elusive, representing one of the most fundamental
knowledge gaps in our mechanistic understanding of genome maintenance. Moreover,
mec1Δ tel1Δ cells exhibit a severe growth defect, which has commonly been attributed
to their extreme genetic instability and an inability to activate Rad53. Here we report
the unexpected finding that the roles of Mec1 in suppressing GCRs and promoting cell
proliferation are entirely separable and, importantly, independent of canonical
checkpoint signaling (Fig. 7H). Overall, our findings establish a genetic and
biochemical framework to dissect Mec1’s multi-functionality and provide a broader
perspective for how this kinase functions in genome maintenance and replication.
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Figure 2.10

Figure 2.10: Final model depicting the separation of Mec1 functions.
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Activator-directed phosphorylation and the suppression of genetic instability
Our approach to manipulate Mec1 reactivation in ddt cells revealed that
activator-directed phosphorylation, whether mediated by the endogenous activators
(Dna2, Dpb11 and Ddc1) or chimeric protein-MAD fusions, is a critical requirement for
the suppression of GCRs. Since Dna2 associates with 5’ DNA flaps (Wanrooij and
Burgers 2015) and Ddc1-Dpb11 associate with 5’ DNA junctions (Majka et al. 2006),
our results are consistent with the model that the recruitment of MAD-containing
proteins to these structures is required to promote a localized mode of Mec1 signaling
that can suppress GCRs (Supplemental Fig. 9). Notably, we found that Mec1 activation
by Dna2 or Ddc1-Dpb11 preferentially directs Mec1 phosphorylation to Sgs1 and Slx4Rtt107, respectively, which are known to associate with the activator that promotes their
phosphorylation. Thus, we propose that MAD-containing proteins direct Mec1 to
phosphorylate nearby substrates, which in our phosphoproteomic analyses are
correlated with, and presumably involved in, the suppression of GCRs. Because both
Dna2 and Ddc1-Dpb11 are alone sufficient for genetic stability in a tel1Δ background,
the revelation that they promote the phosphorylation of distinct Mec1 substrates
suggests that they may act in parallel to suppress GCRs. Moreover, since both Slx4Rtt107 and Sgs1 play roles in DNA end resection and processing of HR-intermediates
(Shor et al. 2002; Mimitou and Symington 2008; Zhu et al. 2008; Dibitetto et al. 2016),
we speculate that they may represent substrates in functionally redundant pathways for
Mec1-dependent control of HR-mediated DNA repair. To test this model and define the
set of substrates involved in GCR suppression, it will be important to recapitulate the
high GCR rates seen in mec1Δ tel1Δ cells by mutating the precise combination of Mec1108

dependent phosphorylation sites required for GCR suppression. However, we expect
that the generation of such a mutant strain will be quite challenging. In addition to the
potential issue of functional redundancy in GCR-correlated phosphorylation sites, we
note that technical limitations are likely preventing the identification of all relevant
GCR-correlated phosphorylation events, as mass spectrometry is only able to detect
phosphorylation within MS-compatible peptides. Moreover, since Tel1 is capable of
partially suppressing the genetic instability that results from the absence of Mec1, it will
be important to investigate whether Tel1 can redundantly phosphorylate the same
substrates that are targeted by Mec1 to suppress GCRs or if it acts as part of an
independent backup pathway.
Our findings may also have interesting evolutionary implications. The fact that
“free” MADs are unable to stimulate Mec1-dependent GCR suppression provides a
biological rationale for the evolutionary integration of MADs within select endogenous
proteins. Also, the observation that specific MAD fusions (MAD-Rtt107 and Sgs1MAD) can rescue the genetic stability of ddt cells indicates that the ability of MADcontaining proteins to direct Mec1 phosphorylation is the utmost feature dictating their
functionality as a Mec1/ATR activator. This insight may help explain why not all Mec1
activators in yeast show direct conservation in higher eukaryotes. In fact, the only
conserved activator of ATR is the homologue of Dpb11, TOPBP1. A second ATR
activator, ETAA1, was recently identified, though it has no clear homologue in simpler
eukaryotes. Interestingly, Bass et al. recently demonstrated that ETAA1 displays an
epistatic relationship to BLM helicase (Bass et al. 2016), the mammalian homolog of
Sgs1. Thus, despite being activated by evolutionarily unrelated proteins in different
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eukaryotic organisms, ATR may still suppress genetic instability via mechanisms that
are highly-conserved.

Growth-correlated Mec1 signaling and the promotion of DNA replication
Perhaps the most unexpected result from our present work is that the slow
growth phenotype of cells lacking Mec1 and Tel1 signaling is separable from their
genetic instability. This finding has far reaching implications, especially for
investigating how Mec1/ATR signaling functionally interfaces with the DNA
replication machinery. Of importance, our genetic system for manipulation of Mec1
activation now provides the means to study the pro-replicative functions of Mec1
signaling independently of its role in GCR suppression. We expect that future
investigations using this genetic system will allow the careful dissection of the
mechanism by which Mec1 promotes DNA replication and cell growth.
The finding of a pro-replicative role for Mec1 is consistent with our previous
report of a replication-correlated mode of Mec1 signaling that is robustly active during
the progression of normal S-phase (Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2015). This work also
showed that Mec1 activation in S-phase is associated with active DNA synthesis and
not with the build-up of S-phase CDK activity, supporting the model that replicationcorrelated signaling is triggered by ssDNA exposure. It is possible that dynamic ssDNA
exposure during lagging strand synthesis is conducive for the recruitment of Mec1 and
its activators, and for the consequent activation of Mec1. Importantly, since these
replication intermediates are highly dynamic, the checkpoint adaptor proteins (Mrc1 and
Rad9) which transduce Mec1 phosphorylation to Rad53 may be unable to assemble,
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which would explain the uncoupling between Mec1 signaling and Rad53 activation
(Fig. 2.9B) (Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2015). Such uncoupling helps explain how Mec1
could play a pro-replicative role during unchallenged S-phase despite also being able to
negatively regulate DNA replication upon replication stress (Santocanale and Diffley
1998).
It is intriguing that Tel1 seems capable of playing a pro-replicative role in a
manner redundant to Mec1 (note that ddc1Δ dna2-AA strain is significantly healthier
than ddc1Δ dna2-AA tel1Δ (Kumar and Burgers 2013)). This is an unexpected finding
since Tel1 is not commonly viewed as a replication fork associated-kinase. Nonetheless,
many of the growth-correlated targets identified here can also be targeted by Tel1
(Bastos de Oliveira et al. 2015). We speculate that Tel1 might also be activated by
dynamic replication intermediates and redundantly phosphorylate a subset of growthcorrelated substrates to promote DNA replication. One alternate explanation is that cells
lacking Mec1 naturally accumulate DSBs, which can lead to a constitutive level of Tel1
signaling that results in the phosphorylation of substrates that mediate the pro-growth
function.
The mechanism by which Mec1 signaling promotes DNA replication is
currently unclear. One attractive possibility is that Mec1 can also increase dNTPs levels
independently of downstream checkpoint signaling, as the upregulation of dNTPs levels
has been shown to be sufficient for faster fork speed in S-phase (Poli et al. 2012).
However, our results in Fig. 2.8C indicate that pro-replicative function of Mec1
highlighted in this work does not involve the upregulation of dNTP pools. Alternatively,
Steve Bell’s lab has proposed that Mec1 can directly phosphorylate MCM proteins and
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prime them for firing (Randell et al. 2010), a role that may also be consistent with the
pro-replicative functions we uncovered here. However, the Bell Lab demonstrated that
Mec1’s participation in origin priming was entirely redundant to Dbf4-dependent kinase
(DDK), the canonical priming kinase. Since DDK is functional in our system, the proreplicative Mec1 function delineated by our work is likely independent of origin priming
via MCM phosphorylation, though Mec1 could still potentially regulate origins in some
other, as of yet unknown manner. Based on the identity of the growth-correlated targets
we identified (Fig. 2.8E), it is logical to hypothesize that Mec1 may promote DNA
replication by regulating transcription and chromatin. One possibility is that Mec1
regulates the passage of replication forks through obstacles formed by engaged
transcriptional complexes or chromatin. A recent work investigating Mec1’s role in
limiting transcription-replication conflicts supports this possibility model (Poli et al.
2016). In the future, it will be interesting to monitor the dynamics of fork movement
across the entire genome in ddt cells expressing “free” MADs or carrying an empty
vector. While it is possible that Mec1 promotes DNA replication via regulation of a
specific substrate within our list of growth-correlated substrates, we favor the model
that Mec1 exerts this pro-replicative function through the control of multiple substrates.
We expect that, similar to its checkpoint function, Mec1’s pro-replicative
function is also conserved in mammalian ATR. It may be a challenge to generate a
system capable of separating ATR’s genome maintenance and checkpoint functions
from a potential pro-replicative function. Haahr et. al. recently demonstrated that
overexpression of just the AAD of ETAA1 can hyper-activate ATR in human cells
(Haahr et al. 2016), and overexpression of the AAD of TOPBP1 has been shown to
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result in cellular senescence (Toledo et al. 2008). However, experiments analogous to
what we presented here need to be performed in cells with a “dormant” ATR (lacking
functional AADs of TOPBP1 and ETAA1), so a growth rescuing effect can be
appreciated. We also note that the dependence on ssDNA exposure for ATR activation
by “free” AADs has yet to be formally tested. Finally, since ATR inhibitors are in preclinical trials for cancer treatment, our findings may also have implications for clinical
studies, especially if ATR inhibitors exert their anti-cancer effects in part by inhibiting
a pro-replicative function of ATR in cancer cells.
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CHAPTER 3
In-Depth Phosphoproteome of Budding Yeast Reveals Regulatory
Phosphorylation at Protein Interaction Interfaces
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As presented in Chapter 2, the core focus of my thesis is the action of Mec1
kinase, and mass spectrometry has been an integral tool to my investigation of Mec1
action. As a consequence of my reliance on mass spectrometry to assess Mec1 function,
I spent over 1500 hours acquiring mass spectral data from phosphopeptides. To our
knowledge, this spectral library has come to represent the largest and most
comprehensive repository for sites of in vivo phosphorylation in budding yeast. The
work presented in this chapter relates to the preparation of this phosphosite database
and the implementation of a novel methodology for predicting functional phosphosites
from the tens of thousands of sites identified by mass spectrometry.
The work presented in this chapter is being prepared for publication later this
year (Lanz, Kumar et.al, 2019). I performed all the phosphoproteomic experiments that
constitute the phosphosite database, oversaw the Sequest-related spectral searches, and
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performed some of the functional validation of phosphosite mutation (Fig. 3.5).
Yugandhar Kumar wrote the codes required for the assembly of the final dataset and for
the mapping of phosphorylation of all 3D protein structures. Vitor Faca oversaw all
spectral searches using the MaxQuant engine. Ethan Sanford assisted in performing the
function analyses in Fig. 3.3. Aaron Joiner performed the functional analyses in Fig.
3.4.
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Abstract
Phosphorylation is one of the most dynamic and widespread post-translational
modifications that regulate virtually every aspect of eukaryotic cell biology. Here
we present the most comprehensive phosphoproteomic dataset for budding
yeast, comprised of over 30,000 high confidence phosphorylation sites
identified by mass spectrometry. This single dataset nearly doubles the size of
the known phosphoproteome in budding yeast. With the goal of enhancing
systematic prediction of functional phosphorylation events, we performed
computational positioning of phosphorylation sites on available 3D protein
structures and homology models. Results reveal a large number

of

phosphorylation sites mapping to or near protein interaction interfaces, many of
which result in potential steric or electrostatic “clashes” predicted to disrupt the
interaction. Phospho-site mutants experimentally validate our predictions and
establish roles for phosphorylation in negatively regulating protein-protein
interactions. With the advancement of Cryo-EM and the increasing number of
available structures, our approach should help drive the functional exploration
of the phosphoproteome.
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3.1

Introduction

Post-translational modification of proteins by phosphorylation controls virtually every
cellular process. Regulatory mechanisms based on phosphorylation have been widely
explored and characterized. In classical approaches, phosphorylation sites are often
biochemically identified on targeted proteins of interest. Then, in order to determine the
biological relevance of an identified phosphorylation event, the phosphorylated residues
can be mutated to either prevent or constitutively mimic a phosphorylation event at that
site. The phenotypes associated with these “phosphomutant” proteins inform on the
biological purpose of phosphorylation at that site. In the last 15 years, advances in mass
spectrometry have greatly expanded our ability to identify phosphorylation events,
leading to large phosphoproteomic databases (Aebersold and Mann, 2003; Olsen et al.,
2006; Sharma et al., 2014; Swaney et al., 2013). However, our ability to probe the
biological relevance of the identified phosphorylation events still relies on low
throughput methods. As a consequence, the functionality of nearly all identified
phosphorylation events has not yet been determined. Notably, given the overwhelming
number of identified phosphorylation events, over 50,000 in the case of a human cell
(Hornbeck et al., 2019), it is debatable whether most of these events are in fact
functionally relevant (Landry et al., 2009; Lienhard, 2008). In many cases where
attempts are made to investigate the role of specific phosphorylation events, the results
are often negative, consistent with the notion that many phosphorylation events may in
fact not be functional or be extensively redundant in nature. These issues highlight the
importance of strategies to predict functional phosphorylation sites from large
phosphoproteome datasets. While guidelines for interpreting phosphoproteomic data
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sets to identify candidate sites for mutational analysis are available (Dephoure et al.,
2013), strategies to efficiently and systematically identify functional phosphorylation
events are lacking.
Here we present an in-depth phosphoproteome for budding yeast that
constitutes, to the best of our knowledge, the single largest reported collection of
phosphorylation sites for this organism. Over 10.6 million high resolution MS/MS
spectra were acquired using an in-house mass spectrometer and subjected to a parallel
search approach to maximize the number of identified phosphosites with highconfidence. In addition, we utilized two independent methods for scoring phosphosite
localization and employed an algorithm to capture ambiguous phosphosites that fall
within clusters of consecutive, phosphorylate-able residues. Remarkably, our dataset
nearly doubles the size of the budding yeast phosphoproteome. With the goal of
improving the systematic prediction of functional phosphorylation events, we
computationally positioned phosphorylation sites onto all available 3D protein
structures and identified hundreds of phosphorylation events that occur at proteinprotein interfaces, some of which we found to disrupt protein-protein interactions.

3.2

Materials and Methods

3.2.1

Protein extraction and sample preparation for phosphoproteome analysis

The phosphoproteomic experiments used as the source for the database were performed
for a variety of focused biological investigations. In almost all cases these experiments
were performed with the intention of quantifying changes in phosphopeptide
abundance, and thus relied on a SILAC-based workflow. "Light" and "heavy"-labeled
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cultures were combined, harvested by centrifugation in TE buffer pH 8.0 containing
protease inhibitors and stored frozen at -80°C until cell lysis. Approximately 0.3 g of
yeast cell pellet (in 3 separate 2mL screwcap tubes) was lysed by bead beating at 4°C
in 3 mL of lysis buffer (1mL per tube) containing 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 0.2%
Tergitol, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail
(Roche), 5 mM sodium fluoride and 10 mM β-glycerophosphate. 6mgs of protein
lysates of light and heavy conditions were mixed together. 12mg mixed lysate was then
denatured in 1% SDS, reduced with DTT, alkylated with iodoacetamide and then
precipitated with three volumes of a solution containing 50% acetone and 50% ethanol.
Proteins were solubilized in a solution of 2 M urea, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 150
mM NaCl, and then TPCK-treated trypsin was added. Digestion was performed
overnight at 37°C, and then trifluoroacetic acid and formic acid were added to a final
concentration of 0.2%. Peptides were desalted with Sep-Pak C18 column (Waters). C18
column was conditioned with 5 column volumes of 80% acetonitrile and 0.1% acetic
acid and washed with 5 column volumes of 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid. After samples
were loaded, column was washed with 5 column volumes of 0.1% acetic acid followed
by elution with 4 column volumes of 80% acetonitrile and 0.1% acetic acid. Elution was
dried in a SpeedVac evaporator and resuspended in 1% acetic acid.

3.2.2

Phosphopeptide enrichment

After protein extraction and trypsin digestion, desalted peptides were resuspended in
1% acetic acid and loaded in a tip column containing ~22µl of immobilized metal
affinity chromatography (IMAC) resin prepared as previously described (Albuquerque
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et al., 2008). After loading, the IMAC resin was washed with 1 column volume of 25%
acetonitrile, 100 mM NaCl, and 0.1% acetic acid solution followed by 2 column
volumes of 1% acetic acid, 1 column volume of deionized water and finally, eluted with
3 column volumes of 12% ammonia and 10% acetonitrile solution. The elutions were
then dried and resuspended in 16.5ul H20.

3.2.3

HILIC fractionation

After phosphopeptide enrichment, samples were dried in a SpeedVac, reconstituted in
80% acetonitrile and 1% formic acid and fractionated by hydrophilic interaction liquid
chromatography (HILIC) with TSK gel Amide-80 column (2 mm x 150 mm, 5 µm;
Tosoh Bioscience). One-minute fractions were collected between 10 and 22 min of the
gradient. Three solvents were used for the gradient: buffer D (90% acetonitrile); buffer
E (80% acetonitrile and 0.005% trifluoroacetic acid) and buffer F (0.025%
trifluoroacetic acid). The gradient used consists of a 100% buffer D at time = 0 min; 98
% of buffer E and 2 % of buffer F at time = 5 min; 82 % of buffer E and 18 % of buffer
F at time = 15 min; and 5 % of buffer E and 95 % of buffer F from time = 25 to 27 min
in a flow of 150 µl/min.

3.2.4

Mass spectrometry analysis and data acquisition

HILIC fractions were dried in a SpeedVac, reconstituted in 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid
and subjected to LC-MS/MS analysis using a 20-cm-long 125-µm inner diameter
column packed in-house with 3 µm C18 reversed-phase particles (Magic C18 AQ beads,
Bruker). Separated phosphopeptides were electrosprayed into a QExactive Orbitrap
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mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Xcalibur software (Thermo Fischer
Scientific) was used for the data acquisition and the Q Exactive was operated in datadependent mode. Survey scans were acquired in the Orbitrap mass analyzer over the
range of 380 to 2000 m/z with a mass resolution of 70.000 (at m/z 200). MS/MS spectra
was performed selecting up to the 10 most abundant ions with a charge state using
SILAC, of 2, 3 or 4 within an isolation window of 2.0 m/z. Selected ions were
fragmented by Higher-energy Collisional Dissociation (HCD) with normalized collision
energies of 27 and the tandem mass spectra was acquired in the Orbitrap mass analyzer
with a mass resolution of 17.500 (at m/z 200). Repeat sequencing of peptides was kept
to a minimum by dynamic exclusion of the sequenced peptides for 30 seconds.

3.2.5

Phosphopeptide and phosphorylation site identification: primary search

using Andromeda
Three separate search engines were used to search the raw MS/MS spectra. All searches
were performed on 18 separate chunks, with each chunk containing an average of
500,000 MS/MS spectra. The primary search engine used was Andromeda, as part of
the MaxQuant software package (version 1.6.5.0). Searching parameters for MaxQuant
included a fully-tryptic requirement, a mass accuracy of 10 ppm for the precursor ions,
differential modification of 8.0142 daltons for lysine, 10.00827 daltons for arginine,
79.966331 daltons

for

phosphorylation

of serine, threonine

and

tyrosine,

phosphorylation dehydration, and a static mass modification of 57.021465 daltons for
alkylated cysteine residues. N-terminal acetylation was also set as a variable
modification, but only for peptides from the N-terminus of protein. The primary source
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for the phosphosite identification was the “Phospho STY” output table in MQ. The
quality threshold for a PSM to be considered for phosphosite identification was an
Andromeda score greater than 40 and a delta score of greater than 6 (similar to criteria
determined by (Sharma et al. 2014)). The 19 “Phospho STY” files (from each of the 19
chunks) were concatenated and redundancy eliminated based on phosphopeptide
sequence, while retaining the best phosphosite localization score for every identified
phosphosite. The primary dataset contains only phosphosites with high-confidence
localization, which we considered as having a MaxQuant localization score of greater
than 0.7.

3.2.6

Phosphopeptide and phosphorylation identification: secondary search

using Sequest
All spectra were also searched using two Sequest-based engines, Proteome Discoverer
(Thermo) and SORCERER (Sage N Research, Inc.). For PD and SORCERER we used
the same search parameters as MaxQuant, with the exception that we allowed semitryptic enzyme digest, rather than fully typtic as used in MaxQuant. We considered only
high confidence PSMs for the pipeline, filtered to less than 1% FDR using percolator
and sorcererscore for PD and SORCERER, respectively. To increase the confidence in
our Sequest searches, we only considered phosphopeptides whose backbone sequence
appeared in both the PD and SORCERER PSM searches (Fig. 3.2). For phospopeptides
that passed this backbone requirement, the PD PSM search info was kept. The
phosphorylation localization probabilities were determined using ptmRS (PhosphoRS)
within Proteome Discoverer.
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3.2.7

Quantitative MS analysis pull-down protein complexes

Yeast carrying either GFP-YPT1 or Rad23-FLAG were grown to an O.D.600 of 0.4 in
200 mL of -Arg -Lys dropout media ("light" version complemented with normal
arginine and lysine; "heavy" version complemented with L-Lysine 13C6, 15N2.HCl and
L-Arginine 13C6, 15N4.HCl). After centrifugation, pellets were kept at -80C prior to
cell lysis. Approximately 0.3 g of cell pellet of each strain was lysed by bead beating at
4°C in 3 mL of lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.2% Tergitol, 150 mM NaCl, 5
mM EDTA, Complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche), 5 mM sodium
fluoride, 10 mM B-glycerol-phosphate). Lysates were incubated with GFP-TRAP (inhouse) or anti-FLAG agarose resin (Sigma) for 4 hours at 4°C. After 3 washes with lysis
buffer, bound proteins were eluted with 3 resin volumes of elution buffer (100 mM TrisHCl pH 8.0, 1% SDS). Eluted proteins from normal or heavy media grown cells were
mixed together, reduced, alkylated and then precipitated with three volumes of a
solution containing 50% acetone and 50% ethanol. Proteins were solubilized in a
solution of 2 M urea, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, and 150 mM NaCl, and then TPCKtreated trypsin was added. Digestion was performed overnight at 37°C, and then
trifluoroacetic acid and formic acid were added to a final concentration of 0.2%.
Peptides were desalted with Sep-Pak C18 column (Waters). C18 column was
conditioned with 5 column volumes of 80% acetonitrile and 0.1% acetic acid and
washed with 5 column volumes of 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid. After samples were loaded,
column was washed with 5 column volumes of 0.1% acetic acid followed by elution
with 4 column volumes of 80% acetonitrile and 0.1% acetic acid. Elution was dried in
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a SpeedVac evaporator and resuspended in 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid.

3.3

Results

3.3.1

In depth phosphoproteome of budding yeast
We sought to generate an in-depth phosphoproteomic database for the model

system budding yeast. Since most currently available phosphosites databases consist of
data deposited from multiple independent groups, each utilizing their own
instrumentation and acquisition / PSM search methods and, we aimed to generate a
phosphosites repository sourced strictly from high-resolution spectral data acquired
using an in-house mass spectrometer and processed through a unified data processing
pipeline. The spectral library used to assemble the database was generated from 75
independent experiments. We used over 800 MS runs of phosphopeptides extracted
from whole cell lysates from our laboratory and analyzed them by three complementary
search engines (Sorcerer, PD and MaxQuant) (Fig. 3.1 and 3.2; see details under
Materials and Methods). The resulting database contains over 33,000 non-redundant
phosphorylation sites identified with high-confidence site localization, representing the
largest available phosphoproteome database for this organism. When compared with
BioGRID’s repository for phosphosites in budding yeast (which includes phosphosites
identified through methods other than mass spectrometry), our dataset contained over
20,000 novel phosphosites (Oughtred et al. 2019) (Fig. 3.3).
In addition to the 33,000 sites identified with high confidence localization, we
used a clustering algorithm to capture several thousands more phosphosites whose site
localization score was distributed within consecutive S/T/Y residues (Fig. 3.4). When
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considering ambiguous phosphosites that are located within clusters of consecutive
phosphorylate-able, the total number of phosphosites identified in our database exceeds
36,000 (though we acknowledge that number phosphosites added from the clustering
step is inflated, since in some cases multiple ambiguous residues are represented within
the same cluster).
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Figure 3.1
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Figure 3.1: Generating a phosphosites database using mass spectrometry.
In vivo phosphoproteome analysis was performed under many different experimental
conditions.

Proteins extracted

from cell lysates were digested

into peptides, and

phosphopeptides were then enriched before MS analysis using IMAC columns. All samples
were highly enriched for phosphopeptides and, in most cases, extensively fractionated using
HILIC. Phosphopeptide fragments were captured as high resolution MS 2 spectra (Q-exactive
orbitrap mass spectrometer). Three separate searches were performed to match spectral data to
phosphopeptide sequences. For more information regarding the spectral searches refer to Figure
3.2.
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Figure 3.2
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Figure 3.2: Searching spectral fragments to identify phosphosites.
Three different search engines were used for the PSM searches. The primary search was
performed using MaxQuant (Andromeda engine). The identification of phosphosites from this
search was determined by the Phospho STY output table. The primary data set contains only
phosphosites with high-confidence localization, which we considered as having a localization
score of greater than 0.7. All spectra were also searched using two Sequest-based engines,
Proteome Discoverer (Thermo) and SORCERER (Sage N Research, Inc.). For PD and
SORCERER, we used the same search parameters as MaxQuant, with the exception that we
performed a semi-tryptic enzyme digest, rather than fully tryptic link in MaxQuant. We
considered only high confidence PSMs for the phosphosite pipeline, filtered to less than 1%
FDR using percolator and sorcererscore for PD and SORCERER, respectively. To increase the
confidence in our Sequest searches, we only considered phosphopeptides whose backbone
sequence appeared in both the PD and SORCERER PSM searches (Fig. 3.2). For the
phosphopeptides that passed this backbone requirement, PD’s PSM search info was kept. The
phosphorylation localization probabilities were determined using PtmRS (PhosphoRS) node
within Proteome Discoverer. For an explanation of the logic used in the “clustering” decision
nodes, see Figure 3.4. The reason that the PD and SORCERER searches are considered
secondary searches is that their PSM output info is only included in the final data set file if the
phosphosite was not identified in Maxquant.
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Figure 3.3

Figure 3.3: Diagram comparing the unique phosphosites identified from the Lanz et al.
data set with the largest phosphosite repository for budding yeast.
The numbers represent unique phosphosites. The number from Lanz et al. include only high confidence localization (no ambiguous, clustered sites are included). We note that the
phosphosites in the BioGRID database were identified by both high throughput and low
throughput methods (i.e. both mass spectrometry and more focused biochemical approaches).
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Figure 3.4

Figure 3.4: Rationale of our “site-clustering” method
Hypothetical examples are depicted. b and y ions indicate the fragment information used to
make the PSM call and the phosphorylation site localization score. Case 1 represents an
unambiguous determination for a phosphosite position. Case 2 represents a phosphopeptide with
ambiguous localization, since the fragment information does not distinguish between the two
potentially phosphorylated residues. In this case the two sites are not part of a cluster, thus Case
2 would be excluded. Case 3 represents the same ambiguity seen in Case 2, however the
ambiguous residues are clustered together, and thus would be included in “clustered” data set.
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3.3.2

Proteome-wide mapping of phosphorylation sites on protein surfaces
As discussed in the introduction section 1.5.3, the ability to distinguish

functional phosphorylation from what might just be kinase promiscuity represents the
primary challenge in dealing with large-scale phosphoproteomic datasets. In an effort
to systematically identify phosphorylation sites in our dataset that are more likely to
represent functional events with a defined regulatory role, we computationally
positioned the identified phosphorylation sites onto all available 3D structures for
budding yeast within the Protein Data Bank (Fig. 3.5). We reasoned that, because most
crystallographic structures are prepared under conditions in which the crystalized
proteins would not be phosphorylated, phosphorylation sites from our database that map
to solvent-inaccessible surfaces within these protein structures would have a higher
likely-hood of being biologically meaningful. We opted to focus specifically on
phosphorylation sites found at the interfaces between protein-protein interactions, under
the assumption that these sites should have increased chance of regulating the
interaction. To identify phosphorylation events occurring at protein-protein interfaces,
we made use of Interactome INSIDER, a tool originally designed to link genomic
variant information with structural protein–protein interactomes. We used Interactome
INSIDER to computationally identify, proteome-wide, every amino acid residue found
at the interface between to proteins in a crystal structure or homology model (we used
interactome3D as the source for homology models). After compiling a comprehensive
list of interface residues, we asked which of the residues corresponded to
phosphorylation sites in our database. In total, 305 phosphosites were mapped to
residues buried within the surfaces of interacting proteins (Fig. 3.5).
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Figure 3.6

Figure 3.6: Mapping phosphorylation to all available PDB structures in yeast.
.
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3.3.3

Mapping phosphorylation sites to protein interaction interfaces reveals

functional phosphorylation events in Rad23 and Ypt1.
Due to the potentially disruptive nature of a adding a charged phosphate group
to S/T/Y residues at an interaction surfaces between proteins, we reasoned that, in many
cases, the presence of phosphorylation on a protein-protein interface residue would
result in a steric or electrostatic clash. In these instances, we would predict that
phosphorylation of this residue would result in the disruption or prevention of the
protein-protein interaction, and offer the potential for meaningful

biological

significance. Upon manual inspection of several cases of interface phosphorylation, we
decided to test whether constitutively mimicking phosphorylation by mutating the
phosphosite residue from serine to aspartic acid would disrupt the interaction of a
predicted set of proteins (Fig 3.6A).
We performed proof-of-principle experiments in two phosphoproteins, Ypt1 and
Rad23. Rad23 is an evolutionarily conserved protein with dual roles in nucleotide
excision repair and proteolysis (Schauber et al. 1998). For its DNA repair functions,
Rad23, together with Rad4, recognizes damaged DNA (de Laat et al. 1999). For its role
protein degradation, Rad23 interacts with several proteins in the ubiquitin pathway
(Schauber et al. 1998). One of these proteins is Png1, is a protein involved in the
degradation of misfolded proteins ER proteins (Kim et al. 2006). We found a
phosphosite identified in Rad23 (S270) that mapped to surface where Rad23 binds to
Png1. To test whether the phosphorylation of this site might preclude the interaction of
these two proteins, we generated a phospho-mimetic RAD23 construct (S270D) and
performed IP-MS to quantitatively compare interacting proteins pulled down with
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Rad23WT and Rad23S270D. As shown in Figure 3.5B, we found that Rad23’s interaction
with Png1 was specifically disrupted when phosphorylation was mimicked at S270.
Importantly, the ability of Rad23 to bind to its other interacting proteins was not
disrupted by the mutation of S270 (Fig. 3.6B), suggesting that rad23-S270D was a
stably expressed and properly folded.
We performed a similar analysis for the Golgi-resident Rab family GTPase,
Ypt1. Ypt1 interacts with several proteins on the Golgi membrane, including the YPTInteracting Protein (YIP) family of proteins. The GEF for Ypt1’s GTPase activity is the
TRAPP complex. Ypt1 interacts with the TRAPP complex, in part, by binding to
TRAPP’s Trs23 subunit. We found that the three consecutive phosphosites in Ypt1
(S74, S75, and S76) that all lie at the interface between Ypt1 and Trs23. Phosphorylation
mimicking mutations in just one of these residue (S75D) disrupted Ypt1’s interaction
with all the subunits of the TRAPP complex, as predicted (Fig. 3.6C). Because Ypt1 is
an essential protein, we were also able to test whether phosphorylation mimicking
mutations that disrupted Ypt1’s interaction with the TRAPP complex also disrupted an
essential function of Ypt1. Indeed, ypt1-S75D was unable to support viability in the
absence of endogenous Ypt1 (Fig. 3.7A). To ensure that ypt1-S75D could still localize
to the Golgi complex, we confirmed that GFP-Ypt1-S75D did indeed co-localize with
the Golgi-resident protein Sec7 (Fig 3.7B).
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Figure 3.6

Figure 3.6: Mapping phosphorylation to protein interaction interfaces predicts
functionally relevant phosphosites.
(A) Model depicting the logic for mapping phosphorylation within the context of protein
structure to find sites that lie at the interface between proteins.
(B) Rad23’s protein interaction network, as defined by SILAC IP MS pull down. SILAC ratios
were determined for proteins immuno-precipitated from cultures expressing Rad23-FLAG or
an empty vector to find proteins bound with Rad23. Graph depicts the SILAC ratios for the
proteins in Rad23’s interaction network for the indicated conditions.
(C) Same as in (B) except with the Ypt1 protein.
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Figure 3.7
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Figure 3.7: Phosphorylation of Ypt1 at S75 potentially disrupts an essential function but
does not affect cellular localization or protein stability
(A) Plasmid shuffling assay to test the whether ypt1-S75D can fulfill Ypt1’s essential functions.
(B) Plasmids containing either wild-type GFP-Ypt1, GFP-Ypt1(S75D), or GFP-Ypt1(S39D)
were transformed into yeast cells. Overnight cultures were grown to an OD600 between 0.1 and
0.8, then imaged. Single focal planes are shown of live-cell fluorescence microscopy images
under normal growth conditions. Cells are expressing endogenously tagged Sec7-6xDsRed.
Scale bar is 2um. The amount of overlap between Ypt1 and Sec7 was quantified using the
Pearson's Correlation Coefficient.

A region of interest was selected surrounding 1-4 cells and

propagated to all of the focal planes containing those cells for correlation analysis. Each data
point represents the PCC for an image (WT = 9 images, S75D = 10 images) containing several
regions of interest totaling 4-21 cells. A total of 105 cells for WT and S75D, while 107 cells for
S39D were analyzed. An unpaired two-tailed t-test with Welch’s correction was used to analyze
the data points. The PCC for the WT and S75D mutant are not significantly different (p=0.1667),
but S39D is significantly different from both WT and S75D (p < 0.0001, and p = 0.0002). WT
Mean = 0.5068, S75D Mean = 0.4732, S39D Mean = 0.3772, error bars represent 95% CIs.
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CHAPTER 4
Conclusions and Future Directions
4.1

Conclusions - Mec1’s separable, checkpoint-independent functions
In contrast to the typical depiction of Mec1 as a sensor kinase for the initiation

of the DDC, my work has delineated distinct, checkpoint-independent roles for Mec1
kinase in suppressing genetic instability and promoting cell growth / DNA synthesis.
Importantly, unlike many phenotypes related to the disruption of the checkpoint
pathway, the defects associated with the disruption of Mec1’s checkpoint-independent
functions manifest themselves in the absence of any exogenous stress, suggesting that,
despite how it is typically depicted in the literature, Mec1 is active during unperturbed
cell growth. Interestingly, my work further suggests that the manner in which Mec1
associates with its activator proteins dictates its ability to fulfill its checkpointindependent functions. Here, I will discuss, in depth, these important conclusions,
drawn primarily from my work published in Lanz et al. 2018.
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4.1.1

The context of Mec1 activation and action distinguishes its checkpoint-

independent functions
Mec1 activation alone is not sufficient for it to fulfill its role in suppressing genetic
instability. Indeed, “free” MADs, which can stimulate Mec1’s catalytic activity to the
same extent as the endogenous activator proteins (Fig 2.6B), are unable to suppress the
GCR rate of ddt cells (Fig. 2.4C). So what then distinguishes Mec1 activation via the
endogenous activator proteins activate (Dna2 or Ddc1-Dpb11) from Mec1 activation by
“free” MADs? One speculative possibility is that the endogenous activators may possess
the ability to tether Mec1 to sites of DNA lesions (Fig 4.1A), which then directs Mec1
to phosphorylate particular lesion proximal substrates (seen in Figure 2.6B,C, and D).
The “free” MADs lack this tethering capability, and Mec1 may quickly diffuse from
sites of DNA lesions after activation via “free” MADs (Fig 4.1A). The importance of
tethering Mec1 to sites of activation also implies that catalytically active Mec1 can also
diffuse from sites of activation, where it is then able to phosphorylate its many “growthcorrelated” substrates identified via mass spectrometry (Fig 4.1B). Consistent with this
notion, “free” MADs are proficient in activating Mec1’s growth-correlated signaling
during DNA replication (see Fig. 2.6A,B). Interestingly, while it is possible that Mec1
can, to some extent, be stimulated in the absence of exposed ssDNA, preliminary results
indicate that, even in the case of activation by “free” MADs, the presence of ssDNA is
an important requirement for Mec1 to become catalytically active (see discussion
section in Chapter 2). Regardless, the concept that Mec1 is actively phosphorylating its
substrates away from sites of ssDNA differs with how it is commonly depicted in the
literature, and my work presented in Chapter 2, along with the sheer diversity of proteins
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targeted by Mec1’s growth-correlated substrates, supports the notion that active Mec1
diffuses away from sites of ssDNA and acts in trans.
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Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.1: Speculative model depicting how the manner of Mec1 activation and action
distinguishes its checkpoint-independent functions.
(A) A possible determinant for Mec1’s suppression of GCRs is its requirement for tethering to
sites of activation. The endogenous activators are able to tether Mec1 to sites of activation which
enables Mec1’s phosphorylation of lesion proximal substrates and suppression of GCRs. “Free”
MADs, while able to activate Mec1’s kinase activity, lack the ability to tether Mec1 to sites of
lesions.
(B) Active Mec1 may diffuse from sites of lesions, where it phosphorylates its many “growth correlated” substrates. The activation of growth-correlated signaling is highly responsive to
ssDNA exposure (even in G1 phase, see Fig. 2.9A,B), and because of the broad array of growthcorrelated substrates phosphorylated by Mec1 (even in the absence of replication forks, Fig.
2.9A), we speculate that Mec1 may diffuse and phosphorylate substrates after activation on
ssDNA.
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4.1.2

The phosphorylation of lesion proximal Mec1 substrates is critical for the

suppression of genetic stability
The manipulation of Mec1 activation in ddt revealed several Mec1 substrates
whose phosphorylation was tightly correlated with the ability of Mec1 suppress GCRs.
These substrates, Rtt107-Slx4 and Sgs1, are known to localize within proximity of the
activator proteins who stimulate their phosphorylation, Ddc1-Dpb11 and Dna2,
respectively. However, my work does not exclude the possible involvement of other
important, as-of-yet unidentified GCR-correlated substrates. Indeed, unpublished
follow-up experiments indicate that other critical, and possibly redundant, substrates
exist. For example, even in a yeast strain in which every S/T-Q residue in Sgs1 has been
mutated to alanine, the presence of the endogenous Dna2 activator is still sufficient for
genetic stability. Additionally, deleting either RTT107 or SLX4 in ddt does not preclude
the restoration of genetic stability in ddt upon reintroduction of the endogenous
activators (though I acknowledge that the phosphorylation of Rtt107 and Slx4 could be
inhibitory in nature, in which case a deletion would not be expected to result in genetic
stability). In any case, it will be important to identify more GCR-correlated substrates
and, eventually, recapitulate the high GCR rates seen in mec1 tel1 cells by mutating the
precise combination of Mec1-dependent phosphorylation sites required for GCR
suppression. The identification of all these critical phosphosites would help reveal the
precise molecular mechanism by which Mec1 suppresses genetic stability, which still
remains unclear.
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4.1.3

Mec1/ATR activator proteins. Why so many?
In both yeast and mammals, Mec1/ATR utilizes multiple distinct proteins for

activation; however, we are only beginning to appreciate the biological reasons for why
Mec1/ATR requires more than one activator protein. The three Mec1 activator proteins
in yeast have varying degrees of redundancy when it comes to their ability to stimulate
Mec1’s different functions, both checkpoint and checkpoint-independent. For example,
Dna2 is unable to stimulate Mec1’s phosphorylation of Rad53 in response to certain
exogenous genotoxins, like MMS, however it can fully facilitate activation of the DNA
replication checkpoint in response to HU treatment (Kumar and Burgers 2013) (Lanz et
al unpublished). This difference may reflect Dna2’s association with replisome rather
than post-replicative lesions on the lagging strand (like those caused by MMS). When
it comes to promoting the checkpoint-independent functions of Mec1, Dna2 and Ddc1Dpb11 (these two activator associate with one another) act redundantly, as either
activator is sufficient for the suppression of genetic instability, the promotion of DNA
synthesis (Fig 2.1), and, presumably, telomere function (this has not been formally
tested, however yeast possessing either activator do not seem to sense prematurely) .
Despite this redundancy, my work has demonstrated that these activator proteins
seemingly facilitate the phosphorylation of distinct, GCR-correlated substrates.
Interestingly, in humans, the two ATR activator proteins, TOPBP1 and ETAA1, seem
to display less overall redundancy, with TOPBP1 being primarily responsible for
stimulating ATR’s phosphorylation of CHK1 (Haahr et al. 2016) and ETAA1 being
utilized to enforce an ATR-dependent S/G2 checkpoint (Saldivar et al. 2018). One
intriguing conclusion from my work, along with the work done in human cells, is that
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eukaryotes may possess distinct activator proteins to target particular sets substrates for
Mec1/ATR-mediated phosphorylation.

4.1.4

Mec1 is stimulated by and promotes DNA synthesis
Previous work done in our lab has demonstrated that active, unchallenged DNA

synthesis is sufficient to stimulate Mec1 signaling, as seen through phosphoproteomic
mass spectrometry (Bastos). My thesis work has now provided a potential function for
what was previously referred to as “replication-correlated” Mec1 signaling. I found that
bulk of substrates whose phosphorylation correlates with active replication also
correlates with the pro-growth functions of Mec1 (demonstrated in Fig. 2.3 and 2.6).
Interesting, “free” MADs are sufficient to stimulate this mode of Mec1 signaling,
suggesting Mec1 does not require tethered activation at DNA lesions to carry out this
function. Instead, we favor a model where the transient exposure of ssDNA at moving
replication forks is sufficient for the activation and rapid diffusion of Mec1 (see Fig.
4.1B). This model of transient activation also accounts for how Mec1 can be highly
active during S-phase without stimulating the checkpoint response (Fig 2.9B), as
transient activation would temporally restrict the assembly of the checkpoint adaptor
proteins and prevent recruitment and phosphorylation of Rad53.
One potential way that Mec1 mediates it pro-growth functions is by facilitating
the passage of cells through S-phase, a notion supported by FACS analysis, which has
demonstrated that a population of cells lacking Mec1/Tel1 signaling accumulate in Sphase (Fig. 2.8D). However, the ideal way to test Mec1’s pro-replicative properties
would be to arrest cells in G1 using the alpha factor mating pheromone and subsequently
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release them into S-phase, with or without active Mec1 signaling. Unfortunately, these
experiments are made challenging by the sickness of cells lacking Mec1/Tel1 signaling,
as the ddt strain does not arrest cleanly in G1 nor release synchronously into S-phase
(data not shown). Also, without utilizing alternative methods, monitoring DNA
synthesis through FACS analysis will not distinguish the regulation of origin firing from
the facilitation of faster replication fork movement, since both potential points of
regulation could affect the visualization of bulk DNA synthesis. To address these issues,
I devised and constructed a genetic system to address the limitations posed by the
sickness of the ddt strain system and have outlined this system in the future directions
section.

4.1.5

Tel1’s enigmatic contribution to genetic stability and cell growth
Nearly all of my thesis work has focused on Mec1’s contribution to the

checkpoint-independent phenotypes associated with mec1Δ tel1Δ cells. Indeed, in
almost all cases, I have worked with yeast strains in which the TEL1 gene was deleted
(e.g. the ddt strain). Despite this, the genetics depicted in Figure 2.1 and Figure 4.4
indicate that Tel1 alone can significantly contribute to the same checkpoint-independent
functions I have highlight in-depth for Mec1.
Given its established function in telomere homeostasis, one might hypothesize
that Tel1’s contribution to genetic stability may be through maintaining functional
telomeres in the absence of Mec1. Supporting this idea is the fact that telomere-telomere
fusions, which have been documented to occur at high frequency in mec1Δ tel1Δ cells
(REFs), result in the entry of di-centric chromosomes into mitosis. The shattering of
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these di-centric chromosomes during mitosis would ultimately lead to GCRs. Given this
logical hypothesis, why then have I not focused more attention on faulty telomeres as a
possible explanation for the genetic instability see in the ddt strain system? Firstly, I
lack the time/capability to carry out experiments assessing telomere health. Secondly,
and most importantly, ddt cells, when transformed with the “free” MADs, grow
healthily and do not seem to senesce, the hallmark indicator of faulty telomeres. Because
the ddt cells transformed with “free” MADs do not seem to senesce, I suspect that Mec1,
when activated by “free” MADs, is able to fulfill its role in maintaining telomeres
despite being unable suppress GCRs. Regardless of this observation, follow-up work
described in the future directions should address telomere biology as a source of genetic
instability in cell lacking Mec1 and Tel1 signaling.
It is unclear whether Tel1 can facilitate the phosphorylation of the same GCRcorrelated substrates that are targeted by Mec1. An alternative possibility is that, Tel1
may suppress genetic instability in the absence of Mec1 by phosphorylating a unique
set of substrates.
Interestingly, Tel1 seems capable of redundantly phosphorylating many
checkpoint-independent Mec1 substrates, even those substrates associated with Mec1’s
activity during unperturbed S-phase. This is an unexpected finding, since Tel1 is not
commonly viewed as a replication fork-associated kinase. One alternate explanation is
that cells lacking Mec1 naturally accumulate DSBs, which can lead to a constitutive
level of Tel1 signaling that results in the phosphorylation of overlapping substrates.
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4.2

Future Directions - Mec1’s separable, checkpoint-independent functions
The work presented in Chapter 2 delineated separable, checkpoint-independent

functions for Mec1 Kinase in suppressing genetic instability and promoting cell growth.
However, as I described in the conclusions section, many unanswered questions remain
about the mechanistic nature of these two functions. Here, I will outline a plan to further
dissect Mec1’s checkpoint-independent functions with the ultimate goal of reaching a
deep, mechanistic understanding of how Mec1-mediated phosphorylation suppressed
genetic instability and promotes cell growth. I will also describe several unpublished
follow-up experiments that I have performed in pursuit of reaching this mechanistic
understanding.

4.2.1

Thorough evaluation of Rtt107 and Slx4 as GCR-correlated substrates
As mentioned in the conclusions section, while I have confirmed that mutating

every phosphosite in Sgs1 does not recapitulate the genetic instability of mec1Δ tel1Δ
cells in a ddc1Δ tel1Δ (a strain the relies solely on the Dna2 activator protein and, in
theory, on GCR-correlated phosphorylation of Sgs1), I have not tested phospho-mutants
of Rtt107 and Slx4 in combination. Thus far, I have only tested whether the deletion of
RTT107 or SLX4 precludes the restoration of genetic stability in ddt upon re-introduction
of DDC1, which they do not.

4.2.2

Identification of more GCR-correlated Mec1/Tel1 substrates: digging

deeper into the phosphoproteome
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The genetic system featuring the ddt strain and utilized in Chapter 2 (Fig. 2.1D)
represents the ideal method for identifying phosphorylation events that strongly
correlate with specifically the GCR suppression function of Mec1. In Chapter 2, the ddt
strain was used to sieve the yeast phosphoproteome for S/T-Q phosphorylation events
that are more abundant under conditions of genetic stability (Fig. 2.6, “+MAD VS
+DDC1” comparison). This strategy led to the identification of Rtt107 and Slx4 as
GCR-correlated substrates. While at the phosphoproteome-wide level, these were the
only S/T-Q substrates found to correlate with GCR suppression, enrichment strategies
can be used to profile more deeply into the pool of existing phosphopeptides. For
example, immuno-enrichment of protein complexes prior to phosphopeptide enrichment
can reveal phosphorylation events within proteins that are undetectable at the
phosphoproteome-wide level. More general enrichment protocols could also be applied
to probe for difference in the “+MAD VS +DDC1” conditions, like iPOND (a method
used to enrich for proteins bound to nascent DNA). Moreover, as the sophistication of
the instrumentation within Mass Spectrometers increases, so does our ability to more
deeply profile the phosphoproteome.

4.2.3

Identification of GCR-correlated Tel1 substrates
My experiments using the ddt strain system have focused on the identification

of GCR-correlated Mec1 substrates. However phosphoproteomic experiments used to
identify Mec1’s GCR-correlated substrates (Fig. 2.6B-D) can be easily adapted to
extract GCR-correlated Tel1 substrates from the phosphoproteome. The experimental
setup would involve comparing the phosphoproteomic profiles of ddt cells expressing
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the “free” MAD (high GCR rate) to cells relying solely on Tel1 signaling for
maintenance of genetic stability (i.e. dna2-AA ddc1Δ or mec1Δ). Just as in Figure 2.6B,
QMAP analysis could potentially reveal Tel1 substrates that strongly correlate with
Tel1’s suppression of GCRs. One confounding factor in this experiment would be the
few Te11-specific phosphorylation events that, in the context of the experiment, would
appear to be GCR-correlated but in actuality cannot be mediated by Mec1.

4.2.4

Uncovering the sources of genetic instability in mec1Δ tel1Δ
Rather than the substrate centric approaches outlined in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2,

an alternative approach to investigating the genetic instability of mec1Δ tel1Δ would be
to identify its source. For example, if I discovered that the GCRs in mec1Δ tel1Δ were
the result of the improper resolution of HR intermediates, then I could focus on finding
important phosphorylation events that occur on proteins involved in HR-mediated repair.
In an attempt to better understand the source of genetic instability in cells lacking
Mec1/Tel1 signaling, I tested whether deletion of RAD51 or RAD52, genes that are
required for the initiation strand invasion during HR, would impact the genetic
instability seen in the ddt strain system. I found that deleting either one of these genes
did not affect the results seen in Figure 2.4 (data not shown). Thus, the genetic instability
of the ddt strain does not result from an inability to initiate the strand invasion step of
homologous recombination. In an attempt to evaluate another important step of
homologous recombination, I generated a ddt strain variant that also expresses a Rad51RFP recombinant protein from the endogenous RAD51 locus. Upon exposure to DNA
damage in WT cells, Rad52-RFP forms fluorescent foci that can be visualized with a
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fluorescent microscope. These foci represent resected ssDNA that has been coated by
the Rad51 filament. Thus, the appearance of these foci indicates that resection has
occurred. Though I have constructed the yeast strain, I have not yet tested whether “free”
MAD-mediated Mec1 activation, which is insufficient for the restoration of genetic
stability in ddt, is able to properly initiate DNA end resection.
The drawback to an approach focused on identifying the biological processes at
the root of the genetic instability in mec1Δ tel1Δ is the potential for pleotropic effects.
For example, the Petes lab performed DNA tiling assays on multiple independent
mec1Δ tel1Δ isolates in an effort to identify patterns in the types of genomic
rearrangements that occur. They found that the most common types of GCR events in
mec1Δ tel1Δ were recombination events between non-allelic transposon sequences that
resulted in reciprocal chromosome translocations. However, while non-allelic
recombination might indicate issues in the fidelity of the HR machinery, it could
alternatively be explained by frequent, randomly-distributed dsDNA break formation,
as breaks that happen to occur in transposon sequences have a higher likelihood of
recombining incorrectly due to their repetitive nature and distribution throughout the
genome.

4.2.5

Ruling out Telomeres as a sources of genetic instability in mec1Δ tel1Δ
As discussed in the conclusions section (Section 4.1.5), it is important to rule

out telomere dysfunction as the source of genetic instability in mec1Δ tel1Δ. In order to
rule out telomeres dysfunction, one must bypass the requirement of Mec1/Tel1
signaling for functioning telomeres. This bypass can be achieved using the Cdc13-Est2
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fusion protein. Est2 is the catalytic subunit of telomerase. When fused to Cdc13, Est2
can constitutively associate with the telomeric DNA, resulting in longer telomeres
(Evans and Lundblad 1999). Previous work has demonstrated that CDC13-EST2 can
rescue some telomere-related defects of mec1Δtel1Δ cells (Mieczkowski et al. 2003;
McCulley and Petes 2010). In Supplemental Figure 2.7, I used this CDC13-EST2
construct to demonstrate that the pro-growth function of Mec1 are, in part, independent
of the telomere length. Unfortunately, the fact that this construct utilizes the URA3
auxotrophic marker means that it is incompatible with the GCR assay. Thus in order to
perform the GCR assay on a ddt strain expressing Cdc13-Est2, the marker for the
plasmids must be swapped out.

4.2.6

The ideal genetic system to assess Mec1’s pro-growth functions
While the investigation of Mec1’s pro-growth function carried out in Lanz et al.,

2018 revealed several of its key characteristics, the ddt strain system is experimentally
restrictive several ways:
1. As discussed in the conclusions section (Section 4.1.4), the ddt strain, due to the
absence of Mec1 signaling, is sick. Thus, the ddt strain is not amenable to the
methods used for cell cycle synchronization (e.g. alpha factor or nocodazole
arrest).
2. Moreover, the only way to truly disentangle Mec1’s checkpoint-independent
functions from the indirect effects caused by Mec1’s regulation of Rad53 is to
delete the RAD53 gene in the ddt strain background. However, deletion of
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RAD53 results in a constitutive growth defect (see Figure 2.4C vs E), which also
complicates any efforts to synchronization cells and manipulate the cell cycle.
3. The primary method for monitoring DNA synthesis in the ddt strain is FACS
analysis, which is only capable of measuring bulk DNA synthesis (the
limitations of which are discussed in section 4.1.4). In order to distinguish
between distinct cellular processes that could potentially impact bulk DNA
synthesis (e.g. origin firing VS replication fork speed) more sensitive methods
for monitoring DNA synthesis are required.
Thus, in order to properly investigate Mec1’s pro-growth functions, I needed a
genetic system in which I could delete RAD53, be able to toggle off Mec1/Tel1
signaling, and maintain a strain background healthy enough to permit the manipulation
of the cell cycle through synchronization. Additionally, this genetic system would
ideally be compatible with more sensitive methods for monitoring DNA synthesis.

An auxin inducible degron system to investigate Mec1’s progrowth signaling
To address the issue highlight in point #1 above, I decided to utilize the auxin
inducible degron system from plants. To do so, I endogenously tagged the essential
Mec1 cofactor, Ddc2, with an AID sequence. I also integrated the TIR1 gene from the
plant Oryza sativa (OsTIR). In the presence of OsTIR, the addition of the plant hormone
Auxin will target the AID peptide for ubiquitination and proteasome degradation (Fig.
4.3A,B). Since Ddc2 is an essential Mec1 cofactor, its degradation renders Mec1 nonfunctional. Ddc2 degradation in response to auxin is rapid, reaching peak degradation
in under 30min.
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Deletion of a one copy of the histone H3 gene rescues the growth defect associated
with rad53Δ
To address point #2, I took advantage of a suppressor mutation for the growth
defects of rad53Δ. While the phenotypes associated with rad53Δ are typically studied
in the context of DNA damage or replication stress, there are documented functions for
Rad53 in unchallenged growth conditions too (e.g. dNTP regulation that necessitates
the deletion of SML1 to enable the deletion of RAD53). One of these function involves
the regulation of histone levels. While not much is understood about this function
mechanistically, it is appreciated that in a rad53Δ there is elevated expression of
histones, which causes a significant growth defect (Fig. 4.3C, See rad53Δ HHT2+
genotype) (REF). This histone related growth defect associated with rad53Δ can be
suppressed by deleting one copy of the histone gene (Fig. 4.3C, See rad53Δ hht2Δ
genotype). Thus, when engineering my degron system to investigate Mec1’s pro-growth
function, I ensured that rad53Δ was always accompanied by a deletion of HHT2.

Dissection of Mec1’s checkpoint and checkpoint-independent functions using an
auxin inducible degron system
To demonstration of efficacy of the degron genetic system, I performed a series
of growth and drug sensitivity assays (Fig. 4.3C,D) to test the biological logic outlined
in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.2 represents a simplified depiction of how Mec1 (and Tel1)
impinges upon the resistance to replication stress (Fig. 4.2A, high does HU) and the
promotion of cell growth under normal growth condition (or in the presence of a small
amounts of HU) (Fig. 4.2B). Rad53’s contribution to the promotion of cell growth can
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be, in the case of a rad53Δ, accommodated for by the deletion of HHT2 (Fig. 4.2B, node
with “hht2Δ”).
As predicted by the model in Figure 4.2, rad53Δ HHT2+ exhibit a growth defect
relative to RAD53+ , and this growth defect is suppressed in rad53Δ hht2Δ (Fig. 4.3C,
YPD column). As expected, the presence of Rad53 is required for the resistance to
replication stress conditions (Fig. 4.3C, 25mM HU column). Consistent with the notion
that, due to its position upstream of Rad53 (and the absence of Tel1), the presence of
functional Mec1 is also required for resistance to replication stress conditions, the
addition of auxin sensitized RAD53+ cells to 25mM HU (Fig. 4.3C, +AUX 25mM HU
column). This sensitization was contingent upon the presence of OsTIR, demonstrating
that the degron system effectively neutralized Mec1 signaling and that auxin itself had
no impact on the viability of the cells. Finally, addition of auxin under normal growth
conditions (Fig 4.3D, +AUX column) or in the presence of low doses of HU (Fig.
4.3C,D, +AUX 0.5mM HU) resulted in an OsTIR-dependent growth defect. This
growth defect was independent of the presence of Rad53 and was not suppressed by the
deletion of HHT2, and thus represents Mec1’s checkpoint-independent, pro-growth
function (discovered in Lanz et al., 2018).
Interestingly, the best demonstration of Mec1’s pro-growth phenotype is the
presence of 0.5mM HU (Fig. 4.3D), which represents a very low dose of drug. So low
in fact, the rad53Δ cells are hardly sensitive to it (Fig. 4.3D, comparing “no OsTIR”
conditions). It is tempting conclude that, because a microdose of HU accentuates the
growth defect, the root cause of phenotype is connected to Mec1’s function at
replication forks. Further work is needed to characterize the nature of this sensitivity to
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low doses of HU.
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Figure 4.2
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Figure 4.2: Models depicting how the DNA damage signaling kinases impinge upon two
key phenotypes. Related to experimental logic demonstrated in Figure 4.3.
(A) In the classical response to replication stress, Mec1 and Tel1 act upstream of Rad53 to
maintain fork stability/restart during hydroxyurea (HU) exposure. Disruption of this cascades
results in yeast with severe sensitivity to HU. Dashed line from Tel1 to Rad53 indicative of
Tel1’s limited contribution to replication fork stability.
(B) Mec1 and Tel1 act both upstream and independently of Rad53 to promote proliferation
under unchallenged growth conditions. In concert with Rad53, the checkpoint pathway has been
shown to promote growth rates by down-regulating free histone levels (REF). Disrupting of
Rad53’s management of histones levels results in a growth defect under normal growth
conditions, a defect that can be rescued by deleting one copy of the histone gene (HHT2). Mec1
and Tel1 also influence cell growth in a manner independently of Rad53, as discovered by Lanz
et. al., 2018, though the mechanism is not yet known (indicated by the ?).
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Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.3: Dissection of Mec1’s checkpoint and checkpoint-independent functions using
an auxin inducible degron
(A) A model depicting the AID degron system. The endogenous Mec1 cofactor, Ddc2, is Cterminally tagged with an AID peptide sequence and a 9xMyc epitope. In the presence of an
endogenously integrated copy of the TIR1 gene from the plant Oryza sativa (OsTIR), the
addition of the plant hormone Auxin will target the AID peptide for ubiquitination and
proteasome degradation. Since Ddc2 is an essential Mec1 cofactor, its degradation renders Mec1
non-functional.
(B) Western bolt analysis of Ddc2-AID-myc before and after the addition of Auxin in DDC2AID degron strain. All degron strains are sml1Δ.
(C) Yeast growth and replication stress sensitivity assays for DDC2-AID degron strains of the
indicated genotypes. We emphasize that 0.5mM HU represents a very low dose. So low in fact,
the rad53Δ cells are hardly sensitive to it. All degron strains are sml1Δ.
(D) Yeast growth and replication stress sensitivity assays for DDC2-AID degron strains of the
indicated genotypes. All degron strains are sml1Δ.
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Tel1 is sufficient to support normal growth in the absence of Mec1
Though I never formally tested Tel1’s pro-growth capabilities in Lanz et al.,
2018, it was assumed that, because mec1Δ exhibited only a minor growth defect, Tel1
must also be able to contribute the Pro-growth phenotype. Using the degron system
outlined in Figure 4.3A, I tested whether the presence of Tel1 affected the auxindependent growth defect seen in the Ddc2 degron strain. I found that the presence of
TEL1 alleviated the auxin-dependent growth defect of the Ddc2 degron strain (Fig. 4.4),
indicating that, in the absence of Mec1 signaling, Tel1 is capable of redundantly
fulfilling Mec1’s pro-growth functions.

Integration of the BrdU Inc. cassette into the Ddc2 degron system to enable DNA
fiber analysis
To address point #3, I integrated the BrdU Inc. cassette into the degron strains
validated in Figure 4.3. The Brdu inc. cassette encodes for two genes under the control
of high expression yeast promotors. One of these genes, hENT1, encodes a human
transmembrane transporter protein which enables the importation of BrdU through the
yeast cell wall and plasma membrane. The other, HSV-TK, encodes a viral thymidine
kinase that phosphorylates BrdU, enabling its incorporation into DNA. Using strains
capable of BrdU incorporation I will be able to perform DNA fiber analysis, a technique
which involves the visualization of DNA synthesis via microscopy. DNA fiber analysis
enables calculation replication fork speed and determination of the frequency of origin
firing.
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Figure 4.4

Figure 4: Tel1 is sufficient to support normal growth in the absence of Mec1 signaling.
Yeast growth and replication stress sensitivity assays for DDC2-AID degron strains of the
indicated genotypes. All degron strains are sml1Δ.
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Figure 4.5

Figure 4.5: Enabling the incorporation of BrdU in yeast using the BrdU Inc. cassette.
Figure taken from Viggiani and Aparicio, 2006.
The Brdu inc. cassette encodes for two genes under the control of high expression yeast
promotors. One of these genes, hENT1, encodes a human transmembrane transporter protein
which enables the importation of BrdU through the yeast cell wall and plasma membrane. The
other, HSV-TK, encodes a viral thymidine kinase that phosphorylates BrdU, enabling its
incorporation into DNA. The entire cassette can be linearized and integrated with in the yeast
genome with a selectable marker.
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Table 4.1. Genotype of degron strains to be used in the follow-up investigations of
Mec1’s pro-growth functions

Strain ID
MBSXXXX

MBSXXXX

MBSXXXX

MBSXXXX

MBSXXXX

MBSXXXX

MBSXXXX

Genotype
MATa, leu2∆0, ura3∆0, met15∆0, his3∆1::HIS3-ADH1pr-hENT-GPDprHSV-TK, sml1∆::URA3, tel1∆::HphMX, DDC2-AID-MYC::NatMX,
htt2∆::NatMX
MATa, leu2∆0, ura3∆0, met15∆0, his3∆1::HIS3-ADH1pr-hENT-GPDprHSV-TK, sml1∆::URA3, tel1∆::HphMX, DDC2-AID-MYC::NatMX,
htt2∆::NatMX, OsTIR1::Leu2
MATa, leu2∆0, ura3∆0, met15∆0, his3∆1::HIS3-ADH1pr-hENT-GPDprHSV-TK, sml1∆::URA3, tel1∆::HphMX, DDC2-AID-MYC::NatMX,
rad53∆::KanMX
MATa, leu2∆0, ura3∆0, met15∆0, his3∆1::HIS3-ADH1pr-hENT-GPDprHSV-TK, sml1∆::URA3, tel1∆::HphMX, DDC2-AID-MYC::NatMX,
rad53∆::KanMX, OsTIR1::Leu2
MATa, leu2∆0, ura3∆0, met15∆0, his3∆1::HIS3-ADH1pr-hENT-GPDprHSV-TK, sml1∆::URA3, tel1∆::HphMX, DDC2-AID-MYC::NatMX,
rad53∆::KanMX, htt2∆::NatMX
MATa, leu2∆0, ura3∆0, met15∆0, his3∆1::HIS3-ADH1pr-hENT-GPDprHSV-TK, sml1∆::URA3, tel1∆::HphMX, DDC2-AID-MYC::NatMX,
rad53∆::KanMX, htt2∆::NatMX , OsTIR1::Leu2
MATa, leu2∆0, ura3∆0, met15∆0, his3∆1::HIS3-ADH1pr-hENT-GPDprHSV-TK, sml1∆::URA3, DDC2-AID-MYC::NatMX, rad53∆::KanMX,
htt2∆::NatMX , OsTIR1::Leu2
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Appendix I
Supplementary tables for Chapter 2

Supplemental Table 2.1. Phosphopeptides from QMAPS in Fig 5.
Separate Excel File (Lanz et al. 2018)

Supplemental Table 2.2. Phosphopeptides from QMAPS in Fig 6.
Separate Excel File (Lanz et al. 2018)

Supplemental Table 2.3. Slx4 and Rtt107 peptides detected in the IP-IMAC-MS
experiment from Fig. 2.6C.
Separate Excel File (Lanz et al. 2018)

Supplemental Table 2.4. Phosphopeptides from QMAPS in Supplemental Fig.
2.6B,C.
Separate Excel File (Lanz et al. 2018)

Supplemental Table 2.5. Phosphopeptides from QMAPS in Fig 2.9A,B.
Separate Excel File (Lanz et al. 2018)

Supplemental Table 2.6. Phosphopeptides from QMAPS in Supplemental Fig.
2.8.
Separate Excel File (Lanz et al. 2018)
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Supplemental Table 2.7. Genotype of yeast strains used in Lanz et al., 2018
Strain ID
MBS3055
MBS3056
MBS3057

MBS3058
MBS3059
MBS3012

MBS3013

MBS3060

MBS3061

MBS3062

MBS3074

MBS3092

MBS2874

MBS3053

MBS3054

Genotype
MAT?, ura3-52, leu2-1, trp1-63, his3-200, lys2-Bgl, hom3-10, ade2-1,
ade8, YEL069C::URA3, sml1∆::TRP1, tel1∆::NatmX (GCR)
MAT?, ura3-52, leu2-1, trp1-63, his3-200, lys2-Bgl, hom3-10, ade2-1,
ade8, YEL069C::URA3, sml1∆::TRP1, ddc1∆::HIS3, tel1∆::NatmX (GCR)
MAT?, ura3-52, leu2-1, trp1-63, his3-200, lys2-Bgl, hom3-10, ade2-1,
ade8, YEL069C::URA3, sml1∆::TRP1, dna2-WY-AA::KanMX, tel1∆::NatmX
(GCR)
MAT?, ura3-52, leu2-1, trp1-63, his3-200, lys2-Bgl, hom3-10, ade2-1,
ade8, YEL069C::URA3, sml1∆::TRP1, tel1∆::NatmX, mec1∆::KanMX (GCR)
MAT?, ura3-52, leu2-1, trp1-63, his3-200, lys2-Bgl, hom3-10, ade2-1,
ade8, YEL069C::URA3, sml1∆::TRP1, tel1∆::NatmX, rad53∆::KanMX (GCR)
MATalpha, ura3-52, leu2-1, trp1-63, his3-200, lys2-Bgl, hom3-10, ade2-1,
ade8, YEL069C::URA3, sml1∆::TRP1, ddc1∆::HIS3, dna2-WY-AA::KanMX,
tel1∆::NatmX (GCR)
MATalpha, ura3-52, leu2-1, trp1-63, his3-200, lys2-Bgl, hom3-10, ade2-1,
ade8, YEL069C::URA3, sml1∆::TRP1, ddc1∆::HIS3, dna2-WY-AA::KanMX,
tel1∆::NatmX (GCR)
MATalpha, ura3-52, leu2-1, trp1-63, his3-200, lys2-Bgl, hom3-10, ade2-1,
ade8, YEL069C::URA3, sml1∆::TRP1, ddc1∆::HIS3, dna2-WY-AA::KanMX,
tel1∆::NatmX, rad53∆::HphMX (GCR)
MATalpha, ura3-52, leu2-1, trp1-63, his3-200, lys2-Bgl, hom3-10, ade2-1,
ade8, YEL069C::URA3, sml1∆::TRP1, ddc1∆::HIS3, dna2-WY-AA::KanMX,
tel1∆::NatmX, dpb11-601::HphMX (GCR)
MATa, ura3-52, leu2-1, trp1-63, his3-200, lys2-Bgl, hom3-10, ade2-1,
ade8, YEL069C::URA3, sml1∆::TRP1, ddc1∆::HIS3, dna2-WY-AA::KanMX,
tel1∆::NatmX, rad53∆::KanMX, dun1∆::HphMX (GCR)
MATa, ura3-52, leu2-1, trp1-63, his3-200, lys2-Bgl, hom3-10, ade2-1,
ade8, YEL069C::URA3, sml1∆::TRP1, ddc1∆::HIS3, dna2-WY-AA::KanMX,
tel1∆::NatmX, rad53∆::KanMX, chk1∆::HphMX (GCR)
MAT?, ura3-52, leu2-1, trp1-63, his3-200, lys2-Bgl, hom3-10, ade2-1,
ade8, YEL069C::URA3, sml1∆::TRP1, ddc1∆::HIS3, tel1∆::NatmX,
sgs1∆::HphmX (GCR)
MATa, ura3-52, leu2∆1, trp1∆63, his3∆200, lys2∆Bgl, hom3-10, ade2∆1,
ade8, arg4∆, sml1∆::TRP1, dna2-WY-AA::KanMX, bar1∆::URA3,
ddc1∆::HIS3, tel1∆::NatMX (SILAC)
MATa, ura3-52, leu2∆1, trp1∆63, his3∆200, lys2∆Bgl, hom3-10, ade2∆1,
ade8, arg4∆, sml1∆::TRP1, dna2-WY-AA::KanMX, bar1∆::URA3,
tel1∆::NatMX (SILAC)
MATa, ura3-52, leu2∆1, trp1∆63, his3∆200, lys2∆Bgl, hom3-10, ade2∆1,
ade8, arg4∆, sml1∆::TRP1, bar1∆::URA3, ddc1∆::HIS3, tel1∆::NatMX
(SILAC)
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MBS2975

MBS3115

MBS3113

MBS3114

MBS2035

MATa, ura3-52, leu2∆1, trp1∆63, his3∆200, lys2∆Bgl, hom3-10, ade2∆1,
ade8, arg4∆, sml1∆::TRP1, dna2-WY-AA::KanMX, bar1∆::NatMX,
ddc1∆::HIS3 (SILAC)
MAT?, ura3-52, leu2-1, trp1-63, his3-200, lys2-Bgl, hom3-10, ade2-1,
ade8, YEL069C::URA3, ddc1∆::HIS3, dna2-WY-AA::KanMX, tel1∆::NatmX
(GCR)
MATa, ura3-52, leu2∆1, trp1∆63, his3∆200, lys2∆Bgl, hom3-10, ade2∆1,
ade8, arg4∆, sml1∆:TRIP, DNA2 WY-AA_KanMX6, bar1∆::URA3,
tel1∆::NatMX, SLX4-13xMYC::hphMX (SILAC)
MATa, ura3-52, leu2∆1, trp1∆63, his3∆200, lys2∆Bgl, hom3-10, ade2∆1,
ade8, arg4∆, sml1∆:TRIP, DNA2 WY-AA_KanMX6, bar1∆::URA3,
tel1∆::NatMX, SLX4-13xMYC::hphMX, ddc1 S2* (CRISPR-mediated
introduction of a stop codon in DDC1) (SILAC)
MATa, ura3-52, leu2∆1, trp1∆63, his3∆200, lys2∆Bgl, hom3-10, ade2∆1,
ade8, arg4∆, sml1∆::TRP1, bar1∆::HIS3, tel1∆::URA3 (SILAC)
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Supplemental Table 2.8. Plasmids used in Lanz et al., 2018
MBS
Plasmid
Number
917
918
1782
920
1783
1784
1785
1786
1787
1788
1789
1790
1781
1791
1792
1797
1800
1801
1802
1803
1793
1799
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812

Base Vector
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS415
pRS416
pRS416
pRS416
pRS416
pRS313
pRS313

Promoter
ADH1
CYC1
DPB11
ADH1
CYC1
DPB11
ADH1
CYC1
DPB11
ADH1
CYC1
DPB11
DDC1
DDC1
ADH1
ADH1
ADH1
ADH1
DPB11
DPB11
ADH1
ADH1
ADH1
CPY1
ADH1
CPY1
NA
CYC1

Insert
empty
empty
empty
MADDNA2
MADDNA2
MADDNA2
MADDPB11
MADDPB11
MADDPB11
MADDDC1
MADDDC1
MADDDC1
DDC1
ddc1-T602A
SGS1-MADDNA2
MADDNA2-RTT107
MADDNA2-MSH6
MADDNA2-CTF4
POL30-MADDPB11
NAB2-MADDPB11
SGS1-MADdna2-WY-AA
MADdna2-WY-AA-RTT107
MADDNA2
MADDNA2
MADDPB11
MADDPB11
empty
MADDDC1
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Epitope Tag
NA
NA
NA
1xFLAG
1xFLAG
1xFLAG
1xFLAG
1xFLAG
1xFLAG
1xFLAG
1xFLAG
1xFLAG
3xFLAG
3xFLAG
1xFLAG
1xFLAG
1xFLAG
1xFLAG
1xFLAG
1xFLAG
1xFLAG
1xFLAG
3xHA
3xHA
3xHA
3xHA
NA
1xFLAG

Appendix II
Supplementary results for Chapter 3

Supplemental Figure 2.1
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Supplemental Fig. 2.1 – Related to Figure 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4
(A) Extended growth curves for the indicated strains grown in rich media (YPD). The gray
window highlights the portion of the growth curve shown in Figure 2.1A and C. Error bars
represent the standard deviation average between at least 6 replicate cultures. The results
depicted are representative of multiple independent experiments.
(B) Extended growth curves of the ddt strain transformed with different pRS415 plasmids grown
in –Leu media. The gray window highlights the portion of the growth curve presented in Figures
2.2C and 2.4B.
(C) Same as Figure 2G using auxotrophic selection for the plasmid. We use YPD for the plates
in the main figures because we found the plasmids in the ddt strain self-select and thus look the
same on YPD plates as they do on –Leu plates.
(D) “free” MAD expression detected by western blot analysis using antibody against HA.
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Supplemental Figure 2.2
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Supplemental Fig. 2.2 – Related to Figure 2.2
(A) Extended growth curves of the ddt rad53Δ strain transformed with the indicated pRS415
plasmids grown in –Leu media. The gray window highlights the portion of the growth curve
presented in Figure 2.4D. Error bars represent the standard deviation of at least 6 replicate
cultures. The results depicted are representative of multiple independent experiments.
(B) Visual genetic stability assessment of the ddt rad53Δ chk1Δ strain transformed with the
indicated pRS415 plasmids.
(C) Representative spot of ddt rad53Δ carrying an empty vector on a GCR plate. The microcolonies that appear never grow larger than those seen in the image. We suspect the sickness of
the strain prevents viable colonies from growing in the presence of Canavanine and 5-FOA.
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Supplemental Figure 2.3

Supplemental Fig. 2.3 – Related to Figure 2.3
Extended growth curves of the dpb11-601 strain transformed with the indicated pRS415
plasmids grown in –Leu media. The gray window highlights the portion of the growth curve
presented in Figure 2.5D. Error bars represent the standard deviation of at least 6 replicate
cultures. The results depicted are representative of multiple independent experiments.
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Supplemental Figure 2.4
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Supplemental Fig. 2.4 – Related to Figure 2.7
(A) Sgs1 and Rtt107 phosphopeptides from experiments in Figures

2.7B and C.

Phosphopeptides with phosphorylation at a pS/pT-P motif are Mec1-independent and used as a
normalization control for protein abundance. Errors bars are sem of multiple phosphopeptide
measurements from a representative experiment.
(B) Measurement of GCR events in dna2-AA tel1Δ dpb11-601 strain transformed with the
indicated pRS415 plasmids.
(C) Extended growth curves of the ddt strain transformed with different pRS415 plasmids grown
in –Leu media. The gray window highlights the portion of the growth curve used to calculate
the doubling time in Figure 2.7E.
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Supplemental Figure 2.5
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Supplemental Fig. 2.5 – Related to Figure 2.7
Top two panels – Taken from Fig. 2.6A,B (see main figure legend for description of QMAPs).
Induction of Mec1 activity by the reintroduction of “free” MAD DNA2 into ddt cells.
Bottom 4 Panels – QMAPS demonstrating a comparable level of Mec1 activation in “free”
MADs condition VS the Protein-MAD fusions used in Fig. 6. These bottom QMAPs are derived
from smaller scale phosphoproteomic experiments that were not extensively fractionated. Also,
these experiments were only performed once and thus do not use the same criteria for the
inclusion of a substrate within the QMAP as the other experiments in the manuscript. Here, all
detected Mec1 substrate phosphopeptides were included after manual inspection of the peptide
identification and quantitation, even if they were identified only one time. See Supplemental
Table 4 from Lanz et al. 2018.
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Supplemental Figure 2.6

Supplemental Fig. 2.6 – Related to Figure 2.8
(A) Extended growth curves of the ddt rad53Δ dun1Δ strain transformed with the indicated
pRS415 plasmids grown in –Leu media. The gray window highlights the portion of the growth
curve presented in Figure 2.8B. Error bars represent the standard deviation of at least 6 replicate
cultures. The results depicted are representative of multiple independent experiments.
(B) The presence of the ribonucleotide reductase inhibitor protein Sml1 did not prevent the
growth rescue resulting from Mec1 reactivation in ddt cells.
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Supplemental Figure 2.7

Supplemental Fig. 2.7 – Related to Figure 2.8
mec1Δ tel1Δ yeast have shortened and dysfunctional telomeres, and as a result, have increased
rates of cellular senescence (Ritchie et al. 1999; Chan et al. 2001). Therefore, we wanted to
assess what role telomere dysfunction plays in the sickness of our ddt strain. To do this, we
utilized a plasmid that expresses a Cdc13-Est2 fusion protein. Est2 is the catalytic subunit of
telomerase. When fused to Cdc13, Est2 can constitutively associate with the telomeric DNA,
resulting in longer telomeres (Evans and Lundblad 1999). Previous work has demonstrated that
CDC13-EST2 can rescue some telomere-related defects of mec1Δtel1Δ cells (Mieczkowski et
al. 2003; McCulley and Petes 2010).
(A) Similar to its effects in mec1Δtel1Δ, CDC13-EST2 rescued the growth rate of ddt, though
not to the same extent as Mec1 reactivation (zoomed panels). Importantly, when “free” MADs
and CDC13-EST2 were expressed together in ddt, the growth rescue was not additive, indicatin g
that Mec1 reactivation may also be restoring telomere length in ddt cells.
(B) Interestingly, unlike the expression of “free” MADs in ddt, CDC13-EST2 did not affect
the proportion of S-phase cells in asynchronous cultures. This observations suggest that the
growth rescue mediated by CDC13-EST2 in ddt may be due to the prevention cellular
senescence, rather than the promotion DNA replication as in the case with Mec1 reactivation.
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Supplemental Figure 2.8

Supplemental Fig. 2.8 – Related to Figure 2.9
Activation of Mec1 in G1-arrested cells via treatment with 2ug/mL 4-NQO for 50 minutes.
QMAPs are derived from smaller scale phosphoproteomic experiments that were not
extensively fractionated (hence the fewer number of dots in the plot). Also, these experiments
were only performed once and thus do not use the same criteria for the inclusion of a substrate
within the QMAP as the other experiments in the manuscript. Here, all detected Mec1 substrate
phosphopeptides were included after manual inspection of the peptide identification and
quantitation, even if they were identified only one time. See Supplemental Table 6 from Lanz
et al.,2008.
Both MADs were able to induce Mec1 signaling in response to 4-NQO-derived ssDNA in G1.
The fact that “free” MAD expression in G1 can trigger phosphorylation of a subset of targets,
but only after 4-NQO treatment, further supports that ssDNA is a key signal for triggering Mec1
signaling. However, the level of Mec1 signaling induced by MAD in 4-NQO-treated G1arrested cells is considerably lower than Mec1-signaling induced by Ddc1. We attribute the
inability of MADs to efficiently activate Mec1 in 4-NQO-treated G1-arrested cells to the small
size of the ssDNA gaps that are known to be generated by NER-dependent processing of 4NQOinduced lesions. Ddc1 is part of the 9-1-1 checkpoint clamp that would efficiently localize to 5’
ssDNA:dsDNA junctions. In S-phase, MADs are able to activate Mec1 to the same extent as
Ddc1-Dpb11 (see Fig. 2.6B).
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Supplemental Figure 2.9

Supplemental Fig. 2.9
Schematic depicting the suite of MAD-tagging vectors used for this study. Coding sequences
are inserted into the vector using Gibson Assembly.
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Appendix III
Protocols

Protocol #1: SILAC Phosphoproteome Analysis by IMAC/MS for Yeast
Observations:


Starting material of 12 mg proteins (6 mg Light, 6 mg Heavy)

Materials:


Trypsin – TPCK treated (Wortington, # LS003741)

Solutions:
 TE buffer
o 10 mM Tris, pH 8.0
o 5 mM EDTA
 Lysis buffer
o 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0
o 0.2 % Tergitol
o 150 mM NaCl
o 5 mM EDTA
o Fresh protease inhibitors, phosphatase inhibitors, and 1 mM PMSF
 SDS stock solution
o 10 % SDS
 Tris-HCL (pH 8.0)
o 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 8.0
 PPT solution
o 50 % acetone
o 49.9 % ethanol
o 0.1 % acetic acid
 Urea/tris solution (make fresh)
o 8 M urea
o 100 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0
 Tris/NaCl solution
o 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0
o 150 mM NaCl
 C18-buffer A
o 0.1% TFA
 C18-buffer B
o 80% acetonitrile
o 0.1% TFA (can use C18-buffer D in place of B)
 C18-buffer C
o 0.1% acetic acid
 C18-buffer D
o 80% acetonitrile, 0.1% acetic acid
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IMAC
o
o
o
IMAC
o
IMAC
o
o

washing solution 1
0.1 M NaCl
0.1% acetic acid
25% acetonitrile
washing solution 2
1% acetic acid
eluting solution
12% ammonia
10% acetonitrile

Methods:
Cell culture
1. For both Light and Heavy condition, inoc 200-250mLs of SILAC CSM liquid
media with an activated liquid culture (can be saturated, just make sure it was
inoculated that morning); grow in SILAC media O/N.
2. Check OD next morning. SILAC yeast saturate in CSM at OD ~0.6. If treating
with genotoxin, begin treatment at OD ~2.0.
3. When ready, Spin down each yeast culture at 1000g for 5min. Resuspend each
pellet in 3.5mLs of TE buffer and equally distribute into three 2 mL screw cap
tubes. Spin, remove TE, and store pellet – 80 C;

Cell lysis
4. Prepare 12mL of lysis buffer (12mL lysis buffer, 120ul 100x Complete/Pierce,
120ul 100x PMSF, 120ul 100x Phos inhibitors).
5. To lyse cells, add 600 uL glass beads (to measure the amount of glass beads to
use, fill a 0.6 mL eppendorf, then pour glass beads to the pellet).
6. Add 1.0 mL of lysis buffer 1 and brake in bead beater for 3x(10 minutes on,
1min off) in the cold room.
7. Spin at 13.000 RPM at 4 C for 5 minutes on a bench top centrifuge.
8. Transfer supernatant to ultra-centrifuge tubes (OK if some glass beads are
transferred). Pool together all three Light lysates, do the same for Heavy. Spin
using ultra-centrifuge for 30min @ 45000g and 4°C - the Light and Heavy
samples should perfectly balance each other.
9. Transfer supernatant to 15mL conical tube. Perform Bradford to determine
protein concentration (should be roughly 6ugs/ul, depending on the OD at
harvest).
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Protein extract preparation and trypsin digestion
10. For each technical replicate: Mix 6mgs of Light sample with 6mgs of Heavy
sample and add lysis buffer (+inhibitors) for a final volume of 3mLs in a 15mL
falcon tube. I like to do 2 technical replicates for every condition.
11. Add SDS to 1 % (330ul of 10% SDS) and add DTT to 5 mM (16.5ul 1M
DDT). Incubate at ~42°C for 15 min.
12. Prepare fresh stock 33X Iodoacetamide solution – 500ul 1M Tris-HCl (pH 8.0)
+ 45mg Iodoacetamide. Alkylate cysteines with 15 mM Iodoacetamide at RT
for 15 min (100ul of fresh stock solution).
13. Precipitate proteins with 10mLs of PPT solution. Add solution at room
temperature, mix it and keep on ice for at least 15 minutes.
14. Prepare 5mLs of Urea/Tris Solution in a 15mL falcon tube – 500ul 1M TrisHCl pH8.0 + 2.5g of Urea. Will need more than 5mLs for 3 or more technical
replicates.
15. Spin on centrifuge for 5 minutes at 4,500 RPM.
16. Pour supernatant out. Keep tube upside down for 2 minutes to drain PPT
solution. There should be no acetone smell.
17. Add 1.5 mL of autoclaved H2O + 15ul of fresh Urea/Tris Solution to protein
pellet. Resuspend and transfer protein pellet to an ultracentrifuge tube. Spin at
45,000g for 6min.
18. Remove supernatant and gently add 1mL of autoclaved H2O to non-pellet side
of the tube. Gently role the water over the protein pellet to wash it. Remove the
water with pipette.
19. Add 2mL of Urea/Tris solution. Use pipette to dislodge pellet from side of tube
when adding Urea/Tris solution. Once the entire pellet is dislodged from the
side of the tube, it can be dissolved under constant agitation for 10-30min. If
the pellet will not fully dissolve, a homogenizer can be used.
20. Once fully dissolved, transfer the 2mLs of liquid into a 15mL falcon tube. Add
6mLs NaCl-Tris solution. Add 400ug of TPCK trypsin (40ul 10ug/ul stock).
Seal the tube cap with parafilm and digest O/N at 37°C on nutator.

Sample clean-up
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21. Acidify the 8mLs of digested peptides with 160ul of 10% Formic acid and
160uls of 10% TFA. Spin down precipitate at 4500RPM for 5min.
22. Condition two 200 mg C18 SepPak columns (2 fresh columns per sample, each
200mg C18 column has a binding capacity of 3mg protien) with ~2 mL C18buffer B (or D). Equilibrate column with ~ 2 mL C18-buffer A. Do not let
column dry at any time.
23. Bind your peptides to the columns 8mLs of sample to column.
24. Wash with 2 mL C18-buffer C (let flow by gravity).
25. Elute bound peptides from each C18 column in a glass culture tube with 1 mL
of C18-buffer D.
26. Split the 1 mL of elute into two “clear shell vials.” Dry vials in a speed-vac for
approx 1 hour (until completely dried). Should have 4 vials per sample.
27. Once dry, add 75 uL of 1 % acetic acid to each tube. Pipette up and down and
vortex it vigorously. Combine all 4 vials into one vial. Centrifuge sample in a
bench top centrifuge for 1 minute @13.000 RPM. Collect supernatant.

Purification of phosphopeptides by IMAC
NOTE: The amount of IMAC resin used is critical for the enrichment of
phosphopeptides. The optimal amount of resin can change depending on the quality of
the Ni columns we buy from Qiagen. Therefore, when a new box of Ni resin is
opened, the optimal amount of IMAC resin must be re-determined. A safe starting
amount is 18-24ul IMAC resin for 12mg of protein. Poor phosphopeptide enrichment
can mean too much resin is being used (or you screwed up). A large percentage of
doubly phosphorylated peptides means you are using too little resin.
28. Condition 20uL fresh IMAC resin (for IMAC resin preparation see Protocol #
4)
in a gel-loader tip with 40ul 1% HAc (IMACs solution 1).
29. Run sample through resin by applying air pressure with a 1 mL syringe.
NOTE: For each washing step, add 100ul of solution and remove to desired washing
volume. This rinses the walls of the loader tip between washing steps
30. Wash with 1 column volume of IMAC washing solution 1.
31. Wash with 2 column volumes of IMAC washing solution 2.
32. Wash with 1 column volume of deionized water.
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33. Elute phosphopeptides directly in a small silanized glass vial with 60 uL of
IMAC eluting solution.
34. Dry elution in speed-vac for 50 minutes.
35. Resuspend sample in 16.5 uL water. For input runs, take 1.5 uL (10 % of the
elution) and mix with 7ul 0.1p (angiotensin solution). Analyze 2% of elution
by LC-MS/MS. (Can freeze everything at -80C at this point)
Fractionation of phosphopeptides by HILIC chromatography
36. To remaining 15ul of dH2O sample add 10ul of 10% Formic Acid
37. Add 60ul of pure ACN using a glass microsyringe.
38. Using a gel loader tip, pipette up and down to mix, then spin to remove
insoluble material (1 min/ gradually up to 8000RPM/ RT Using a piece of
kimwipes to stabilize the vial inside the tube).
39. Collect sup in a new small silanized vial.
40. Load into Hilic (See protocol 2).
41. Dry fractions for 50 min at 45C.
42. Resuspend in 7.0ul of 0.1P (8.0ul maximum)
43. Place silanized vial in holding vial and cap. May stop and store at -80C before
loading into MS.
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Protocol #2: HILIC Operation
Materials:
 0.1p
 ACN
 dH2O
 TFA
 Methanol
 Formic acid
 Acetonitrile
 Silanized vials
Solutions:
 Buffer A: 90% ACN/water
 Buffer B: 80% acetonitrile, 0.005% TFA/water
 Buffer C: 0.025% TFA/water
 Reservoir buffer: 10% Methanol/water
Methods:
Before Starting
1. Check the top of HILIC machine + top partition
a. You will find several bottles labeled buffer A, B, & C
b. Top partition - yellow reservoir bottle
c. The bottles should contain appropriate buffers with more than half of
the total volume
d. Restore buffers if low. After restoring, you need to do a “purge”
Starting the machine
2. Go to the Control panel
3. Turn on UV lamp (red arrow, figure 1)
a. It may take ~2 min
4. Wait until calibration is finished
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Figure 1: Starting the Machine

Activating the machine
5. Move to a different browser using Ctrl+Tab
6. In “Blanks” folder find BLANKS2012 (red arrow, figure 2)
7. On the first row, you will find “IPgradient_shallow_no_collect”
a. Change status to “Single” (orange arrow, figure 2)
8. Save and run the program (purple arrow, figure 2)
a. This step runs the machine with just buffers to activate the machine

Figure 2: Activating the Machine
9. Once the first blank run is over, run an angiotensin below the blank row
a. When running an angio, the vial should NOT be capped with any lid
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b. Angiotensin peak should appear ~16 min
c. If the angio peak is appearing similar to previous runs within a 2~3 min
boundary, proceed to HILIC
10. While angio is running, add 10 uL of 10% formic acid and 60 uL of
acetonitrile to your water-dissolved 15 uL sample
a. Spin down to get rid of any residual precipitates and take only 83 uL
Loading your sample
11. Place sample in position RA1 and load to HILIC
a. Vial should be capped only with orange cap (without red cap)
12. Go to phosphoproteome panel (green arrow, figure 3) and append 2 rows
(purple arrow, figure 3)
a. One to initialize the HILIC and second to collect HILIC fractions
13. Save and press run

Figure 3: Loading the Sample
14. Place 10 silanized vials to collect each fraction
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15. Once fractionation is finished, dry fractions in speed-vac for ~1 hour
16. After liquids are completely dried, add 7 uL 0.1p to each vial and load to MS
Finalizing the machine
17. Go to BLANKS2 folder
18. Start the first row to finalize
19. Once the finalize is done, turn off the UV.
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Protocol #3: Quick GCR Assay
Observations:
 This protocol is more qualitative and intended for yeast strains with HIGH
levels of genetic instability.
Materials:
 Canavanine
 5-FOA
 CSM –Arg –His –Lys –Ura powder
 Histidine
 Uracil
 Lysine
Solutions:
 4x GCR media mix
o 1 g 5FOA
o 60 mg Canavanine Sulfate
o 0.65 g CSM –Arg –His –Lys –Ura
o 20 mg Histidine
o 50 mg Uracil
o 25 mg Lysine
o 200 mL ddH2O
o 50 mL of 50% Glucose
Methods:
Making GCR plates
1. In a 2 L pyrex bottle, mix 24 g of Bacto Agar in 750 mL of ddH2O and
autoclave
2. In 500 mL beaker with a stir bar, make the 4x GCR media mix
a. 1 g 5FOA
b. 60 mg Canavanine Sulfate
c. 0.65 g CSM –Arg –His –Lys –Ura
d. 20 mg Histidine
e. 50 mg Uracil
f. 25 mg Lysine
g. Dissolve in 200 mL ddH2O and 50 mL of 50% Glucose (a little heat
needed)
3. Filter sterilize the 4x GCR media mix and pour all 250 mL into the bottle
containing 750 mL of autoclaved agar
4. Pour the plates (best to let dry on your bench for 24-48 hours)
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GCR Assay
1. Obtain single colonies from strain of interest on agar plate
a. I use colonies that have been on plate for ~48 hours
2. Transfer ALL of the colony into 2 mL of liquid culture and let grow to OD of 1
(to saturation if minimal media)
3. You will have to test different amounts of cells to plate depending on the
instability of the strain you are testing – between 0.5 mL to 1 mL of the
saturated 2 mL culture is a good starting amount for strains expected to be
unstable
4. Spin down the cells you wish to plate and wash with 300 uL of H2O (get rid of
Arg from the liquid media)
5. Resuspend cells in 150 uL of H2O and spot on the GCR plate
FOR the calculation of GCR rates refer to the material methods section of Lanz et
al., 2018 or Putnam and Kolodner 2010.
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Protocol #4: LiAc Yeast Transformation
Observations:
 Boil salmon sperm DNA for 5 min and quickly chill on ice
o It is not necessary to boil the salmon sperm DNA every time. Keep an
aliquot in your freezer box and boil after 3-4 freeze-thaws
 PEG 8000 is extremely viscous—to efficiently resuspend the pellet, disrupt the
cells by vigorously mixing with the tip of the pipette
Materials:
 1 M lithium acetate, filter sterilized
 50% PEG 3350 or 8000, filter sterilized
 10 mg/ml salmon sperm DNA
Solutions:
TRAFO Mix (per transformation)
 240 µl PEG 50%
 30 µl 1 M LiAc
 10 µl SS-DNA, 10 mg/ml
Method:
1. Optional: inoculate your yeast strain of interest in 5 mL YPD and let grow O/N
at 30 C at 250 rpm
a. For sick strains, grow O/N
2. Next day, dilute the culture in 50 ml YPD to an O.D. of ~0.05 (O.D. 0.1 - 0.2
for sick strains) and incubate at 30°C at 250 rpm until the O.D. reaches ~0.4.
Alternatively, take a match-head’s worth of yeast from a plate and inoculate 50
mL YPD. Grow ~6-8 hrs until O.D. ~0.4
a. Allow cells to complete at least 2-3 divisions
3. Harvest the culture in a sterile 50 ml centrifuge tube at 1000 x g for 5 min at
4C
4. Pour off the medium, resuspend the cells in 1 ml of 100 mM LiAc and transfer
the suspension to a 1.5 ml microfuge tube
a. If doing multiple transformations, split cells into as many tubes as
needed, provided you have enough yeast to transform
b. Usually a ~50 uL -sized pellet is sufficient for most transformations
5. Pellet the cells at top speed for 15 sec (or 1000 x g for 1 min). Aspirate the
LiAc with a micropipette and keep the cells on ice
6. Prepare the TRAFO mix for the number of transformations to be carried out
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a. 280 µl for ~40 µl of pellet = 1 transformation
7. Premix the TRAFO mix by vortexing or pipetting and add TRAFO mix on top
of the cell pellet. Resuspend the cells by vortexing or pipetting vigorously until
cell pellet has been completely mixed. Usually takes about 1 min
8. Transfer 320 µl of the cells/TROFO solution to microfuge tubes according to
the number of transformations that will be carried out
9. Add 5-10 µl ( 1 µg) of the appropriate PCR product or plasmid to each tube.
Vortex the solution again
a. Optional: keep one tube without DNA as a control
b. For sick strain plasmid transformation, use at least 1 µg of plasmid
DNA.
10. Heat shock the cells in a water bath at 42C for 40 min
a. For sick strain and non-sick strain plasmid transformation, heat shock
cells in water bath at 42C for 10 min
11. Microfuge at 6-8000 rpm for 15 sec (or 1000 x g for 1 min) and aspirate the
TRAFO mix solution with a micropipette
12. Pipette 200 µl of sterile ddH2O into each tube and resuspend the pellet by
pipetting it up and down gently. Plate 180 µl on the appropriate drop-out plate
13. Add 200 µl more of sterile ddH2O into each tube and resuspend. Plate 180 µl
a. For antibiotic resistance markers (ex. G418, NatMX, and Hygromycin
cassette transformation), resuspend the pellet by gently pipetting in 2
ml of YPD, transfer to a 14 ml round-bottom tube and incubate it for 3
hours or O/N at 30C at 250 rpm. Then, transfer the cells to a 2 ml
microfuge tube, centrifuge at 6-8000 rpm for 15 sec. Resuspend the
pellet in 200 µl of sterile ddH2O plate as stated above
14. Incubate plates at 30C for 2 to 4 days to recover transformants
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Protocol #5: Rapid Genomic Prep
Materials:
 SDS
 NaCl
 EDTA
 dH2O
 Tris-HCl
 Glass beads
 100% Ethanol
 70% Ethanol
 Triton X-100
 Phenol:chloroform
 Ammonium Acetate (4 M)
Solutions:
 Buffer A
o 2% Triton X-100
o 1% SDS
o 100 mM NaCl
o 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0
o 1 mM EDTA
 TE, pH 8.0
o 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0
o 5 mM EDTA
Methods:
1. Grow 3 mL overnight liquid culture of the strain you wish to genotype
2. Add 1 mL of culture to a 1.5 mL microfuge tube and spin down at max speed
for 1 min
a. Aspirate supernatant
3. Add 100 uL of Buffer A, 100 uL of glass beads, and 100 uL of
phenol:chloroform
4. Break in bead beater for 3 min
5. Add 200 uL TE (pH 8.0)
a. Break in bead beater for 1 min
b. Spin 5 min
c. Transfer 200 uL aqueous phase to a new tube
6. Add 1 mL of 100% ethanol and 10 uL of 4 M ammonium acetate
a. Invert tube a few times
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b. Spin at RT for 1 min and aspirate supernatant
7. Wash with 1 mL of 70% ethanol
a. Spin at RT for 1 min and aspirate supernatant
8. Dry the pellet for 10 min in speed vac
9. Re-suspend the dry pellet in 200 uL of sterile dH2O
a. Use 1 uL of the DNA as a template for subsequent PCR reactions
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Protocol #6: Deleting Genes in Yeast
Materials:
 Primers
o To delete the whole GENE, from ATG to stop codon.
 GENE_del_for (50bp upstream of ATG)gcagattgtactgagagtgc
 GENE_del_rev (50bp downstream of stop codon,
reverse)tgccgatttcggcctattgg
o To confirm the GENE deletion.
 GENE_up_for (~ 22bp from 100 to 51bp upstream of ATG)
 GENE_rev (~22bp in the middle of the ORF, reverse)


Polymerase and Reaction Buffer
o PrimeStar DNA polymerase 2X Reaction mix; Primer Mix; H20. See
PrimeStar product sheet.

METHOD:
- For GENE deletion, use primers:
GENE_del_for and GENE_del_rev

- Choose one of the templates:
pRS303 ___________________________________For HIS3 selection marker
pRS304 ___________________________________For TRP1 selection marker
pRS305 ___________________________________For LEU2 selection marker
pRS306 ___________________________________For URA3 selection marker
pFA6a-HIS-FLAG-kanMX6 PCR fragment_______For G418 selection marker

- Amplification
Expected size of amplification products using deletion primers:
pRS303 _____________________________~ 1.4kb
pRS304 _____________________________~ 1.2kb
pRS305 _____________________________~ 2.4kb
pRS306 _____________________________~ 1.3kb
pFA6a-HisFLAG-kanMX6 PCR Fragment _~ 2.0kb
- Yeast Cell Transformation
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Use 1µg of the amplification product (∼10µl of a 50µl PCR deletion reaction) for each
transformation. Refer to protocol # 3.
- For GENE deletion confirmation, use primers:
GENE_up_for ; GENE_down_rev; GENE_rev and pRS303_673bp_rev
or
pRS306_638bp_rev or pRS304_X_rev or pRS305_X_rev or pFA6a-HisFLAGkanMX6_631_rev.
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Protocol #7: Plasmid Mutagenesis
Materials:
 PrimeSTAR Max DNA Polymerase Premix (2x)
 Forward primer
 Reverse primer
 ddH2O
 OMEGA Cycle Pure Kit Centrifugation Protocol
 DpnI restriction enzyme
 DH5- a E. coli
 LB + antibiotics selection plates
 OMEGA Plasmid DNA Mini Kit I – Spin Protocol
Method:
Primer Design
Forward Primer:
1. Find the amino acid that you want to mutate. Change the least number of
nucleotides to obtain the desired mutation
2. Copy and paste 15 nucleotides upstream of the mutated amino acid. Copy and
paste 12 nucleotides downstream of the mutated amino acid. For a total of 30
nucleotides in length
a. If making multiple mutations that are in close proximity, you may need
to add more nucleotides downstream.
3. Examples (mutation(s) in grey and underlined)
CDC7_S194A_for = CAAATGGATTATAAAGCCATGATAGCTGCT
CDC7_S197A_S198A_for =
TATAAAAGCATGATAGCTGCTCAAAACGAT
SGS1_S256A_S260A_for =
CAAAGTAAAGGTCGCGCTCAAGTTTCTGCACAAGA
Reverse Primer:
1. Copy 25 nucleotides upstream of the mutated amino acid. Take the reverse
compliment and paste
2. Example
CDC7_S194_rev

= TTTATAATCCATTTGAGCCTCGGCT

PCR Guidelines
1. Make a primer mix containing 1 µL of forward primer, 1 µL of reverse primer,
and 18 µL of sterile ddH2O
2. In a PCR tube combine
a. 25 µL PrimeSTAR
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b. 2 µL Primer Mix
c. 150 ng Plasmid to be mutated
d. Sterile ddH2O for a total volume of 50 µL
3. PCR Protocol
a. 98C for 3 min
b. 98C for 10 sec
c. 55C for 15 sec
d. 72C for 5 sec + 5 sec/kb of plasmid (ex. for a 5 kb plasmid  30 sec)
e. Repeat b-d x30
f. 72C for 10 min
g. 12C forever
Mutated Plasmid Acquisition
1. Clean the PCR plasmid product of any buffers using OMEGA Cycle Pure Kit
Centrifugation Protocol
2. Digest the plasmid with DpnI restriction enzyme for 1-2 hrs. Remember to add
the appropriate buffer
3. Transform into DH5-a E. coli
4. Next day, inoculate ~6 colonies in LB + antibiotics overnight
a. ~80% mutation efficiency
5. Purify the plasmids using OMEGA Plasmid DNA Mini Kit I – Spin Protocol
and send for sequencing
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Protocol #8: Sporulation and Tetrad Dissection
1. Grow 3 ml of YPD ON culture. Dilute and allow to grow for 5 hours until
reaching the point of saturation.
2. Take 500 µl of the culture and spin down at max speed for an hour
3. Re-suspend pellet in 500 µl of water and spin again
4. Remove water and re-suspend the cells in 500 µl of SPO media (1% KOAc;
0.02% Raffinose). Add 500 µl of cells to 4.5 ml of SPO media.
5. Inoculate for 3-5 days at 30° C and 200 RPM
6. Spin down 500ul of the culture for remove the supernatant
7. Re-suspend the cells in 50 µl of lyticase solution (2mg/ml in PBS) and incubate
for 30min at 30° C
8. Add 150 µl of sterile water and put the tube on ice.
9. Very gently, apply 10 to 15 µl of lyticase treated cells to a tilted plate, allowing
the droplet of cell suspension to run down the sloped agar surface leaving a stripe
of lyticase treated cells
Take the plate to the micromanipulator
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Protocol #9: Phosphopeptide Enrichment from Immunoprecipitated
proteins
Materials:
 Bead beater;
 Glass beads: 0.5 mm (Biospec, cat.# 11079105);
 Anti-HA resin (Roche, cat. # 1 815 016)
 Complete EDTA-free (Roche)
Solutions:
 Cell washing buffer: 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 5 mM EDTA.
 Lysis buffer pH 7.5: 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 0.2 % Tergitol (!stock is
usually 70%!), 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA, 10 mM B-glycerolphosphate, 5
mM Sodium fluoride. Keep this buffer at 4C. Add fresh protease inhibitors
(Complete EDTA-free 2X + 0.2 mM Benzamidine, 0.5ug/mL leupeptin, 1
ug/mL pepstatin A in DMSO) and 2 mM PMSF.
 Elution buffer: 100 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0), 1 % SDS, DTT 10mM.
 PPT solution: 50 % acetone, 49.9 % ethanol, 0.1 % acetic acid.
 Urea/tris solution (make fresh): 8 M urea, 50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 8.0).
 IMAC washing solution 1: 25 % acetonitrile, 0.1 M NaCl, 0.1 % acetic acid.
 IMAC elution solution: 12 % ammonia, 10 % acetonitrile.
 SB: Sample buffer for SDS-PAGE
Method:
Cell lysis
1. To lyse cells, add 600 uL glass beads to each tube (to measure the amount of
glass beads to use, fill a 0.6 mL eppendorf, then pour glass beads to the pellet);
2. Add 1.0 mL of lysis buffer pH 7.5 to each tube and brake in vortexer for 3 X
10 minutes (1 minutes intervals) in the cold room (maximum speed, no
intervals);
3. Collect lysate (without beads) to a 2 ml eppendorf tube + 1 mL of lysis buffer
(use it to wash beads). Centrifuge at 13K for 5 minutes, at 4C;
4. Collect supernatant in another 2 mL eppendorf tube (~2 mL, protein
concentration should be around 6-7 mg/mL; total=12 mg of proteins);
5. Collect 20uL of lysate and add 10uL of SB/DTT. This is WCE used for WB
analysis.
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Binding and washing
1. For 15 mg of protein, add approx. 25 uL of anti-HA resin (adjust ratio
accordingly). This is a starting point, depletion of the protein should be tested
by Western blot;
2. Incubate for 4-5 hrs at 4 C under constant agitation;
3. Collect resin by quick spin. Collect 20uL of flow-through and add 10uL of
SB/DTT. This is FT used for WB analysis.
4. Wash 3 times with 1 mL of chilled lysis buffer;
Elution
1. Add 90 uL of Elution buffer and incubate at 95 C for 5 minutes;
2. Collect supernatant containing eluted proteins using a gel loader tip;
3. Alkylate proteins with 25 mM Iodoacetamide for 15 minutes at RT. Save a 2
uL aliquot (2%) for gel. This is your Elution 1;
4. Precipitate proteins with 270 uL of PPT solution. Keep on ice for 30 minutes
and then centrifuge for 10 minutes/13K rpm /RT in a bench top centrifuge;
5. Wash once with 200uL PPT solution;
6. Remove liquid and keep eppendorf upside-down for 5 minutes to drain excess
solution. When acetone smell is gone, add 20 uL of Urea/tris solution. Use
micropipette to ressuspend pellet. Add 60 uL of H2O and mix well. Collect 2
uL aliquot (2.5%) and add 8 uL of SB/DTT (This is your PPT-Elution) used
for WB analysis. To the remainder 78 uL, add 1 ug of Gold Trypsin and digest
at 37C, overnight.
Purification of phosphopeptides by IMAC
1. Add HAC to a final of 1% HAC (4.5uL of 20% HAC) and add 5 pmol of A/B
casein standard;
2. Apply to 10 uL fresh IMAC resin (for IMAC resin preparation see Protocol #
5);
3. Wash with 10 uL of IMAC washing solution 1;
4. Wash with 10 uL of water;
5. Elute with 35 uL IMAC elution solution in a small silanized vial;
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6. Dry on speed-vac at 45 C for 30 minutes (until completely dried);
7. Add 10 uL of C18-buffer A (plus 100 fmoles/uL angiotensin I) and analyze
sample by LC-MS/MS.
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